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ABS'IRACT OF THE STUDY 

Ever since its prarrulgation, in the late 1960s, the 

curriculrnn document entitled The MelooUTI1e Relig ious F.ducation 

Guidelines for Primary Students in the Archdiocese of Meloourne 

has attracted strong criticism fran various members of the Ranan 

Catholic carmunity. This adverse criticism has pranpted me to 

undertake an evaluation of the 1984 edition of this document. 

'lb enable me to analyze the document, ooth theologically 

and educationally, I have constructed classifications of theologies 

and education models. These classifications have been used to 

identify the daninant theological basis of the suggested curriculum 

and the religious education mcdel used in its implementation. 

My analysis established that the theological basis of 

the document was ProEX)sitional, tempered by sane of the character-

istics of Heilsgeschichte theology. The content of the program 

contained ooth secular and religious material but, since they 

were not integrated, they gave the impression of two separate 

syllabi, used independently of each other. 

'llle rnethcdology camienced with the students' experience 

but proceeded to the transmission of doctrinal religious knowlooge. 

The language used in the expression of aims and goals contained 

characteristics of Heilsgeschichte theology and the Kerygmatic 

mo:lel of religious education. It was, therefore, seen to be in 

tension with the teaching methcx:lology which emphasized transmission 

of doctrine, thus causing internal tensions and inconsistencies. 
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PREFACE 

The teaching of religion has a special and privileged 

place in every Catholic school. Indeed, in exercising the ministry 

of religious education, the Ran.an Catholic Church (which, for the 

sake of brevity, is norma.lly referred to as the Church in this study) 

employs a great deal of its resources, ooth human and material. 

In Australia, Catholic education became a reality after many years 

of financial struggle and sacrifice. Tcday, with the benefit of 

Government assistance, each State has a Catholic Education Office 

which administers Catholic schools within its own area. This has 

resulted in a considerable increase in the mnnber of teaching 

programs and resource materials available to teachers. 

Sound educational practice demands that religious edu

cation curricula, like their secular counterparts, must undergo 

constant re-evaluation in order to assess the effectiveness of 

the educational theory and teaching rnethcdology advocated in each 

individual curriculum. Additionally, in religious education cur-

ricula, assessment must be made of the theological basis, so that 

contemporary shifts in theological orientation may be considered 

and, possibly, incorporated. It is very noticeable in Catholic 

education that, although most of the teachers who actually implement 

the curriculum are female (especially in the Primary sector), cur

riculum evaluation and develq::rnent is almost invariably carried 

out by male educational theorists. I have, therefore, as a wanan 

with experience in Primary education, welcaned this opportunity of 

attempting an evaluation of one of the more popular and widely

taught Catholic curriculwn documents, ca:monly kna,m as the 

Melbourne Guide lines . 
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Regrettably, this predaninance of male ed.ucationalists 

and theologians has led to a pronounced gender bias in their 

writings, as is evident fran the quotations fran their works cited 

in this thesis. Nevertheless, I am very grateful for the insights 

into religious ed.ucation which such writers have given me and if, 

through misunderstanding or over-simplification, I have been guilty 

of misrepresenting their ideas, I offer my apologies. 

Finally, I would like to thank my thesis supervisor, 

Ms Margaret Bearlin (Canberra College of Advanced. Education), my 

former colleagues, Dr Tan Atherton and Dr Basil M:::>ore (South Aust

ralian College of .Advanced. Education) and my typist, Ms Gabrielle 

Reece, all of whan have given much of their time and thought to 

the problems which have arisen during the writing of this study. 
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In recent years r e ligious education has reached a new 

level of maturity and in addition much critical attention has been 

given to curriculum developnent, more particularly, to school-based 

curricula. It is natural, then, that formal school based religious 

education is being a:>nsidered in the same critical light,in an 

endeavour to IPake it as pedagogically respectable and enlightened 

as possible. Until fairly recently religious education has been 

(and p:>ssibly still is i n sane schools) the educational poor cousin 

of the other curriculum subjects. Now there is reason to believe 

that religious education is being addressed fran an educational 

p:)int of view, with less Lrnprovisation and more professionalism. 

Nevertheless, over the years, there have been rep:>rts in 

the Catholic and secular newspapers by members of the catholic 

ccmnunity expressing ooncern and unease about the religious education 

;:irograms in Catholic schools. The concern, or fear, seems to be 

based on the assumption tr.at insufficient attentio:1 is being given 

to the 'handing on' of catholic doctrine and that the methcrlology 

i:::eing used to transmit the religious message does not place emphasis 

on Catholic moral teachings. 

As I am involv8d in teaching religion , I am interested 

in investigating these ciaLTs and establishing whetr..e.r these fears 

and concerns are warrantro arid justified. To ca... .... ry out my investi-

gation I have decidro to a-.alyse and critique a religious education 

curriculum document which is well known throughout ;..ustralia and 

is used in a number of cat..-.,blic Primary schools and catholic Colleges 

of Advanced &lucation. 1':-Iis curricul um document is known as the 
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Guidelines for Religious Education for Primary Students in the 

Arch::hocese of Mell:x:>ume. ( 1 ) For the puqoses of this thesis, 

this document will be referred to hereafter as the Guidelines. 

The follCMing section outlines the nature of these Guidelines. 

C.Ontext: The Publication of the Guidelines 

The Guidelines are a unified and co-ordinated plan for 

seven years of personal and religious developnent f or primary school 

children. They consist of four books which are applicable to Pre-

Primary, Junior Primary, Middle Primary and Senior Primary levels . 

The Guidelines were proouced by the education staff of the Mell:curne 

Catholic Education Office in consultation with teachers, principals, 

religious priests and sisters, parents, catechists and parish 

priests. They have been approved by the Archbishop of Mell:ourne 

and fonnally adopted by the Archdiocese for use in all Catholic 

schools. 

The aim of this curriculum document is to provide guide

lines for t eachers and catechists for developing religi ous education 

proqrams at the school l eve l. Therefore , it presents a range of 

topics,contained in four W1.its,fran which teachers select and which 

they develop according to their school 's/children's needs . The 

follcwing outline describes the content of the Guidelines. 

PART I: RELIGIOUS EDUCATIOO IN THE LIFE OF THE 00.JRCH 

Introduction 

On Gerl and Revelation 

en Response and Faith 

Basic Goals of Religious Education 

A catechetical Prcx:ess 

Scripture and catechesis 
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Prayer and Liturgy in Catechesis 

Sacraments and Catechesis 

Tradition and Catechesis 

Non-Liturgical Devotions and Practices in Catechesis 

Surmary of the D:>ctrinal Content at the Primary Level 

Overview of the Guidelines for Secondary Students 

PART II: aJRRIClJLUM OVERVIEW 

Sane Assumptions a.tout Religious Fducation 

Religious Fducation Curriculum Schema 

The Emphases at the Four Levels of the Guidelines 

Sane E.ducational Principles 

Overview of Units and Topics 

Scope and Sequence Ola.rt: Focuses of Topics 

Working with the Four Point Plan: An Interactive Process 

The Context of Religious E.ducation in the Total Curriculum 

Evaluation a.'Xl Assessment 

Parents and the Religious E.ducation Curricult.rrn 

The Role of the Religious E.ducation Co-ordinator 

PART III: UNITS A:.\;U 'IDPICS 

Intrcxluction to Part III 

Unit Awareness of Self 

Unit 2 Awareness of Others 

Unit 3 Awareness of the World 

Unit 4 Awareness of the Faith Carrnunity 

PART IV: SUMMARY OF RESOURCE'S 

Glossary 

Church Cocuments 

Teacher Backgrourd Reading 

Pericxlicals 

Teacher References 

Prayer and Liturgy 

Children's Bcx:>ks and Poems 

Hyr.ns , S...':>ns_; s , ~·'.us i c 

Audio Visual 

Pictures, :,os::er-s, Ki ts 
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This thesis will confine itself only to the study of the 

Primary section of the Guidelines. To include in this analysis 

the Secorrlary religious education program would eritail a similarly 

canprehensive treatment, which would unduly lengthen this thesis 

beyond the required parameters. 

In this chapter I propose to: 

1. Outline the historical background of the Guidelines in order to: 

1. gain an understaming of the problems that existed in 

Catholic religious education in the pa.st and to sUIVey 

examples of those problems in religious education in 

Catholic schools tooay. 

ii. examine the canplaints made by parents, clergy and other 

members of the Catholic carmunity about the Guidelines, 

which are: 

a. that the religious content to be taught lacks sourxJ. 

traditional teaching (i.e., d<X±.rine) and 

b. this has been aided. and abetted by its child-centred 

or experiential methooolo:JY. 

2 . Establish a case for subjecting the Guide lines to a critical 

scrutiny. 

3. State the critical hyp:)thesis of the study. 

4. Outline the methodolo:JY which will be used. to test the 

hypothes i s. 
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BAO<GROUND TO THE GUIDELINES - In the Beginning (1870-World War I) 

The struggle to establish Catholic schools 

and the Australian Catechism 

In Australia, during the latter part of the nineteenth 

century, the Olurch was mainly concerned with establishing the 

Catholic schcx:Jl. This was the era of missionary expansion frcxn 

the countries of the Old World, for the Catholic hierarchy, having 

taken an independent course in education, recruited many Religious 

Orders of ooth men and wanen to tea.ch in the schools . At the same 

time , the Australian hierarchy consolidated its leadership in the 

Australian Church through Bishops' Synods, which were held in 

1885, 1895 and 1905. 

At the 1905 Synod, there appears to. have been sane concern 

amongst religious educators aoout the Irish Catechism (2), as there 

was a request for the publication of an Australian Catechism. 

Hcwever, this request was rej ected on the grounds that the Irish 

Catechism "was best kna,m to the parents of the children and would 

serve as a link between the religious tradition of the old country 

and the religious hopes of the new". (3) 

The question of the religious education text was to con-

tinue to arise in the following years. During the first World War 

the first Australian Catechism ( 4) was published in Sydney. But 

it was an amended version of the Irish Catechism; there was consider

able dissatisfaction with it, especially its accent on memorization. 

Dr Sheehan wrote in his reports during the 1920s: 

In rrost of our scnools the examination in the Catechism 
and 01.ristian doctr ine was highly satisfactory . In 
others te.::c:7ers seemed to be satisfied 1f the children 
ccmnitted to merrory the words of the Cat:echisn. ( 5 ) 
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Dr Sheehan was carmissioned by the Bishops to proouce a 

took which would take the place of the Catechism, then in general 

use. 

Dissatisfaction and Achievements (World War I-1950} 

'Ihe Catechism, costing one penny, was a small green

covered l::xx)k which used an approach unccmplicated and authoritarian, 

where obedience to all lawful superiors could be carrnanded. 

HCMever, once teachers began to implement new pedagogical approaches 

in the 'secular' subjects, and students were encouraged to question 

and read widely and to becane familiar with different ideas, 

teachers became dissatisfied with the Catechism. 

HCMever, in 1949, Dr Beovich made the follCMing report 

on Catholic Education and Catechetics in Australia: 

It would seem that Australia holds a unique p::>sition in 
that eighty per cent of its Catholic School children are 
taught almost entirely by Religious. The system of 
Catholic Schools, with nearly a quarter of a million 
pupils and over ten thousand religious teachers .•. 
is the glory of the Catholic Church in Australia. 
In Catholic schools about one hour each day is given to 
the teaching of religion: it is practised throughout the 
day and penneates all the subjects of the curriculum. 
Each diocese has its CMn carefully drawn up syllabus 
of Christi an doctrine. It is based on the Catechism 
and includes prayers , doctrinal and devotional instruc
tions, Bible History, Church History stories and, in 
the higher grades, Apologetics, the New Testament, 
01urch Tradition and Catholic School Principles. (6) 

The view expressed in this rep::>rt reflects the Qmrch ' s 

self-understanding at this ti.me; certain truths of faith (a Creed), 

certain moral teachings (a cooe) and certain fonns of worship (a 

cult) were inculcated in students. The catechism contained the 

authori tative synthesis of the truths of salvation. The stress on 
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accurate knowledge of the faith was in accord with the prevailing 

view of mth revelation and faith. The understanding of the nature 

of faith itself tended to be fonnulated in terms of belief, know-

ledge, doctrine and assent. The authority of the church, by which 

1knowledge' was measured, remained unchallenged. 

But changes in the social sciences (e.g., psychology and 

sociology), society and education led to educators questioning 

these understandings of knowledge and authority. Thus, there 

appeared to be a certain tension between the hierarchy and religious 

educators. The parents' exr:ectations were that the child would 

'know' and understand the catechism which would lead to the living 

of a Christian life. 

Expansion and Innovation (1950) 

Irrmigration fran European Countries 

countries. 

In 1950 there was an influx of im11igrants fran European 

Th~re had been no planning and the school system simply 

expanded like an elastic hmd to accarmodate the wave of refugees, 

most of whcm were of the Catholic faith. 

crawded. 

The classes were over-

A new Syllabus was intrcx:luced with its chief feature being 

"the intrcx:luction, at the request of IT0I1y teachers, of a fresh doc

trine text for each year". (7) This was the first attempt to grade 

children's learning in sane kind of progressive manner. It was also 

the time when a number of innovative ideas were intrcx:luced. For 

example, Sister Fabian prcx:luced a book on Moral Instruction, Bernard 
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Ncx:>nan attempted a Pictorial Catechism, which was not published, 

and Rev. Paul Ryan prcd.uced a Children's Mass Book in 1953. The 

project method became popular in sch(X)ls during the nineteen forties 

and fifties. 

The Kerygmatic Approach (1960) 

Rev. Johannes Hofinger's visit to Mell::ourne 

The guest speaker for a religious education conference 

held in Mell:x:)Urne in 1960 was Johannes Hofinger. 

the Kerygma.tic Approach for Catechetics. 

He introduced 

Bofinger described the Kerygma.tic Catechetical .Movement 

in two phases: 

Phase 1 - Methodology - the need to apply child psychology 

to teaching; 

Phase 2 - Content - Biblical-historical approach, which took 

precedence over the Catechism. 

Hofinger stressed that good methodology based on sound 

principles of psychology would provide the appropriate base for 

the Kerygmatic renewal. 

Hofinger emphasized that there were diverse means by 

which Catechetics could lead children to living of the 'mystery of 

Christ', the Bible, the Liturgy, Doctrine and Christian living. 

Christianity is not essentially a system of truths, but the good 

news of salvation in the person of Jesus Christ, who should be the 

centre of all catechesis. 

The effect of this Religious Education Conference brought 

about three consequences: 
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teachers began to question the value of the Catechism; 

Scripture was re-discovered by Catholics; 

the urrlerstanding of 'faith' took on a broader perspective. 

In the traditional Catechism, emphasis had been placed 

on faith in tem1S of belief, knCMledge, doctrine and assent. The 

Kerygma.tic f'.bvernent recognized 'faith' as having an essential 

COTµ)nent of belief, kno.,.rledge arrl assent. It also emphasized 

faith as trust in Jesus Christ as the culmination of Gcd's 

plan and pranise in the course of divine history. It was the 

synthesis of these two dimensions that led to personal faith in 

Orrist in daily life. This understanding of faith was a 'shift' 

away fran the traditional understanding and was given authority by 

the teachings of Vatican II Council (1964). 

As a result of the Kerygmatic f'.bvernent there was the 

publication of the Australian Catechisms kna,.m as My Way to Gcd 

( for Primary grades) and the Catholic Catechism ( for Sea:)ndary 

grades). (8) 

to 1970. 

These texts were used in Catholic schcx)ls fran 1965 

The Australian Catechetical texts were criticized as being 

too revolutionary and too "way out" in Melbourne, but were wannly 

welcaned by most religious educators. Unfortunately, after the 

first wave of enthusiasm, sane disquiet concerning kerygmatic 

catechesis began to be felt. The Australian Catechetical texts 

were fundamentalist in approach, with more concern for the histori

city of events than the intervention of Gcd in his plan of salvation 

for humankind. 

The dissatisfaction amongst religious educators with the 
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Kerygmatic Catechesis brought a new stage in religious education 

in Australia. L. Erdozain, in the a r ticle, "The Evolution of 

Cateche tics", wrote : "A new stage had begun in the total process 

of catechising: a new wind was blONing, one of distinctly anthro

pological tendencies". (9) 

Post Vatican 'IWo - Assimilation and Pluralism (1965-1984) 

In 1968 Ronald Goldman visited Australia and his research 

in religious education had cx:>nsiderable influence on religious 

educators. In his l:x:ok, Readiness for Religion, (10) Goldman 

drew important conclusions fran his research. These demonstrated 

that, for the greater p:3.rt, primary school children misunderstcxx:l 

most of the Biblical material because of its inappropriateness to 

their level of psychological and cognitive developnent. Gold!t'an 

advocated that religious education programs needed to be thematic 

and experience-based and that 'secular' cx:>ntent should be use::1 as 

a basis for developing religious concepts. The content of reli

gious education programs was to be sequentially structured according 

to the child's psychological and cognitive developnent. 

The response of p:3.rents, teachers and clergy was mixed. 

Sane, mainly teachers, saw Goldman 's ideas as liberating religious 

education and opening it to the students in a creative and meaning

ful way. Others saw his ideas as destroying the Christian faith 

and heritag~ and re::lucing religion to secularism. 

In 1973 and 1975 Fr Nebrada vi s i te::1 Aust ralia. 

written an important l:x:ok called Kerygrna in Cri s i s . (11) 

He had 

Speaki ng 

fran missi onary experience , Fr Nebrada pointed out that the teacher 
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must take seriously the person with whan he/she is working. 

Although students had been baptized, teachers could not presuppose 

an active faith. Pre-evangelization meant working towards -an 

awareness of what made life fully human. The sacredness of human 

love, joy, truth, faith, sincerity must be realised before divine 

love, truth and faith can be appreciated. 

Marcelltn Flynn, in Catholic Schools and the Canmunication 

of Faith, (12) stated that there was a heated debate about the 

proportion of Church resources and personnel being devoted to 

Catholic schools which catered, at best, for only a proportion 

of Catholic children. Patrick Crudden, in The Myth of the 

Catholic School, ( 13) claimed that the myth of the Catholic School 

inhibited the Catholic Church in Australia. He argued that the 

myth had its origins in the sense of security that grew fran 

relating the achi.evernent of the Catholic ccmnunity in building, 

staffing and maintaining schools with fidelity to Gerl himself. 

Other people, like Tannock ( 1 4 ) and Bourke, ( 1 5 ) 

defended the retention of the Catholic school and argued for more 

provision to be made for children attending the State schools 

to r eceive education. 

That such a debate took place in the Catholic carmunity 

gives sane idea of the changes that had ta.ken place in the Church. 

As Langdon Gilkey pointed out in Catholicism Confronts r-b:Iernity , 

"Catholics feel free to reject official teachings not simply because 

they perceive them to be in error but because they no longer 

perceive them to be propounded with the authority of Gcd". (16) 
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to criticism on the grounds that life was not taken seriously enough. 

Marcellin Flynn, in Catholic Schools and the Camrunication 

of Faith, wrote: 

Within a few years, h0,yever, even the rrost ardent 
proponents of experiential catechesis came to 
realise that it was not, in itself, a panacea for 
educating persons in faith. Catechists became 
disillusioned with seemingly endless discussions 
which, while always beginning with present 
experience, all too often tended to remain there . (18) 

The general impression seemed to be that children were 

either not being taught doctrine, or that doctrine was being 

'watered down' • For sane Catholic parents there was a narked 

division between the secular and the divine, and therefore they 

could not understand the use of secular content as a basis for 

developing religious concepts . 

The 1960s and the 1970s were a particularly progressive 

and prcductive time in Catholic r e ligious education, but it was also 

a very difficult time. Following the writings of Goldman, 

Westerhoff, Gabriel r-bran, Jarres Fo...ler and the deliberations 

fran the Second Vatican Council , a great deal of creative innovation 

and experimentation with various methcdolog-ies i n religious education 

tex:>k plac-e. Ho...ever, Sister Diana Santleben, in an unpublished 

paper, "In the Beginning was the Catechism", wrote that in 1968 in 

Meli:x:>l.rrne there was considerabl e opp::,sition to the changes in 

religious education in the Catholic carrnunity: " .•• people would 

hold up the magazine at meetings and say that Gcd wasn't mentioned. 

He was, but they couldn 't see the words or prayers because all they 

could see were present day pictures and t hey never associated 

Religi on wit h the present day". ( 1 9 ) 
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In 1974 the M2loourne Archdiocese prcduced its first set 

of Religious Education Guidelines in response to many requests for 

a basic document for religious education in Catholic schools. 

Sister Diana Santleben camients in her paper that "In 1977 people 

began to see that the Guidelines would have to be ccmpletely re

thought because teachers were canplaining that they needed help in 

actually implementing the life-centred approach". {20) 

The Guidelines were again revised in 1978 and in 1984. 

This present study is concerned with the 1984 edition. 

This overview of the history of religious education 

presents a few of the problems and uncertainties that have always 

been present in religious education. For example: 

1. Relevance - educational suitability of both the 

Catechetical texts and the methodology used to 

transmit the religious message. 

2. Acceptability by parents, given their (generally) 

migrant status, their conservatism and their 

desire for continuity with the past. 

3. Acceptability by teachers in adapting to 

pressures for both continuity and change. 

These are sane of the main problems that appear to have 

been present throughout the history of religious education in 

Australia. If we examine the situation in religious education 

today, it seems that, in regard to problems, very little has changed. 
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Problems in Religious F.ducation Today . 

Criticisms of religious content of the Guidelines. 

Despite the attempt made by the formulators of the 

Guidelines to reconcile and cohere the conflicting claims of 

theologians, educators and parents, dissatisfaction continues 

to be expressed by various sections of the Catholic o:.mrnunity. 

Although it would be rare today to find reports of petitions, 

with thousands of signatures, being presented to the Vatican 

in protest agai nst the "new Catechetics", as was reported in 

The Catholic Weekly in 1977, (21) expressions of disgust still 

appear in print. 

In 1980 the Melbourne Catholic camrunity's concern 

and fears about the Guidelines seem to have been so evident that 

the Melbourne Advocate (22) carried a series of articles on the 

Guidelines to reassure parents that their children were being 

educated in the traditions and beliefs of the Catholic Faith. 

During this time a senior parish priest expressed his concern 

by publishing a letter in the Advocate saying: "No, not all is 

well. I do not criticise the Guidelines, that is a task beyond 

me - but I do say the end prcduct is far fran desirable". (23) 

The implication of this criticism of the Guidelines would seem 

to be that Catholic children were leaving school without a knCM

ledge of the Catholic religion. 

In 1981 this same senior parish priest published the 

pamphlet, Handing on the Faith, (24) which was a critical evalu-

ation of the Guidelines . In the pamphlet the author claimed: 

Ever since it was introduced in the l ate s ixt i es , 
the new style of catechesis has evoked strong and 
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persistent criticism fran the lxx:ly of the Church -
not fran professional agitators who have some axe 
to grind, but largely fran troubled parents whose 
only concern is that their children should receive 
the heritage of the faith in its integrity. 

The critical evaluation in the pamphlet was based on 

an analysis of the principles espoused by the Guidelines. 'Ihese 

principles were evaluated according to the nonn of the 01urch's 

official teaching and the directives of the 01urch. In section 

five the author wrote: "No.v the Guidelines completely ignore the 

official interpretation of the deposit of faith, which is contained 

in the teaching of the rnagisterium, and acknowledge only the 

pop..ilar expression of faith that canes fran the lxx:ly of the Church". (25) 

One of the underlying problems of various members of the 

Catholic carmunity's acceptance of change is the assumption that 

the task of the teacher is to produce 'believers' by increasing 

the doctrinal kna,,,ledge of the students. Indeed, this assumption 

is explicit in the pamphlet. "There is no specific doctrine 

that is to be presented for the belief of the children." (26) 

But while there are specific criticisms of the content of the 

Guidelines, there are also criticisms of the religious education 

being made by the Catholic Education Cor:;rnuni ty. These general 

criticisms are being made by members of the wider Catholic education 

ccmnunity, and they appear to be questioning whether .Catholic 

religious education programs are consistent with the needs of the 

contemporary faith-believer. The more general criticisms seem 

to focus upon the religious practice and moral values of Catholic 

students in today's society. The general criticisms reflect 

upon the wor k of religious educators because religious education 

can rightly be described as an exercise in unifying belief and 
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practice. Its ultimate purpose is to bring students into personal 

relationship with Christ. Therefore, the general criticisms made 

by members of the wider society cannot be ignored by religious 

educators and this is the reason for the inclusion of these 

criticisms in this chapter. 

Critical ResP?nse by the Catholic &iucation Ccmmunity 

In 1985 the Adelaide Advertiser reported on the findings 

of a survey of Catholic schools in New South Wales by a respected 

teacher. Fran these it appears that the moral values of many 

Year 12 students are radically at rods with the Church's teachings. 

The article went on to report that, although there was a sharp 

decline in regular attendance of Mass and sacraments, there was 

"a grO,Ning spiritual hunger" among pupils that had not been there 

ten years ago. The reporter expressed the opinion that "a state 

of mind resistant to moral restraints but at the same time yearning 

for spiritual sustenance" was a canmon problem for humankind. 

However, for the Catholic, the problem was canpounded by the 

appointment of Pope John Paull II, "who stands for authority, 

discipline and ortho:ioxy". (27) 

In 1986 Patrick O'Farrell, in an interview with Don 

Woolford of the Canberra Times, criticised the growing reliance on 

lay staff in the schools and the changes that have taken place in 

religious life. He asserted that the leadership in the Catholic 

Church had failed to adapt to changed times. "It has broken 

dawn," he said. "'Ihe whole question of authority is in dispute. 

There's so much pressure, so much threat. All they can do is 

react. The bishops have fallen into the trap of ministering to 

the convert ed ." (28) 
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Marcellin Flynn, in his writings, points out that since 

Vatican II the schools have become "more pluralistic and may have 

lost sane of (their) earlier Catholic identity". (29) He argues 

that the present parental dissatisfaction with "sane religious 

education programs of Catholic schools is related to the break.d(ftl!l 

of the traditional hannony between family, church and school". (30) 

In the past, the family, school and church formed a coherent faith 

carrnunity, but today this is no longer the situation. Flynn's 

research sh<:M'ed a decrease in Mass attendance where the hane and 

the Catholic school were not in hannony with each other. Sane-

tines the reason for sending a child to a Catholic school is because 

it is assumed that the content of the religious education program 

taught in the Catholic school will emphasize the Church's teaching. 

It follo,,,s that when the student gives up Mass attendance there 

will be dissatisfaction with contemporary religious education. 

Fran these discussions there would appear to be unease 

arrong Catholics about the changes in society which, in turn, have 

brought about changes in the understandings of authority and kn<:M'-

ledge. As a consequence of the change in contemporary under-

standing of authority and knowledge, it is assumed that there are 

changes in what was thought to be a secure tradition in religious 

education. 

The underlying assumptions of the concern of the Catholic 

carrnunity appear to be: 

1 • Religious education has sanehow been corrupted by the 

secularization of society. 

' watered da,.m ' . 

This has caused the doctrine to be 
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2. Intrcrluction of pr0:rressive teaching methcrls in religious 

education has 'broken down' the authority of parents, teachers and 

the Church's teachings. In turn, the changed attitudes to author

ity have adversely affected traditional Catholic attitudes and 

practices. 

3. The laity, as a group, do not have the carrnitment or 

theol0:rical background desirable for teaching religious education . 

The main factors which seem to have brought about the 

changes in religious education appear to be: 

1. Change in different theol0:rical approaches which has 

resulted in changes in the understandings of revelation (how we 

cane 'to know' God), faith (our relationship with God) and author

ity (the yardstick by which we measure what 'we know' and how 'we 

knCM' what 'we know') . In turn , the shifts in these theol0:rical 

concepts have brought changes in religious education. 

2. Changes in society which appear to be ercding traditional 

Catholic practices and attitudes. 

The concern of the Catholic ccmnunity for the kind of 

religious education being carried out in the schools has always 

been present throughout the Australian Catholic religious education. 

It is also present tcrlay, if we are to accept the press reports of 

the Catholic Weekly , the Canberra Times, the Adelaide Advertiser 

and the Melbourne Advocate. For this reason I have chosen to 

analyse the Melbourne Religious Education Guidelines to establish 

whether the concern and criticism by members cf the Catholic can-

munity are justified. I have chosen this particular rP.ligious 

education curriculum document for the following reasons. 
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The ImP?rtance of the Guidelines 

Soon after the Guidelines were published they were made 

canpulsory in Victoria, where there is a high percentage of Catholics 

in the population. The Guidelines were also made canpulsory in 

Tasmania and they became a guideline document for other Australian 

State Catholic Education Offices to produce their own religious 

education guidelines. They are, therefore, a national curriculum 

docwnent and appear to be very widely used documents although there 

are no statistics to support this statement. On the evidence of 

hearsay they seem to be the single most widely used resource, rivalled 

only by the Dove production Children of the Kingdom. ( 31 ) The Primary 

sections of the Guidelines are the most significant religious education 

documents to be published since the Australian Catechism series, 

My Way to God (Primary) in 1 962 • 

Given this wide use, it is to be expected that the Guide

lines will have important effects on theology and teaching practice 

in Catholic schools. Since there appears to be public unease, it is 

appropriate to sul::mit them to a critical scrutiny so as to examine 

their theological assertions and their education basis. 

In my preliminary examination of the Guidelines I recognized 

the scope and breadth of the material to be analysed and therefore I 

have drawn up a hypothesis to assist me to focus the study. To test 

the hYfX)thesis, there will have to be an examination of the content 

and methodology of the Guidelines. This will enable me to assess 

whether the claims of some members of the Catholic canmunity {as 

listed above) are justified. 
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HYPOTHESIS: 

The Guidelines are internally inconsistent, that is, there 

are theological assumptions in the Guidelines that are in tension 

with each other. 

There is an underlying tension btween the stated theology 

of the Guidelines (and the teaching methodology most logically, in 

terms of assumptions, and traditionally associated with it) and the 

stated pedagogy of the Guidelines (and the theology more logically 

and implicitly associated with it). 

To test this hypothesis, I have set out the following 

specific objectives for the study: 

1 • To ascertain the major theological approaches available 

to those preparing the Guidelines. 

2. To identify the specific approach or approaches incor

porated in these Guidelines. 

3. To identify which religious education models were 

available to those preparing the Guidelines. 

4 To identify the religious educati on mooel (or mcxlels) 

used by the formulators of the Guidelines. 

5. To detennine whether the theological approach adopted and 

the religious education model (with its implicit theological 

basis) used in the Guidelines are canpatible and consistent. 

METHOOOLOGY OF THE THESIS 

To set up a theoretical framework for the identification 

of the theological basis of the Guidelines, I intend to carry out 
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the following procedures. 

In Chapter 'Two I shall 

identify and discuss certain fonnative factors of theology 

which are widely recognized by theological scholars; 

2. outline two broad categories of theologies, namely: 

i. Theocentric, 

ii. Anthropocentric; 

3. break down and describe certain theologies fran these 

broad categories to assist me to identify the theological 

basis of the Guidelines; 

4. summarize previous discussion by constructing a table which 

demonstrates the characteristics of each of the theologies 

in the classification. 

In Chapter Three I will identify the theological bases of 

the Guidelines by using the classification of theologies that was 

constructed in Chapter Two. 

In Chapter Four I will construct a classification of reli-

gious education models. The classification will be based on the 

work done in this area by G. Rossiter, (32) R. Rummery (33) and 

B. r-bore, (34) as most of the criteria used in their classifications 

suit my purpose. However, I will make sane mcdifications, for 

example, I will add theological orientations because I will need this 

criterion to identify the theological emphases in the religious 

education mcx:lel(s) used in the Guidelines. 

The criteria to be used to construct this classification 

of religious education mcx:lels are as fol lows: 
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1. Aims/Goals 

2. Basic Content 

3. The concept of human nature and the human condition 

4. The concept of learning 

5. The concepts of kno.vledge and authority 

6. Types of language 

7. Theological orientations. 

These criteria will be more fully discussed in Chapter 

Four, and in Chapter Five I will analyse the Guidelines to identify 

the religious education mcdel{s) used in the Guidelines. 

In Chapter Six I will attempt to examine critically the 

tensions between the daninant overt theological concepts in the 

doctrinal statements and the theological assumptions implicit in the 

religious education methcdology. This will enable me to assess the 

internal consistency/inconsistency of the Guidelines and also test 

the hypothesis and identify the tensions within the document. 

I am aware that the theological and educational canponents 

of any religious program will be closely interwoven. But, for the 

purposes of analysis, I have decided to use the above methodology 

to enable me to assess criticall y the theological emphasis and the 

educational methodology of the Guidelines. 
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My task in this chapter is to set up a classification 

system of the theological schools of thought, as a basis for exam

ining the theological orientation of the Guidelines. 

To clarify and identify the various characteristics of 

the different schools of theology, I am planning to consider the 

follCMing formative factors of theology which have been recognized 

in the work of other theological scholars. There are probably 

many fonnative factors of theology, but for my purposes I will 

only consider those factors which will be useful and appropriate 

for analysing the Guidelines. 

FORMATIVE FACIDRS: 

1. Theological Centre: 

Theologians belonging to various theological schools 

differ in their theological centre, for they place emphasis upon 

one issue which plays a praninent role in the construction of each 

f)articular theology. This central issue provides a central con-

ceptual pivot to which all other issues are related. For example, 

theologians belonging to the Existential Theological School focus 

on the subject and the importance of achieving authentic life. 

On the other hand, Liberation theologians focus on the Bible, in

sofar as it can be interpreted according to the liberation motif. 

They interpret salvation and the mission of the Church primarily 

as the changing of oppressive socio-econanic and political struc

tures , rather than as redemption fran individual guilt and sin. 
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Clarification of the theologi cal centre of a particul a r 

school of theology enables one t o make distinct ions between the 

various school s of theology. 

2. Situation: 

Theologians involved in "doing" theology have need t o 

consider two issues: 

i • -Function: Theology has often arisen out of the context 

of the existential needs of ministry in the Church. For example, 

in the early church new converts needed to be catechized, while 

throughout history changes in science, technology, attitudes, values 

and human structures have brought about developnent in religious 

thought am doctrine. The process of theology begins with defining 

a problem or a particular doctrine within the given situation. 

Theologians then articulate in a systematic manner the experience 

of God within human experience . Therefore, the functi on of the 

theological process is to bring knawledge and understanding of God 

to the level of expression within a particular situation. For 

example, theology has an imr:ortant critical function to perform. 

It must examine whether the various expression of beliefs are 

appropriate to the Christian tradition . That is, whether or not 

they conform to Sacred Scripture, Tradition, the consensus of the 

Chri s tian a::mnunity and current scientific knowl edge. '!he function 

of theol ogy will vary according to the situation of the theological 

school . 

ii. Context: Theologians also examine whether one's cultural 

or social setting detennines what one is able to canprehend of the 

knowledge and understanding of God (revelation). Theologians 
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differ in their understanding of cultural influence: 

a. The orthcrlox theologians (ProfX)sitional Schcol of theology} 

claim that what is to be ccmnunicated consists of doctrines 

that are timelessly true for people of any and all cultures 

but for whose intellectual canprehension "faith" is a necessary 

condition. 

The Heilsgeschi chte theologians see that what is to be 

carmunicated is the historical saving actions of Gerl. Unlike 

the Jewish and Greek conceptions of history, Christian histor

ical urrlerstanding views his tory in linear t erms. History 

begins with creation and ends with the second caning of Christ 

(parousia}. At mid fX)int, as the climax, is Jesus Christ. 

Salvation events fran the beginning of the Old Testament 

fX)int to Jesus Christ, while all events follCMing the death 

and resurrection of Jesus Christ fX)int back to Christ. 

Theologians refer to this process as ''henneneutical christo

centrici t y". Its particular methcdology is peculiar to 

Heilsgeschichte theology, and can be understocd only within 

the circle of those alr eady in the Faith Ccmnunity . 

b. Theologians who identify themselves with the Christian 

carrnunity, but as members of the minority groups , e.g. , as 

wanen or as citizens of third world nations subject to oppres

sion, claim that culturally shaped consciousness inescapably 

plays a role within theology and, furthennore, that the con

sciousness of the oppressed empowers them to grasp the 

distinctive shape of the existence to which the Christian 

gospel calls all believers . (Liber ation Theology , e .g., 

G. Gutierrez , R. Ruether .) 
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c. Theologians who address everyone claiming that what is 

intelligible to persons shaped by the central values of 

modernity and who are within the Faith Canmunity can be shewn 

to be intelligible to anyone else too. (Existential School 

of theology, e.g., R. Rahner, R. Bultman, P. Tillich, et al.) 

3. Source and Nature of Revelation: 

The experience of God is recognized as an experience of 

the divine reality, that is, faith, a personal knowledge of God. 

Theology articulates reflections and interpretations and these are 

defined as beliefs. When theologians reflect on the ways in 

which that original experience of God occurred in the lives of 

believers, we have theology of revelation. Revelation is under

stcx::id as the self-carmunication of God. It is a process which 

God initiates and which believers accept because of their capacity 

to be open to the presence and action of God in their lives. 

Revelation occurs in nature itself, in historical events, 

through the words and activities of special individuals (e.g., 

prophets and apostles), in special carmunities (the Church in parti

cular) and supremely in and through Jesus Christ. 

Theology of revelation, while assuming the experience of 

God, relates the story of God's activity in the world and describes 

how people have responded in faith to this divine presence. 

Different theories have arisen in the theological schools to explain 

this saving encounter and historical interaction between Gcx:l and 

person. These theories will be described in detail in the descrip

tions of the different theological schools. 
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4. The Nature and Role of Jesus Christ: 

In any theological system, Christology will play a central 

role, inasmuch as the understanding of the person and work of Christ 

is determinative for the understanding of salvation and the Chri sti an 

life. Christians usually work from the understanding that a basic 

outline, at least of the life and activity of Jesus, is available 

to us. This infonna.tion is an important part of the data from 

which faith arises and from which theologians carry out their 

reflections. 

The human way of "knawing" demands that the theologian 

must begin with what is knawn aoout Jesus as revealed in the Scrip-

tures. Nevertheless, Jesus of Nazareth is also called the Christ, 

and is therefore given a transcendent and redemptive role in 

Christianity. 

Theologians attempt to preserve the transcendent and the 

human dimensions of Christ. They refl ect upon the history of Jesus, 

his life, teachings, actions, death and resurrection, which represent 

a unique and decisive "event" in and through which Gerl has mani

fested his purpose of redemption of all men and wanen. 

Nevertheless, the various schools of theology have 

presented different formulations of Christology. For example, 

Thanas Aquinas, who is associated with the Propositional School 

of theology, focussed primarily on the so called ontological 

questions (e.g., "Who is Christ in himself?"). Contemp:>rary 

theological schools, represented by such theologians as Karl Rahner, 

Paul Tillich and Leonardo Boff, have developed a Christology "from 
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below'', that is, by ccmnencing with the Jesus of history, rather 

than with the divinity of Gcd in the humanity of Jesus, "fran above". 

Christology also reflects on the significance of Jesus 

for human existence. It has always been assumed that Christian 

understarrling provided illumination on human nature, on Gcd and on 

the human destiny. It has also been assumed that, while this know

ledge may be attained fran different Christian sources, it is given 

its final certainty in Jesus 0-U-ist as the decisive revelation for 

Orristians of the nature of Gcxl, the human l:>eing and of the world. 

Therefore, one of the functions of Christology is to reflect upon 

these ultimate questions in the event of Jesus Christ. 

5. '11he Ibctrine of the Nature of Human Existence: 

Langdon Gilkey, in his l:xx:>k, Message and Existence: An 

Introduction to Christian Theology, points out that mo::3.ern anthro

pology, sociology and theologians have taught us that in every 

camrunity (secular or religious) there is a particular "cultural 

world", that "shapes the carununity and its social existence and as 

a consequence shapes the lives of each of its participating man

bers". (1) That cultural world includes a view of reality, of 

nature, of history and understanding of what is true/not true, of 

how truth is to be revealed, what i s of value and the fundamental 

aims of an authentic life and society. Participating members of 

such a camrunity share inwardly this objective cultural world. 

A theological interpretation of this cultural world, that is, a 

view of society and of the individual, "centres its interpretation 

on the essential and active presence of the divine in human existence, 

and that interprets human being, both individually and socially in 
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tenris of its relations and res!)Ol1ses to that presence". (2) 

The p:3.rticular theological interpretation of human nature 

and the human condition can therefore be a useful factor in the 

identification of the characteristics of various theological schools, 

since it enables one to clarify urrlerlying presuppositions and 

assumptions about human nature and its relationship with the divine. 

6. The Locus of Authority for matters of Faith and r::octrine: 

Where the theologians relonging to a p:3.rticular school 

of theology "situate" the locus of authority, by which theological 

claims are authenticated, is very i.mp)rtant in classifying schools 

of theology. For the purpose of analysis it is useful to divide 

the concept of authority into external and internal authority. 

External authority is associated with the official cap:3.city of a 

person. For example, the authority of a theologian or a bishop, 

who holds authority by reason of his office. 

Internal authority resides in a convincing argument, for 

example, the New Testament. The ultimate authority of the New 

Testament (which is the Word of Gcd) is expressed through preaching 

or through miraculous occurrences. The Apostles held authority 

because they were in a position to witness what Jesus did and said. 

As the Church became more institutionalized, official, 

external authority played a greater p:3.rt in theology. 'lhe advent 

of the Reformation and the Enlightenment brought a shift in the 

W1derstanding of the concept of authority. The seventeenth and 

eighteenth century Enlightenment philosophers argued that the 

autonanous mind affirms nothing to be true but that which reason, 
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or independent thinking has sh0tm to be true. (3) But the principle 

of intellectual autonany carried with it the important requirement 

of questioning and critic.al scrutiny tawards what is given by 

tradition in order that its conclusions, if accepted, may be re

established on new and contemporary grounds. As a consequence, 

the principle of autonany carried with it the r esponsibility of 

continual revision and reinterpretation of what is received or 

believed and also entailed the acceptance of the relativity, the 

historicity and fallibility of every expression of truth. No 

longer could the role of tradition be one of absolute or unquestion

able authority, nor could individuals shelve their a.,m resronsibility. 

The personal existential nature of Christian belief in 

God implies prayer and worship supported by Scripture and tradition. 

Authority is often based on external and internal dimensions, 

fused in faith. 

7. Methcd.s of Theology: 

In theological investigation there is a great variety of 

methods employed. All theologians aim to shaw the meaningfulness 

or intelligibility of their subject matter (doctrines, symools, 

myths or narratives). 

Orthodox or Propositional Theologians assumed that, as 

an intellectual enterprise, theology is similar to sane philosophical 

undertakings. If the subject matter of theology i.s about the 

reality of God, then a metaphysical conceptual methodology is used 

to define the doctrines. If the subject matter of theology is 

doctrines, then the Bible is understood as a collection of texts 

fran which doctrine may be derived by a process of conceptual analysis. 
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The major task of the systematic theologian is the re

interpretation of his/her tradition for the present situation. 

Practical theologies (e.g. , Liberation) , in contrast, deny both 

the necessity and possibility of grounding Christian theological 

proposals in any argument. They assume that theology is the self 

description of the Christian canmunity and doing it is like an 

anthropologist rather than a philosopher, identifying the stnlcture 

of either reality or consciousness. The truth of theological 

proposals can be shown by demonstrating that there are goo:1 reasons 

for believing them. What counts as a "gocrl" reason is itself a 

function of hCM the camnmi ty 1 s culture shapes one's construct of 

oneself and the historical and natural contexts of life. 

If we are to appreciate the divergent ways of doing 

theology, we need to ask what theology seeks to understand about 

faith itself. Under what conditions does faith becane a reality? 

What are the effects of faith on the life of the believer? It 

would seem fran previous discussion that theologians may focus 

their attention on God and the divine self-ccmnunication in Christ 

or on the human being and only indirectly raise the question of 

the God to.vards whan faith is directed and who is acknC1.Yledged as 

the ultimate cause of faith. 

Broadly speaking, theological methodologies may be divided 

into two groups: 

i. Thecx::entric - the application of a foundational conceptual 

scheme that can be used as a language in which to restate 

biblical doctrines as well as the theologians 1 contemporary 

doctrinal proposals. 
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ii. Anthropocentric - those theologies in which a significant 

place is given t o the human condition or experience under 

whi ch faith beccmes a reali ty and al::out faith 1 s effect on 

the life of the believer. 

Thus, the theological methodology of any school of theo

logy has an important p:1rt to play in the identification and 

clarification of the characteristics of various theologies. 

8. Implicit Religious Education M:xlel: 

Every school of theology has implicit within its method

ology what could be called a mcrlel of religious education, for, 

implicit in its methodology are central presuppositoins aoout the 

nature of knowledge and human existence. For example, if reve

lation is understood as hCM Go:1 is revealed to humankind, then how 

we cane to understand and 11knCM11 Go:1 through these revelations 

must be central to religious education. That is, if religious 

education is understood as enabling people young and old (but 

young in this case) to cane 

i. to understand what it means to have a religious approach 

to life; 

ii. to "kno,/' the Christian faith tradition within the heri

tage and life of the Christian carmunity. 

Similarly, what ltlakes our understanding/kna,;,le::lge to be 

valid/true/authoritative will underpin our concept of religious 

education. Hence, what constitutes religious education in each 

tradition is logically linke::l with that theological tradition 

because of 

i. the concept of person - what one needs "to kn0t111 to be a 
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perscn and hCM one canes "to know"; 

ii. the concept of knc:wledge - how God reveal s himself to 

humankind. Whether knc:Mledge is theoretical, practical 

or experiential. What the locus of authority is against 

which we validate knowledge; 

iii. the concept of society - theories and beliefs about 

what society should be l ike. 

These concepts determine what is meant by religious education in 

each traditi on. 

The identification of the implicit religious education 

rood.el within each theological school will be particularly helpful 

in the analysis of the Guidelines in Chapters five and six. It 

will assist in establi shing the internal consistency or inconsis

tency of the Guidelines. 

In this discussion I have outlined sane fonnative factors 

of theolo:;y which I will take into consideration when constructing 

the classification of theologies. In my preliminary examination 

of the Guidelines the follc:wing aspects were brought to my at

tention: 

1. In the Introouction to the Guidelines it is claimed that, 

in the construction of the document, the multi-cultural 

society of Melbourne has been given attention. 

2. The doctrinal content stands as the Core Content of the 

program. 

3. The Guidelines claim t o have adopted a "process of reli

gious education which respects each person's particular 

s tage of develoµnent in faith". (p . 9 ) 
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4. The Methcdology of the Guidelines uses secular content. 

In constructing the theological classification I have 

taken these aspects into consideration and have therefore chosen 

the follCMing schools of theology fran the two broad categories 

already discussed: 

Theocentric - Prop:,sitional 

- Heilsgeschichte 

Anthropocentric - Contextual 

- Existential 

- Liberation 

- Anthrop:,logical. 

By using the formative factors, previously discussed, I 

will nc,.,; briefly describe each of these theological schools. 

1 .Proi::ositional School of Theology : 

i. Theological Centre: Theologians in this theological 

school rely heavily on reason and logic. Theological questions 

are often studie::l apart fran their historical context. Scripture 

is not use::l according to its original setting and literary meaning 

but rather as if it is primarily a collection of independent 

sayings or principles which can be use::l independently of one another 

to support particular theological and even philosophical arguments. 

Theologians emphasize distinctions and sub-distinctions and con

struct systems of thought which are elevate::l to the status of self-

containe::l authorities. The emphasis is always on the authoritative 

sources by which a given thesis is sho.,m to be true. Reverence 

for Scripture not withstanding, the primary authority is centre::l 
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in the official Church; i.e. papal statements, conciliar declara

tions and Vatican decrees. 

ii. Situation: The traditional interpretation of the historical 

sources guided the theol03ian' s study of how a doctrine unfolded 

and all systematic explanations of such doctrine came under the 

arbitration of the Magisterium.(4) Propositional theology addresses 

all cultural or social settings on the basis that what has to be 

camrunicated consists of doctrines that are timelessly true f or 

people in all cultures. 

iii. Source and Nature of Theology: Propositional Theology 

claims that God ccmnunicated basic truths, hitherto unkna,.,n, about 

himself in history to a privileged people, and that these were 

written da,.,n in a human language and passed on in Scripture and 

the tradition of the Church. A kind of divine verbal camrunication 

tcx:>k place between Gcx:1 and the world in the history of the chosen 

people and in the life of Jesus. The agents of this divine can-

munication were the prophets arrl the apostles, who were regarded 

as the messengers of God. Revelation, in this view, was seen as 

Gcd speaking to the irrlividual. 

tain the literal Word of Gcx:1. 

Scripture was understood to con-

iv. The Nature and Role of Jesus Christ: The focus in Christ

ology is metaphysical, that is, it is concerned with speculations 

on the "inner make up" of Jesus Christ. It places emphasis on 

the underst,?nding of the union of natures within the one divine 

person, e.g. the knCMledge of Christ, the operation of his wills, 

his po.yers, his consciousness, etc . The nature of Jesus Christ, 

in this theol03ical approach, is accepted as being both fully divine 
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and fully human; a proposition which, after initially being defined 

by the Council of Nicea in 325 , was rat ified by the Council of 

Chalcedon in 451. This meant that the core of Jesus ' i dentity 

was seen to be located in the mystery of the hypostatic union. (5) 

The doctrines of Orristology were then systema.tically developed 

fran the perceived. fact, based on a literal interpretation of 

Scripture, that the divine World of God assumed human flesh fran 

Mary, and that the person of the Word gave Jesus his deepest 

i dentity and act of existence fran Gcd the Father . 

v. The D:x::trine of the Nature of Human Existence: The Propo

sitional view of human existence focusses on the ontological 

difference between God and humanity. God is the indestructible 

"other", while human nature is the finite, fragile being with the 

capacity of loving Gcd and of living according to Gcd's will. 

Ha,.;ever, because of the "Fall" of Adam and Eve (Genesis), the 

human being is subject to sin and consequently there is a flaw 

in human nature. Human existence is "other" than that of God. 

Nevertheless, the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ gives 

humanity the possibility of life after death with God in eternity . 

Human existence is co-existence, but fraught with as many risks as 

opportunities. Human existence is at once resi;:onsible, sinful 

and hopeful. Its hope lies in the resurrection of the bcrly after 

death and the ground of that hope is a life lived according to the 

will of Gcx:1, as expressed in Scripture and the teachings of the 

Church. 

vi . The Locus of Authority for the Matters of Faith and 

Ixx::trine: Official sources of authority are within the religious 
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tradition . All sources appear to be on the same level, that is , 

the creed is as authentic a s the Scriptures and , similarly, the 

Pap:i.l pr onouncements. 

vii. Methcds of Theology: The methcdology of Propositional 

tIBOlogy is one of abstracting and systerratizing doctrinal truths. 

E.g., in fonnulating the doctrine of salvation, statements concern

ing, or concepts fran, well established Church discourse. Fran 

these abstractions would evolve generalizations, which were referred 

rack to the sources and so became authoritative statements. The 

methcdology of Propositional theology constructed systems of thought 

and elevated these systems to the status of self contained authorities. 

viii. Implicit Model of Religious F.ducation: The implicit 

mcdel of religious education in the Propositional School of theology 

is the Magisterial/Traditional Ma:iel. This model places emphasis 

on the religious truths contained in the credal formulas and moral 

teachings of the Church as contained in the canrnandments and laws 

of the Church. Its methcdology is one of transmission of proposi

tior1al l<rlc;,wledge by instruction. The duty of the student is to 

"knCM 11 the catechism, to be loyal and obedient to the Church at 

all times and to be faithful to the regular practices of Catholic 

life by attendance at Stmday Mass and the Sacraments. 

2. Heilsgeschichte Theology : 

i. Theological Centre: In Heilsgeschichte theology, the 

Geschichte (mythic history) is opposed to the historie (inspira

tonal history). Doct rine is viewed under the f orm of the meaning

ful salvation events of God and his plan; it does not derive fran 
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pure speculation on Gcx:1. Scripture has not set up a philosophical 

system, but rather the concrete facts to which a religious and 

sup:!rnatural meaning is attached. If the creed is recited, it 

means recapitulating what Gcx1 has done to save humanity. In Sal

vation history, there is a 'peak 1 
, which is the caning of Gcx1 in 

the person of Christ. This peak is an event which can be under-

stocd only in its preparation throughout the course of the centuries. 

The events follow each other, but also prepare for each other, i.e., 

the events of Excdus, the prophets, the covenant, the priestly 

theocracy, the exile etc. Events following the Christ event are 

interpreted in the light of Gcx1's salvific action in Christ, i.e., 

the Church, the developnent of doctrine etc. Revelation is accan

plished through history, but not without the interpretation of the 

word. It is presented as a series of meaningful events which 

proceeded fran Gcx1 in the context of his plan for salvation. 

It is doctrine a.rout Gcx:1, but a doctrine made up:::m the basis of 

Gcd's activity in history, and therefore it is essentially a con

crete type of knowledge. 

ii. Situation: Heilsgeschichte theology arose out of the 

advent of historical disciplines applied to Scriptural study. 

Within it is the overarching interpretation of Gcd's plan of sal

vation, which is progressively revealed through hurran history. 

The doctrines emanating fran the Christocentric hermeneutics of 

salvation events are seen as timelessly true for people of any and 

all cultures. 

iii. Source and Nature of Revelation: Revelation, in Heils

gechichte theology, is interpret ed a s a salvific process of divine 
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self-disclosure i n history, whi ch reaches its c limax in Jesus ' 

death and resurrect ion. 

iv. The Nature and Role of Jesus Orrist: Christology is 

also functional in the sense that one discovers who Jesus is by 

discovering what he has actually done for humankind in history. 

All the titles of Orrist are in virtue of what Christ does for 

humankind, rather than in virtue of what Christ is in himself. 

Each title signifies a specific function of Christ in Salvation 

history. For example, Oscar Cullman, in Christology of the New 

Testament, (6) argues that it was the earliest Christians who 

explicitly gave Jesus the title of Messiah, yet Jesus regarded 

himself as the Suffering Servant of God and the Son of Man. 

Cullman argues that this was because Jesus regarded himself not 

merely as a decisive herald, but as the decisive mediator, creating 

salvation by his death, thereby being the one who canpletes the 

divine saving plan. 

v. '!he Doctrine of the Nature of Human Existence: Human 

existence is understocd as historical {that is, limited) existence 

qualified by sin. Jesus calls all peopl e to conversion and repent 

ance, and to a working out of their sal vation through a change i n 

their relationship with others. Furthermore, the hwnan condition 

attains dignity only through the relationship of the individual 

person with God. Since, in Heilsgechichte theology, revelation 

is mediated through salvation history, there must be an acknow

ledgement of the canmunity which experiences and helps to rrake 

this ccmron history. 
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vi. The Locus of Authority for Matters of Faith and Coctrine: 

In Heilsgeschichte theol ogy the l cx:us of authority resides in Scrip

ture and the experientia l encount er in a faith response t o Christ. 

vii. Methc:ds of Theology : The underlying a ssumption in 

Heilsgeschichte theology is that all salvific actions of Gerl in human 

history can be interpreted in the light of Gcd's plan of sal vation. 

Therefore , the theological methc:dology employs a process whi ch i s 

sanetimes described as a Christocentric hermeneutical circle. 

That is, the events of the Old Testament are seen as l ooking 

forward to the caning of the Messiah, while all events aft er the 

Christ event look back to that event for interpretation. Salvati on 

history finds its focal point in Jesus Christ, who is the meaning 

and goal of all history. 

viii. 'Ihe Implicit Religious F.ducation ltrlel: The implicit 

religious education mc:rlel in Heilsgeschichte theology is the 

Kerygmatic mcxlel. Its methc:dology centres on proclaiming what 

Gcd has done for his people. It is Christocentric i n emphas is 

and its content is Salvation history, which is often presented in 

a chronological sequence and leads to appli cation to l ife situ

ations. '!he concept of faith is understocd as a personal r es

ponse to Gcxl. 

Fran the 'Iheocentric theologies, as outlined al:x:JVe, I 

will naw turn to the Anthropocentric theologies. 

1. Contextual School of Theology : 

i. 'rheol ogical Centre : Contextualisation i n theol ogy means 

the extent to which theol ogians allOvJ the culture, val ues, attitudes 
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and nonns of a particular cultural tradition to shape the Church's 

tmderstanding and expression of what it means to be a Christian. 

The Christian Church has always recognized the necessity of locating 

the Gospel in a cultural context, for example, the transition fran 

the Jewish to Gentile Christianity and, later, the Western culture. 

ii. Situation: Contextual theology has arisen fran the post 

colonialism which came about with the gaining of independence by 

different third world countries (e.g., Latin America, Africa and 

parts of Asia). While the basic purpose of theological reflection 

has remained the same, that is, the reflection of Christians upon 

the gospel in light of their own circwnstances, a greater emphasis 

is now being placed on ho,.,, circumstances shape the response to 

the gospel. 

iii. Source and Nature of Revelation: The Gospel message is 

the means of revelation. It is brought to a particular culture 

by witnesses, that is, the first task of the evangelizer is to 

live the Gospel. Then the Gospel is proclaimed, but to do this 

it is essential for the person proclaiming the Gospel to know and 

understand in depth the people to whan the Gospel is being carrnuni

cated. Translating the Gospel into liturgy and sacrament requires 

ITDre than a facility to speak and understand the language. It 

also requires a sensitivity to the values of the culture that 

underlie the language. The Gospel is present in a culture when 

the people becane believers and take on its program of life. 

Such canmunities are meant to 1::::e signs within that culture of the 

newness of the life of the Gospel. 
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iv. The Nature and Role of Jesus Christ: The developnent 

of local theologies depends as much on finding Christ already active 

in the culture as it does on bringing Christ to the culture. The 

great respect for culture has a Christological basis. It grONs 

out of a belief that the risen Christ's salvific activity in bring

ing a.r:x:)Ut the kingdan of Gcd. is already going on before the missionary 

arrives. This means that the local carmunity must explore what 

it means for Jesus to be a Jew, for Jesus can only be understood 

within the context of his own cultural identity. At the same time, 

the ccmnunity must recognize the signs of Christ's presence in its 

midst. 

v. 'llle Doctrine of the Nature of Human Existence: The human 

being is seen as a social being who lives in a continual dynamic 

relationship with all others and with Gcd.. The self is constituted 

by its relationships; human life is essentially corporate. Gcd. 

created human beings with a need for camnmity, and therefore 

people cannot be either fully human nor truly Christian on their a,.m. 

Contextual theologians argue that it is the individual's location 

within a particular social, cultural or ideological CX)ntext which 

provides his or her. life with shape and meaning, not only in its 

external features, but also in its internal features , that is, his 

or her a,,.m interior experience. They claim that human beings are 

shaped in terms of the cultural rrroels of the human which are part 

of their social, cultural and ideological circumstances. 

vi. 'Ihe Locus of Authority for Matters of Faith and Doctrip.§_: 

The locus of authority for Contextual theology resides in Scripture, 

traditi on and in dynamic interplay with cultural systems of beliefs, 

perspectives and practices. 
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vii. Methcx:iology: The theol ogical methcx:iology employed in 

Contextual theology begins by reflection upon the traditions, 

custans, philosophies, language, social organization, art and 

technology of a particular culture. This is follOW'ed by a process 

called "contextualization", which means the extent to which the 

theologian allc:Ms the culture, values, attitudes and no:rms of a 

particular culture to shape the understanding and expression of 

Scripture and various Christian teachings. It is the attempt to 

"read" these sources through the eyes of cultures often very 

different fran those which formulated them. 

viii. Implicit Models of Religious Education: The implicit 

religious education rrroel is the Enculturation Model, which encour

ages grOW'th and expression of faith through participation in the 

life and work of the believing carmunity. 

2. Existential Theology: 

i. Theological Centre: Existenti al theologians understand 

God as the source of authentic hwnan personhcx:Jd.. Gcd is not "a" 

being, but Being itself. Nothing in nature, not even the human 

person, is Gerl, but is always a manifestation or symbolization of 

Gcd who undergirds life itself. Gcx:i is the one who "lets be". (7) 

The hl.lffi3J1 being is one whose very nature drives him/her to find a 

purpose for his/her c,.,;n existence. In the human condition the 

struggle for Christian answers is one of relevancy, poignancy and 

urgency. Christian answers are particularized in time and place 

and are therefore limited. The limitation implies that all lan

guage, formulation and doctrine point beyond themselves, being 

basically symbolic. Theology is open to constant change but is 
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anchored in the r evelation of J esus Christ, who is the answer t o 

existence. 

ii. Situation: The source of existentialism, especially in 

its religious theological aspect, is the philosophies of Soren 

Kierkegaard and Martin Heidegger. These philosophies placed 

emphasis on the subject as a resp:,nsible person, on the changeable, 

on the particular and on the practical. These philosophies 

fanned the bases of Existential theology. 

iii. Source and Nature of Revelation: Revelation is described 

in Existential theology as a "saving transaction". The theologian, 

G. Ebeling, describes revelation as: "Revelation, as an event that 

bears on the fellc:Mship between Gcd and man, does not consist merely 

in its happening to transmit a doctrine of salvation but rather in 

its bringing Gcd and Man together and reconciling them". (8) 

iv. The Nature and Role of Jesus Christ: Paul Tillich, an 

existentialist theologian, begins his Christology "fran below", 

through analysis of the human condition. According to Tillich, 

people are conscious of themselves as alienated beings , as beings 

now separated fran the "ground of being". It is this separation 

that needs to be healed and leads us to seek "New Being" , the 

Being who gives believers "the courage to be". Christianity 

affirms that Jesus of Nazareth , who has been called the Christ, is 

the one who brings the new state of things, the New Being. (9) 

Tillich claims that what is significant a.tout Jesus is "not that 

essential humanity includes the union of Gcd and man [but] that in 

one personal life essential manhood has appeared under the condi

tions of existence without being conquered by them". (10) Tillich 
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authenticated Gcd in his reality a s the "New Being", or Christ, 

who is able to overcane the broken character which existence must 

suffer when left to itself. 

v. The Doctrine of the Nature of Human Existence: The under

lying assumption of this doctrine is that each individual self

mnscious being can grasp his or her own existence in reflection, 

and are able to identify existence within their a.,.,n imnediate 

experience of themselves and in their situation as free beings in 

the world. Tillich argues that the concern for a personal good 

and a goal is at the rCX)t of the human being's nature as an essen

tially religious animal. Tillich claims that human beings are 

incanplete and uneasy about themselves in their guilt and separation 

fran God and that they betray their unease in a life that is frag

mented and futile. Tillich goes on to say that God, in his reality 

as the "New Being", Christ, is able to overcane the fragmentation 

which existence must suffer when left to itself. 

vi. The Locus of Authority for Doctrine and Matters of Faith: 

The locus of authority is internal in that it r esides within the 

human individual. Theologians in this schCX)l of theology empha

size that God is not "a" Being, separate fran the human person. 

Gcd is Being itself, permeating the person but transcending the 

person as well: Because God permeates as well as transcends, God 

is always present within human beings, even before they begin the 

process of trying to cane to terms with God's reality and their 

own knowledge of God. 

vii. Theological Metho::lology: The two outstanding theologians 

belonging to this theological schCX)l are John Macquarrie and Paul 
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Tillich. Macquarrie, in Principles of Christian Theology (1977, 

2nd lli.), (11) describes his theological methcdology as "existential 

ontological", while Tillich, in Systematic Theology ( 1957, Vol. 2), 

(12) describes his method as a method of correlation that uses 

existential questions and answers. Feelings play an imp8rtant 

role in the understanding of existence or reality, because they 

evaluate the concerns about which we seek answers in order to live 

authentic human lives. Hence, Existential theology is often 

concerned with such tenns as "alienation", "dread", "fear", "power

lessness", "anxiety" and "death". 

Macquarrie's method begins with an analysis of the changing 

situation, for which all manners and means of contemporary scient

ific knowledge can be used. He then lCX)ks to what is beyond change, 

to that which endures. The developing situation is subjected to 

the continuity of truth, as found in Christian faith, to show the 

ontological factor. Ontological indicates what stands behind the 

particulars of existence. Therefore, Macquarrie begins with the 

existential situation. The feelings, questions and problems that 

people experience beccme the source of theology. The problem is 

brought before the believing canmuni ty' s tradition of teaching, 

which brings the existential mcment to the ontological reality • 

.Macquarrie claims that, in this meeting, Gal discloses himself and 

his message is sought. Sinoe no answer can be an isolated element 

disconnected fran the entire teaching of faith, nor contradict it, 

the answer should be able to be related to the rest of theology. 

The answers of theology are suhnitted for assessment and acceptance 

to the believing ccmnunity. 
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Paul Tillich's methc:dology also procee::is fran an analysis of 

the situation out of which the question arises. Science, philosophy 

and literature can help to express the situation which becanes the 

question. By listening to the existential questions raised, it 

provides its o.,m Christian answers so that existential questions 

and Christian answers are correlated. Tillich argues that theology 

remains open to constant change, being "on-the-way", but it is 

anchored in the revelation of Jesus Christ, who is finally the 

Christian answer to existence. As Adam was the first creation, 

where all humanity originated, Christ is the New Being where all 

human beings are directed, included and graced. God the Father 

is the "Groun::l of Being", and sustainer of this gra.vth into the 

"New Being" is the Spirit who makes all things new. God is the 

Ultimate Concern of human hopes and heartfelt anxiety. (13) 

viii. Implicit Religious &lucation M:::xlel: The implicit 

religious education mcx:iel in Existential theology is the Life

Centred/Experiential mc:del, which places emphasis on self reflection 

in depth . 'The human being is driven to find what is camnon in 

all humanity, which is the "ground of being". 

3. Liberation Theology : 

i. Theological Centre: Theology is essentially the study of 

the Bible, insofar as it can be interpreted according to a liber-

ation rrotif. That rrotif is, in turn, ccmnuni cated through actual 

participation in the struggle for liberation. Gutierrez argues 

that it is only through participating in the struggles of the poor 

and oppressed that one can understand the implications of the 

Gospel message and make it have an impact on history. 
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ii. Situation; Theologians who identify themselves with the 

Christian ccmnunity, but as members of the minority groups, view 

Liberation theolO:JY as arising fran the situation of oppression in 

a variety of forms. 

iii. Source and Nature of Revelation: In Liberation theolO:JY, 

God is always revealed in and through the struggles for liberation. 

Jesus Christ is understood as the "liberator supreme". 

iv. The Nature and Role of Jesus Christ: Christology in 

Liberation theology stresses the historical Jesus over the Christ 

of faith. Jesus preached, not himself, but the Kingdan of God, 

which is the realization of canplete liberation. It is to the 

oppressed that he still preaches, for those are the people who 

challenge the justice of Gcd. Through Jesus, God has sided with 

them. 

v. The Ixx:trine of the Nature of Hunan Existence: Human 

existence is marked by econanic conflict, disparity and oppression 

and the suffering it generates. Theology, therefore, is a fonn 

of praxis, that is, a fonn of participation in the struggle with, 

and on behalf of, the poor and oppressed. Therefore the underlying 

assumption is that the human being, as "subject", is one who is 

conscious, oriented toward interrelationship with others and capable 

of becani.ng more than he or she presently happens to be. Through 

increasing degrees of consciousness, the human person is capable 

of deliberating, evaluating, choosing and finally acting. The 

human person is, therefore, responsible, has potential for self 

formation, and is capable of effecting changes in others or in 

the environment. 
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vi. The Locus of Authority for Matters of Faith and D:x:::trine: 

The locus· of authority for Liberation theology resides in Scripture 

and the CallTiilllity of believers, interpreted in the context of 

struggles for freed.an and justice. 

vii. Theological Methodology : Liberation theologians take 

Biblical narratives to be the subject matter of theology. They 

argue that such narratives give identity descriptions both of Go::1 

and of human life in nature and history, and that those identity 

descriptions function in the Christian carrnunity to provide norms 

by which to assess whether patterns of thought and behaviour are 

faithful to those identities. 

Gutierrez (14) argues that we can only understand the impli

cations of the Gospel message by participating in the struggles of 

the poor and oppressed. This imposes a specific rnethoo on theology 

which Juan Luis Segundo calls a "hermeneutic circle". (15) This 

method requires that the interpretation of Scripture changes con

tinually with the continual changes in the day to day reality, 

both individual and social. Therefore, Liberation theological 

methodology is a form of praxis, that is, it is always directed 

towards changing the existing social order. 

praxis, rather than orthodoxy. 

It emphasizes ortho-

viii. Implicit Religious F.ducation ~el: The implicit 

religious education model is the Christian Praxis model, in which 

teachers and students are engaged in activities which bring about 

a greater consciousness of oppressi on. 

4. AnthrofX?l ogical School of Theol ogy : 

i . Theologi cal Centre : Anthrq X)l ogical theology takes rncmy 
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of its dir ections fran the discipline of Anthropology . The pri-

rrary data of theology are not creeds , confessions , normative 

doctrines and Scripture, but the beliefs and practices of ordinary 

Christians at the "grass-roots" level. The question is not "what 

ought the people believe?" but rather "what do they believe?". 

The theological task is to find out about and to systematise ha,J 

people actually construct and practise their Christian religion. 

There is also an emphasis on pranoting the individual's self aware

ness and consciousness, so that Go::l's self revelation in the depth 

of the spiritual person occurs primarily as a "state of mind - not 

kn™ledge but a consciousness". (16) 

ii. Situation: The late twentieth century has witnessed a 

resurgence of theological interest in popular (folk) religious 

forms of expression. A close examination of the shape of IX)pular 

religion gives the theologian a perspective on the nature of reli

gious activity and experience in concrete social contexts. It 

also enables the theologian to tmderstand the role of religion in 

social change and in the continuing process of shaping identity in 

a particular cultural setting. 

iii. Source and Nature of Revelation: The form of revelation 

in this rncdel is decribed by Avery Dulles as 

a breakthrough into a more advanced stage of consciousness, 
such that the self is experienced as constituted and 
empowered by the divine presence. Revelation mediates 
itself through paradigmatic events which, when recalled, 
stimulate the imagination to restructure experience. · ( 1 7 ) 

iv. The Nature and Role of Jesus Christ: The understanding 

of the nature and role of Jesus Christ in this theological school 

is very varied , for changes ar e dependent on age, c l ass , race and 

gender. 
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v. Ixx:trine of the Nature of Hwna.n Existence: Humari 

nature is not fixed or static, but varied and capable of reaching 

full potential. 

vi. Locus of Authority for Matters of Ixx:trine and Faith: 

The Christian symbols are the material out of which concepts of 

Gcd rray be constructed. Christian truth, considered to be natur

ally symbolic, reveals the hidden structure of human life, and by 

so doing significantly transforms the self W1derstanding of those 

who receive it. The story of Jesus in the New Testament is 

experienced as an illuminating and transforming symbol. Therefore, 

the locus of authority in this mc:del resides in the Christian 

symlx>ls and within the subject as consciousness develops. 

vii. Theological Methodology : The theologian, in this 

m:del, focusses on listening, reflecting and researching the 

beliefs and practices of the people so as to understand ho,., the 

values, attitudes and norms of a group of people shape their under

standing of what it means to be a Christian. 

viii. Implicit t-tdel of Religious Education: Implicit 

within Anthropological theology is the religious education Develop

mental model, which encourages students to organize and interpret 

Christian symbols in terms of their own developnental capacities. 

In this chapter I have discussed a number of fonnative 

factors which enable me to clarify and identify chara~t~ristics 

of certain schools of theology contained in the classification for 

analysis of theGuidelines. I have chosen the theological schCXJls 

fran two broad categories, namely, Theocentric and Anthropocentric. 
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By using the fonnative factors already discussed, I have 

given a description of the theologies included in the classification. 

For practical purp:)ses I have also constructed the following table. 

It will serve as a surrmary of the rrein aspects discussed in this 

chapter. It will also be useful in the analysis of theological 

bases of the Guidelines in the next chapter. 
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GfAPI'ER THREE - IDENTIFICATION OF THE THEDiffiICAL BASES 

OF THE GUIDELINES 
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In Glapter 'Iwo a classification of theological schools 

was developed within two broad categories. It consists of: 

Theocentric - Propositional 

- Heilsgeschichte 

Anthropocentric - Contextual 

- Existential 

- Liberation 

- Anthropological 

In this chapter I propose to use the above classification 

to identify the theological bases of the Guidelines. 

The Guidelines consist of four books: 

Preparatory 

Junior Primary 

Middle Primary 

Senior Primary. 

In the overall structure and the organization of the 

Guidelines the theological content, psychological judgements and 

educational rrethcdology are synthesized within a unified curriculum 

plan. The principles of the curricultnn planning are articulated 

at three levels: 

1 • The level of human experience: In the intrcductory step 

of the Units, the children are encouraged to examine and 

reflect on their own experiences as well as on the feelings 

and thoughts of other people. The wide range of learning 

activities provides for individual differences. 
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2. The level of faith interaction: There is a wide range of 

religious experiences included in the content of the 

Guidelines. For example, scripture stories, prayer, 

sacramental preparation, liturgy and catechetics. 

3. The level of abstract concepts; Pach book contains a 

sumnary of the doctrinal content which is expected to be 

included in the content of the units. 

Pach book is divided into four sections, Parts I, II, 

III and 'IV. To sane extent the theological emphasis underlies 

all four sections, but it is more evident in: 

Part I: Religious Education in the life of the Church. 

Part III: a) in the rationale and general objectives of each 

unit, and 

b) under the headings, "Teacher's Reflection" and 

"Faith Expressed" in each topic. 

In my analysis I will focus on these sections of the materials. 

ANALYSIS OF THE GUIDELINES: 

In Part I, under the heading, 11Gcxi and Revelation"' (p. 10), 

there is a theological description of five Christian doctrines, 

namely: 

1. Gerl; a) Triune Gerl; b) Incarnation. 

2. Revelation. 

3. Jesus Christ. 

4. Church. 

5. Holy Spirit. 
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In analysing the brief discourses on each of the al:ove 

topics, the question that arises is: "What kind of public language 

and concepts are involved in doing theology?". 

'lb this question there seems to be the following answers: 

In Propositional theology, the kind of public language used 

is concerned with doctrines or concepts well established in 

Church discourse. 

Theologians in Heilsgeschichte theology use the Scriptural 

narrative events which fonn a mythic history which has Jesus 

drrist at its centre. 

In the Contextual theology, the traditional sacred symbols 

are shaped by the 'cultural world' of a particular crnmmity 

of believers. 

'Iheologians in the Existential school of theology use Biblical 

and traditional Christian symbols, images and mythic stories 

treated as symbols or canplexes of symbols. 

Liberation theologians use narrative theologies to shaw acts 

of liberation. 

God is the ultimate subject of all these theologies, but only as 

God is thought of in and through one of these more proximate sorts 

of subject matter. 

In Propositional theology, God is seen as having given 

these dcx::trines and concepts as the means by which theologians 

think theologically. 

Theologians involved in Heilsgeschi chte theology emphas ize 

the unchangeable truth of the kerygrna (message ) over and against 
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the changing demands of the situation. Gcxl is understood in the 

Scriptural narrative of the revelatory history of salvation events. 

The final revelation is "to know" Jesus, for "to know" Jesus is 

''to know'' God. 

There are a variety of methros in Contextual theology, 

but the general approach is to begin with the needs of the people, 

and frcm there, move to the traditions of the faith. The partic-

ular emphasis in this theology i s to begin with the questions that 

the people themselves ask about God. 

In Existential theology, all language, formulation and 

doctrine point beyond the person and are basically symbolic. 

Truth is given but never completely grasped in human tenns. 

'Iheology is anchored in the.revelation of Jesus Christ, who is 

finally the Christian answer to existence. As Adam was the first 

creation where we all originate, so it is that Christ is the New 

Being ( 1 ) where we all are directed, included and graced. God 

the Father is understood as the Ground of Being, and we are sus

tained in the New Being by the Spirit who Ilkzkfi:s ·all things new. 

The theologians' task in Liberation theology is to 

formulate the Christian experience in living concepts that appro

priately address a culturally diverse and unique situation. By 

analyzing the socio-politico-econcmic roots of the problem on the 

one hand, and by ccamitment to J esus on the other, these theolo

gians discern the way of living the "Ki ngdan of God". By constant 

r eference to the Scriptures and lived experience, the consciousness 

of what is and what should be is manifested. Once consci ousness 

has been raised, a ppropr iate action to be taken is detennined by 

the canmunity. 
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In the description of God in the Guidelines the attributes 

of God are described by the use of the terms, "grandeur", "majesty", 

"pc1Ner", "immensity" and "intimacy". These terms focus on the 

notion of God's power and overwhelmingness. The tenns serve to 

contrast the limitations of human beings with the perfection of God. 

For example, the term, "imnensity", points to the fragile existence 

of human beings against the all-pervasive presence of God. In 

Scripture, Gcd is portrayed as a living, personal God who enters 

into a covenant with his people. Thana.s Aquinas further developed 

the concept of the irrmanence of Gcd with his twofold identification 

of the essence and existence of God. 

In his Surrana Theologica, Aquinas writes: II God is 

the first being, with nothing prior to him. His essence is, 

therefore, his being••. ( 2) . Fran this follows the principle that 

every created reality participates in the Being of God. Therefore, 

God is at once transcendent and i..nlranent, that is, God is arove 

and beyond the ordinary and the tangible and is, therefore, a 

mystery. Yet God, as the author of all creation and the cause of 

our existence, is perpetually and irrmediately present to the world 

of beings. 

In the Guidelines God is described as follows: "He is 

at once the God of inrnensity and the God of intimacy". (p. 10). 

This is followed by a doctrinal assertion which proclaims the one 

God as Father, Son and Spirit. There is a reference to the inner 

life of God, which is one of relationship between the three divine 

persons. 

The doctrinal a sse rtion on the triune God is fol1C1Ned by 
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a brief reference to the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation, 

which "proclaims that Gcd became man and lives in close relation

ship with everything that constitutes human life" (p. 10). 

theology. 

This description of Gcd is typical of Propositional 

Over the centuries theologians have cane to the knaw-

ledge of God as triune as they progressively reflected on Scripture, 

Council teachings and Gcd's dealings with humankind in history. 

Fran this theological reflection, propositions about God, his 

nature and the relationship within the inner life of his Gcxfuead 

were systematized in a belief which received official approval of 

the Church. 

The doctrinal statements describing God in the Guidelines 

are certainly not presented as symbols pointing to the Ultimate 

Being, nor are they Scriptural narratives showing God as liberator. 

The conclusion of the section describing the nature of Jesus Christ 

is based on the Catholic traditional teaching which "insists that 

God not only makes a declaration of our worthiness for salvation, 

but actually transfonns us and makes us new creatures in °)rist 

and the Holy Spirit". (3) 

In the description of the doctrine of the Incarnation in 

the Guidelines there is a simple presentation of the main elements 

of the traditional Church teaching: 

i. • •• Gerl. became man and lives in close relationship 
with everything that constitutes human life. 

ii. Jesus Christ, Son of God fully human and fully divine 
unites in himself human life and the life of God. 

iii. All men and wanen of all times and places share that 
historical event. 
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iv. Human life, which all share has beccme the living 
place of Gcd. 

v. Jesus Christ is the One in whan this relationship is 
seen most clearly. (P. 10) 

This description has the characteristics of the theocen-

tric theologies. In these theologies, the understanding of 

Christology is fran 'aoove'. Jesus is the pre-existent Word of 

God who canes down fran heaven to earth to take on hwnan life and 

to rooeem us by dying on the cross. Theologians reflect upon God 

'out there', Gcd who emptied himself and took on human frailty 

that we might understand. These underlying assumptions are 

implicit in the phrase, " ••• God became man and lives in relationship", 

and again in the credal fonnula: 11Jesus Christ, Son of God fully 

human and fully divine ••• All men and WOOlel1 share in the Christ 

event because God became rnari". 

'Ihe theocentric emphasis in the Guidelines appears to be 

closer to Propositional theology than to Heilsgeschichte, which 

focuses on Christ as the centre of Salvation history. 

The next doctrine presented in the Guidelines is "reve-

lation", that is, how we cane ''to kna.v11 God. According to the 

Guidelines, "Revelation is the process whereby God shares his life 

with us empcMering us to live that life as we are able in our 

present limited condition and enabling us to grow to that perfect 

human corrlition where we will share his life fully" (p. 10). 

The theocentric theories of revelation define revelation 

almost entirely fran the viewpoint of Gcd, whereas the anthropo-

centric theologies focus on the believing subject. What is the 
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main theological emphasis in the above paragraph? The first 

assertion is that revelation is a process by which God is ccmnuni-

cated to us. But this prcx::ess also empowers us and enables us to 

grCJ.tJ to perfection and to attain eternal life with God. Therefore, 

revelation, as describe::! in the Guidelines, is a canmunication 

both of a new way of existing and a new way of understanding or of 

believing. 

This description has l:xith "ontological" and personal 

categories about it in that "God", as the source of our ontological 

being, is also personal as the giver of life and of eternal life, 

and yet is also one whose judgements, intentions and "will" are 

the final object of our personal trust or faith. 

Yet it is also stated in the Guidelines that revelation 

takes place in our lives through Scripture and the Church. For 

example, "Go:i is present and active in human life"; "It is the 

activity of God which the Scriptures and the Church articulate, but 

cannot be totally contained in any language, culture or concept"; 

"This teaching frevelationJ is not a body of abstract truths. It 

is the ooornunication of the living mystery of Gerl". Yet again, 

according to the Guidelines, .. Revelation speaks of the life of God 

working deeply within the fabric of human life" (p. 10). 

The following extract fran the Guidelines contains all 

these aspects: 

This relationship which God has initiated with his people 
canes fran his being a God of revelation. Revelation is 
the process whereby God shares his life with us, empc::wering 
us to live that life as we are able in our present limited 
condition, and enabling us to gra.-, to that perfect human 
condition where we will share his life fully. Revelation 
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speaks of the life of God working deeply within the fabric 
of human life. It is the activity of GcXJ which the 
Scriptures and the Church articulate, but which cannot 
be totally contained in any language, culture or concept. 
It is only in our lives, however, with their cultures 
and histories, and through their languages and concepts 
that we can cane to know God, his plan and his way of 
working. ( P. 1 0 ) 

There is a tension within this dissertation on revelation 

between the characteristics of theocentric theological emphasis 

and the anthropocentric theological emphasis. It is difficult to 

determine which is the main emphasis, but there does appear to be 

sane elements of the Heilsgeschichte theological approach. There 

seems to be an understanding of revelation as taking place when 

the ht.nnan being resp::)nds in faith to God's message contained in 

Scripture and tradition. The Word of God brings a new conscious-

ness or awareness of God, but the personal-existential faith 

decision takes place in the ht.nnan everyday experiences. 

Overall, the main theological emphasis is theocentric, 

but tempered by the recognition of the faith dis{X)sitions of the 

individual who receives. For Christians, Jesus Christ is at once 

God-revealing and God revealed, and is therefore the centre of all 

revelation. Thus, the following paragraph on Jesus Christ, in 

the Guidelines, is closely linked with the understanding of 

revelation. 

The paragraph in the Guidelines (p. 11) in which the 

dcctrine of Jesus Christ is discussed, seems to contain the fol

lowing theological emphases: 

1. God has revealed himself through Jesus Christ. 

2. God also reveals himse lf through the work of the Holy 

Spirit present in this world and renewing this world. 
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3. Christians "experience and grCM in the life of Gcd" 

through the life and death of Jesus Christ. 

4. The climax of life is eternal life with God. 

These aspects of the understanding of the doctrine of 

Jesus Christ are theocentric in orientation. Their main emphasis 

is on God's action through Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit, rather 

than on the subject's relationship with Gcd through Jesus Christ. 

In the two paragraphs which foll0t-1, ho.vever, the Church and the 

Holy Spirit are understood to be continuing the work of Jesus 

Christ on earth, and are, therefore, seen as mediums of revelation. 

1wo important Catholic images of the Church are presented, 

namely: 

1 • ''People of Go:1 '', ~hich originated fran the Old Testament 

and was appropriated by the early Christians. The 

Second Vatican Council revived this image and used it in 

the documents drawn up about the Church. 

2. 'I'he secx:>nd image is "b:dy of Christ", which is the 

description of the Church in the Pauline epistles. 

It describes the Christological rnode of existence of the 

Church as the people of God. It is, therefore, an 

extension of the image, "people of God", for it speaks 

of the special bond with Christ that the Church has, 

as the people of God and the new Israel. 

The traditional teaching role of the Church as revealing 

God is underlined in this paragraph. The Church is seen to con-

tinue the work of Orrist "through its life of canmunity, sacrament, 
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worship, proclamation, mission and witness" (p. 11), and is there

fore understcxxl as a sign and partial fulfilment of the revelatory 

redemptive process. 

These images of the Church emphasize the theocentric 

characteristics rather than anthropocentric theologies, which, in 

contrast, describe the Church as a Camnmity of People in sane 

sort of dialectic relationship with traditional Christian sources. 

The final paragraph of this section is concerned with discussion 

of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. 

The Christian doctrine of God acknowledges the Holy 

Spirit as co-equal with the Son and the Father in the inner life 

of the triune Gerl (Council of Nicea 352 and the 2nd Council of 

Lyons 1274). 

In the description of the Holy Spirit in the Guidelines, 

sanething of this dynamic activity is implied in the action of the 

Holy Spirit w.tthin the Church. In the discussion, in the Guide-
', 

lines, of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, certain concepts are 

repeatedly used which are characteristic of Propositional theology. 

For example, the concepts contained in the folla-,ing expressions: 

"authentic fonnal teaching office"; "handing on"; "developnent 

of Tradition"; 11the Church becanes the life of Christ". These 

expressions are the kine! of public language which is used in doc

trjnes well established in traditional Church discourse. 

In the next section, under the heading "On Response and 

Faith" ( p. 1 2) , there are two paragraphs which cxmtain important 

theol ogi cal s tatements, namely: 
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1. Gcd initiates faith. 

2. Gcd always respects the freedan of the human being. 

3. We can contribute to God's plan for us by resf.X)nding 

to God's call. 

4. Ccmnunion with Gerl requires our resf.Dnse in worship 

and canmi tment. 

The concept of "faith", as expressed in Council documents 

and theolcgical literature can be summa.rized as: 

Propositional theology : Faith requires intellectual assent 

to the truths contained in Sacred Doctrine, on the authority 

of God with the help of divine grace. (Vatican I: "Dogmatic 

-Constitution of the Son of God", 1869~ 

Heilsgeschichte theology: Faith is underst.ocrl as the aware

ness of the ongoing work of Christ and the human being's 

collaboration in that work. Faith is a decision to enter 

into a personal relationship with Gerl as Father, through 

Christ in the Holy Spirit. 

In cxmtrast, the Anthrop:x:entric theologies perceive 

"faith" as a response to the mystery of God, co-present in human 

experience. 

All Christian theologies accept that "faith" is a gift 

of God and that Gerl respects the freedan of the individual. 

Therefore, the first two aspects of the concept of faith discussed 

in the Guidelines do not assist in identifying the specific theo

lcgical emphases. But the concluding points are consonant with 

Heilsgeschichte theolcgy, except that they do not give any attention 
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to the important Christocentric dimension of Heilsgeschichte 

theology. H0v,1ever, the theological emphasis of the discussion 

appears to emphasize the theocentric understanding of faith, rather 

than the anthrqxx:entric notion of faith. 

The discussion of the concept of "faith" in the Guidelines 

is so brief that it is difficult to really kna,,,1 which of the theo

centric theologies is emphasized in the document, but the absence 

of the Christocentric c..haracteristic makes it more consonant with 

Propositional theology. 

The dissertation on "faith" is folla.,;ed by a short dis

cussion on the concept of "sin", in which 11sin1
' is described as 

the restriction of Gcd's lite within the person. 

Theologians belonging to the Theocentric theological 

schools perceive "sin" as a deliberate turning away fran God. 

Human individuals have misused their Gcd-given free will, and have 

chosen evil rather than geed. In doing so, they have disrupted 

their relationship with God (Isaiah 59:2). 

In the Anthropocentric theological schools, theologians 

claim that the human being is more sinned against, rather than 

individually sinning. "Sin" exists, not only in individuals, but 

in camruni.ties, in institutions and laws. The individual is 

sinned against if he/she is prevented fran attaining his/her full 

human potentiality by either an individual, cumrunity, law or 

institution. The Existential theologians understand the concept 

of "sin" as arising in freedan. "Sin" is incurred when the finite 

self ceases to depend on its <;:reator and sovereign and depends 
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entirely on itself. In the estrangement fran God arising out of 

freedan, the self beccrnes estranged fran its ONI1 ultimate security 

and meaning, and is therefore driven into estrangement fran itself, 

its carrnunity and its world. (4) 

In the discussion of "sin" in the Guidelines, there is a 

focus on the individual, rather than on the social or universal 

dimension of the concept of "sin". There is a focus on the indi-

vidual who freely rejects God's call and therefore the developnent 

of his/her spiritual life. These are characteristics of the notion 

of "sin" as expressed in the Theccentric theologies. 

The next section in Part I is concerned with the "Four 

Awarenesses" (p. 12,, which provide the structure for the content 

of the Guidelines. HCMever, the follc:Ming discussion of the 

"Awarenesses", namely, "self", llothers" ., "The World" and the 

"Faith Cmmunity", is my analysis of the theological emphases con

tained in the passages in the Guidelines. 

1 • Awareness of Self (p. 13): 'I1he emphasis in this paragraph 

seems to be on the importance of achieving self understanding. 

The following phrases contain concepts which are often used in 

descriptions of the process of self-develoµnent: 

- to becane aware of life 

- to becane alert for Gerl 

- uniquely gifted and free 

- to recognize themselves as people 

- to value themselves. 
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The emphasis on self tmderstanding and the developnent 

of awareness are characteristic of the Anthrorxx::entric theologies. 

Existentialist theology focuses on the subject and the importance 

of achieving self understanding, while the Liberation theology 

focuses on developing awareness so as to criticize and change an 

unjust social order. Hcwever, in the particular paragraph des-

cribing the awareness of self in the Guidelines, there is also an 

inclusion of certain doctrinal concepts, such as: 

~ created by a loving Father 

- redeemed. by Jesus Christ 

- made holy by the Holy Spirit 

- to know and love God and his plan for themselves and the 

world. 

The Guidelines state that "as i::,eople graw in awareness 

of themselves as persons ••• they may cane to recognize themselves 

as people created by a loving Father ••• " (p. 13). The underlying 

assumption appears to be that self- knowledge will lead to knawledge 

of Gcd and therefore it is important that the child is guided and 

directed in self-knc:Mledge. 

In contrast, the Existential theoloS(ian claims that the 

knowledge we have of ourselves is because "God is present in us 

fran the beginning as the principle and power of self-knowledge". (5) 

In Existential theology, the view of human nature is based upon 

the claim that God is Being and is manifested through beings. 

Nothing in nature is God, but always a symbolization of Gerl. 

Therefore, the human being, as a symbol of God, points to God who 

is the "Ground of Being" or Being itself. Rudolf Bultman, in his 
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Jesus Christ and Mythology , wrote: "The question of God and the 

question of myself are identical". (6) 

In Propositional theology, the understanding of human 

nature is that the human being is a limited, finite creature (other 

than God) who must be guided and instructed in the kno.,,ledge of 

God, as revealed in Scriptures and Tradition of the Church. 

Although the Guidelines contain concepts and terms that 

are carrnonly used in Anthropocentric theological discourse, the 

underlying view of human nature is more in keeping with Propositional 

theology. There is certainly no suggestion of the student re

flecting in depth to cane to the kna.vledge of God, or to bring the 

student to an awareness of social justice issues. 

2. Awareness of others ( p. 1 3 ) : The emphasis in this discussion 

in the Guidelines focuses on the imp::)rtance of social interaction 

with others for the develoµnent of the child's relationship to God. 

There is also implied. in the discussion that God is revealed to 

human beings through others and ocmmunity life. 

In the doctrine of human nature, the Catholic Church has 

always taught that hwian existence is social existenc-e. The 

Fourth Lateran General Council (1215) and the Second Vatican 

Council both pronounced: "We are, at the same time, essentially 

oriented to other people. Human existence is social existence". (7) 

However, the emphasis in the Guidelines seems to be that by living 

in relationship with others God is revealed. to humankind. Through 

others we experience the presence of God, we "see" his presence in 

the ccmnunity and, indeed, having the ability to live with others 

will enable us to live in relgtionship to God. 
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Since Gcd is in relationship with all persons, by reason 

of our existence, we cannot be in full relationship with Gerl unless 

we also identify with and seek the gcxxl of all persons. If Gcd 

is present within each person, by reason of existence, then Gcd is 

revealed through other human beings. 

The theological emphasis in the discussion of "Awareness 

of Others" seems to be based on the Church's traditional teachings 

on the doctrine of hurran existence, as expressed in Council documents. 

3 • Awareness of the World ( p. 1 3 ) : In this discussion, the 

Guidelines state that:" ••• as people gra,, in Awareness of the World 

and their environment at large, they cane to know and love Gcd 

more as they see his continuing work and transformation". 

In association with the doctrine of revelation, creation 

is seen as an act of divine giving. The supreme act of giving is 

in the Incarnation of Jesus Christ, when Gerl so identified with 

created reality that Gcd and the created became uniquely one. 

(reation is understood as a lasting relationship between God and 
• p .,.,, 

humanity. 'Creation, in Heilsgeschichte theology, 'is··a.esoribed as 

the first 01apter of Salvation History and points towards Christ. 

In Karl Rahner's (8) Christology, he develops the concept of God's 

continuing work and transfo:rmation. He argues that the whole 

historical process involves a movement fran lower to higher, fran 

the simple to the ccmplex, fran unconsciousne!::S to consciousness, 

and fran consciousness to self-consciousness. God is present to 

life as the principle of grCMth and develoµnent. 'Ihe world and 

its history are moving ta,,ards the Kingdon of Gcd. 
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Therefore, the view of human nature is that the human 

being is open to develoµnent and change and is one who is conscious, 

oriented tawards others and capable of being responsible. Authentic 

hurranity is a life of responsibility and is therefore challenged 

to collaborate with Gcx:l to establish the Kingdon of Gcx:l on earth. 

The theological emphasis is Anthropocentric. 

4. Awareness of the Faith Carmunity (p. 13): In this discussion 

there is an emphasis on the Church as the visible sign of Gcrl's 

presence on earth. The traditional imagery of the Church as the 

ship sailing the satanic seas, guiding and guarding its people by 

means of creed and cult, is evident. 

Theocentric. 

The theological emphasis is 

Throughout this section on the "Four Awarenesses" the 

theological emphasis seems to be daninantly Theocentric and its 

doctrinal focus makes it more consonant with Propositional theology 

than with Heilsgeschichte theology. 

In Part I, there are specific sections in which there 

are discussions on: 

1. Scripture and Catechesis 

2. Sacraments and Catechesis 

3. Tradition and Catechesis. 

1. Scripture and Catechesis: The key concepts in this section 

reflect the ma.in characteristics of Heilsgeschichte theology. 

That is, "proclamation", "events of salvation", "announcement of 

the Good News", "salvation in Jesus Christ", "recogni tion and 

response11
, "presence and action" (of Gcx:l). 
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The theological statements, which specifically contain 

the characteristics of Heilsgeschichte theology described in the 

Classification in Chapter 'Iwo, are: 

i. God's plan of salvation is progressively revealed 

through human history: "events of the Old Testament 

prepare us to receive the full revelation" (p. 18). 

ii. The Primary source of content is Scripture, which 

reveals God's salvific actions: "In the catechetical 

situation this proclamation of Scripture is by people 

of faith who as representatives of the Faith Carmunity 

are nurturing other members ••• 11 
( p. 1 8 ) • 

iii. The perception of human existence is a life of 

responsibility to the will of God: " ••• children 

may be enabled to recognize and respond to the 

presence and action of God in life" (p. 19). 

iv. The perception of revelation is in deeds or events, 

especially the IIQrrist event11
1 in the light of 

which God's dealings with Israel are confirmed: 

"The stories of Scripture proclaim a God who has 

revealed himself to his people 11 
( p. 1 8) • 

v. The locus of authority is understood to reside in 

Scripture, Tradition and the .Magisterium: "Scripture 

has always the first place in various methods of 

spreading the Gospel ••• 11 
( p. 18 ) • 

Clearly, the theological basis of this section is theocentric. 
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2. Sacraments and Catechesis (p. 22): In this section, the 

theological focus is directed tavards the importance of the Church 

as the visible sign of God's presence on earth. The Church is 

the means of salvation for its people. Its ministry of the sacra-

ments is a means of initiating its members into the carmunity of 

believers. The Church blends its doctrinal teaching with its 

liturgical worship and the life of the canmunity. The theological 

emphasis is Theocentric. 

3. Tradition and Catechesis (p. 23): This section of the 

Guidelines reflects the characteristics of Propositional theology. 

The concept of "handing on" is associated with the doctrinal teach

ing in the Council of Trent document, 11Decree on Justification". 

The proem of this document states: "the object of faith is once 

again presented as a doctrine, taught by Christ, handed on by the 

Apostles, preserved by the Church and defended fran all error". (9) 

Prior to the Vatican Two Council, the Catholic doctrine 

of revelation asserted that the Incarnation marked the fulness and 

consurrroation of revelation. The doctrine then sp:3ke of the 

"closing of revelation" and joined it with the statement "that the 

call of God does not cease and that revelation remains in its 

efficacy and truth". ( 10) Havever, over the centuries, revelation 

was interpreted as consisting of truths not irrevocably tied to 

temporal events, but canmunicable through profX)sitions fran one 

generation to another. Hence its association with Propositional 

theology. In the language of Catholic theology, the term, 

"Deposit of Faith" is used and referred to as "Tradition". Meta-

phorically, Tradition is understocxl as a depository which contains 
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Scripture, essential doctrines and major writings of the theologians 

and the liturgical life of the Church. It is fran these core 

phenanena that doctrines in the fonn of theological propositions 

are drawn and "handed on". 

The Second Vatican Council document, Dogmatic Constitution 

on Divine Revelation (1965), reaffirms the various elements of the 

doctrine of revelation proposed by other Councils, but its perspec-

tive is very different. For example: "For, as the centuries 

succeed one another, the Church constantly moves forward toward 

the fulness of divine truth until the words of Gcx:l reach their 

canplete fulfilment in her". .(NS) ( 11 ) 

While Tradition, as described in the Guidelines, is 

characteristic of Propositional theology, it also reflects the 

teaching of the Vatican Two document on revelation. For example, 

the Guidelines claim that Tradition (doctrinal truths) is expressed 

according to the children's stages of developnent and children's 

experience ( p. 23). The tension between the abstract and experi-

ential elements will be further discussed in <;hapter Six. 
-, t• ..... ~ 

SUMMARY - Part I: 

The theological basis of Part I reflects the character

istics of the Theocentric theologies, that is, Propositional and 

Heilsgeschichte theologies. 

be Propositional theology. 

The daninant emphasis would seem to 

'Ihe follCMing sections, Parts II and III, are concerned 

with the execution of the methcrlology of the program suggested in 

the Guidelines. 'Iherefore , these sections provide valuable insight 
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into the links and relationships between the theological emphasis 

in Part I and the practical learning experiences in Parts II and III. 

The "Orrriculum Overview" section of Part II ( p. 39) is 

mainly an organizational plan which serves to explain the educational 

canp:>nent of the program. However, it ccmnences with a number of 

assumptions about religious education. These assumptions reflect 

certain characteristics of the different theologies. For example: 

religious education is concerned primarily with the 

Gocx1 News of Jesus Christ (p. 39) 

This assumption is characteristic of Heilsgeschichte theology, in 

which the central issue is the saving acts of God in history, 

which reveal God's purp::>ses for humankind. 

the sources for religio~s education are expressions of 

God's revelation in Scripture, Tradition, Liturgy and Life (p. 39) 

Again, the emphasis appears to be on traditional theology, with 

either Propositional or Heilsgeschichte characteristics. The 

sources are, for the most part, external to the student and are 

unrelated to the human condition. 

In Part III ("units and Topics"), each Unit contains a 

"Teacher's Reflection". This is usually a short discourse giving 

an explanation of methodology and sane theological background. 

In the first unit, "Awareness of Self", the emphasis is upon the 

subject and the subject's relationship with God. For example, in 

the senior Primary Book one reads: "In developing our relationships 

with God it is essential that we have a realistic appreciation of 

ourselves as unique persons who are loved by God who gives life" (p.93). 
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For the most part, the emphasis seems to be that we do 

not cane to kna.vledge of Gerl by "learning" specific information, 

but our kna.vlecige of Gerl !:€gins when we becane conscious of our

selves as personal subjects, as hllillilll beings, with all that such 

kno,.,ledge implies. 

This kind of emphasis reflects the characteristics of 

Existential theology, that is, an emphasis on the faith and con-

sciousness of the individual believer. Human existence is not a 

given to be examined, but a potential in the process of realization. 

HOVJever, the section called "Faith Expressed", in the 

latter part of the methodology, contains a great number of religious 

statements that are not consistent with the theology or the educa

tional approach of Existentialist theology. For example: 

God calls us individually to be his chosen friends. 

He calls us ccmmmally as a Church to be the people 

of God. (P. 95) 

We can use our emotions to further the creative plan 

of Gerl. We can l:Juild the Kingdan of Goo': (P. 95) 

Lead the children to identify sane of the feelings 

experienced by Jesus, e.g. Jn 21:10. (P. 95) 

The view of knOVJledge expressed in these statements 

irrplies that there is an "ontological otherness" of God and the 

irrlividual. God is other than the human being. In Existential 

theology there is an ontological unity between God and the human 

being. God is Being and is manifested through beings. Gerl is 

present in us £ran the !:€ginning as the principle and pa.ver of 
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self-knOW'ledge. 

Gcd. 

In the knowledge of authentic humanity we knOW' 

There are a few phrases and concepts which reflect the 

Existential theological perspective in the Guidelines. For example: 

In the discovery of my uniqueness and self worth ••• (p. 103) 

God working deeply within the fabric of human life ••• (p. 93) 

I have little doubt that these and other similar phrases 

or statements have been influenced by the general impact of Exist

ential theology, with its emphasis on the uniqueness of the indi

vidual, on subjectivity, on the quest for meaning and authenticity 

and on "depth" explorations of the self. At the same time, at no 

point are the insights of Existential theology followed through to 

Tillich's conclusions of God being the "ground of being". While 

the Guidelines contain a large number of references to the personal 

experiences of children, which (in fact) fonn the starting point 

in the develoµnent of each topic, I believe that the impetus for 

this has not cane primarily, if at all, fran Existential theology. 

A more obvious explanation of this experiential emphasis is that 

it has come fran the (rrore general) shift in education, in all 

subject areas but especially in the humanities and the social 

sciences; fran instruction in a body of knowledge to be learnt to 

a IOC>re child-centred learning which gives praninence to the child

ren's own every-day experiences. 

Certainly, in the Guidelines, the children's experiences 

are not the starting points for inner quests for meaning and authen

ticity in the core of their a.-m being. Rather they appear to be 

used as an intrcrluctory step to the more objective normative and 
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dogmatic theological assertions which are presented as illuminating 

their experience. Thus, in the develoµne.nt of topics, children's 

experiences stand side-by-side with traditional dogmatic assertions 

of truths of the Clrristian faith. For example: 

Experience Shared: (Junior Primary, pp. 238-239) 

Invite the children to write their o,m life story. 

Ask the children to bring photographs of themselves. 

Fran this base the methodology moves to: 

Faith Expressed: 

Who is Jesus? 

Jesus is the Son of God. 

Jesus shows us the Father's love. 

Jesus shows us hO'.v' we can love God our Father. 

'Ihe question that arises is; what is the relationship between the 

elements of the topic? Is the connection thematic, or is each 

element a se:p:irate life story? 

Under the section, "Faith Expressedll, in each topic 

there are a great number of references to Scripture, •. ,;._ For example, 
' 

in Junior Primary (p. 219) there are five Scripture references, in 

senior Primary (p. 131) there are at least six references, in the 

Preparatory Book the references are placed in the "Teacher's 

Reflection", since the child is not mature enough to canprehend 

the text unaided. 

of the content. 

But the Scriptural references are still part 

In particular, in Unit Four there are many concepts 

that reflect the characteristics of Heilsgeschichte theology. 
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For example: 

- the Gocrl News of Jesus 

- proclaim the Gocrl News 

to develop a personal resfX)nse in faith 

- message of Jesus as presented in the Gospels 

- to respond to the call to be active members 

- to respond to the Word of Gerl revealed to us through 

Scripture, Liturgy, Tradition and life 

- (in ourJ liturgical and paraliturgical celebrations 

we are worshipping Gerl 

- Gcxi chose Mary to take part in his plan 

- Gcx:l's people in the Old Testament waited for the Messiah. 

At the same time there are a great number of doctrinal 

statements which are not presented as they were in the Catechism 

and the student is not required to memorize them. However, the 

student is still instructed in the religious lmowledge contained 

in the doctrinal statements and as they are doctrinal they reflect 

Propositional theology. For example, the following statements 

can be found in the Senior Primary Book: 

We are made in the image and likeness of Gerl - haw do we 

assist, co-operate in Gcrl's plan of creation? (p. 107) 

Discuss the quote of St Irenaeus: "The glory of Gerl 

is man, fully alive." What does this mean? (p. 107) 

What do we mean when we call Gerl "Our Father11? (p. 123) 

B:iptism is the Sacrament which begins our process of 

Initiation into the Ccmnunity and which enables us to 

share formally in the life of Jesus Christ. (p. 243) 
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If we canpare these statements with the catechism of 

Christian Lbctrine (1948), there are many similarities, although 

the dcx:trine is expressed in a different way, or perhaps it is 

tempered by the teachings of the Second Vatican Council. For 

example: 

Q. What is man? 

A. Man is one of God's creatures canposed of a bcdy 

and soul, and made to Gcd's likeness. (p. 12) 

Q. How do you kna.,; you have a soul? 

A. I knCM that I have a soul because I am alive, and 

because I can think, reason and choose freely. (p. 12) 

Q. Whom do you call "Our Father" when you begin the 

Lord's prayer? 

A. "Our Father" is Almighty Gcd, Father, Son and 

Holy Ghost, Who is Father of all. (p. 44) 

Q. What is Baptism? 

A. Baptism is the sacrament which cleanses us fran 

original sin, makes us Christians, Children of 

God, and heirs to the Kingdan of heaven. 

'!he difference between the two documents appears to be 

more in expression ·than in religious kncmledge. 

set out in the following table: 

The terms can be 

Guidelines 

Catechism 

Guidelines 

catechism 

- initiation into the Carmunity 

- children of God 

share formally in the life of 

Jesus Christ 

- makes us Christians. 
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There is little attention given to Contextual theology 

which emphasizes the integration of the Christian message with the 

specific cultures of various canmunities. The emphasis would 

appear to be more on socialization of students into the Western 

catholic culture. 

In the Intrcrluction to the Guidelines, one reads that 

the program will be used in a multi-cultural society. Therefore 

the "educative process concerned must take account of the religious 

and social background, practice, expressions, devotional practices 

of the children and their parents" (p. 6). Yet in the catechetical 

process (methodology) there is no evidence of ho;,,, the theological 

CX)Ilcepts of "faith", "revelation", "salvation" will be translated 

into the understanding of the various cultures. In the disser-

tation on "revelation" (p. 1.0) the Guidelines assert that theolog

ical truths are revealed through the languages and concepts of 

particular cultures. There does not appear to be any attempt to 

explore the central theological concepts in the Italian, Vietnamese 

and Aboriginal cultures. 

There is no evidence of parents fran the various cultures 

being included within special religious programs related to their 

expression and devotional practices. 

In the Preparatory Bo:)k one reads: 

We are living· in a multicultural society. The signs 

of this reality are visible in our everyday lives (p. 209) 

Focus of the Unit: 

Many of our friends cane fran different countries. 
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They help us learn and gro.v. 

Father for this (p. 211) 

and, in the Senior Primary Book: 

We thank God our 

We can recognise the presence and action of God in the 

diverse cultures and traditions of our nation. 

Our challenge is to partici:p3.te in the building of 

the Kingdon of God in Australia (p. 179). 

The statements could be reasonably said to be atypical. 

Thus, while there are general pranptings tc,.,;ards the in

sights of Contextual theology, these are not follc,.,;ed through in 

any of the expositions of various topics. There is nothing to 

assist teachers who struggle tCMards an anchoring of the Clrristian 

faith within the frames of :r:eference of, for example, the Australian 

Aboriginal culture. There is, equally, nothing which suggests 

there may be sanething distinctive about the Australian culture 

with which either teachers or students need to grapple as they 

fonnulate their theological understanding. It is possible that the 

general statements al:xmt the need for contextual colouring of theo

logy are inspired more by the general thrust in Australian education 

towards multiculturalism in education than any clea:r understanding 

or embracing of Contextual theology. Furthermore, the paucity of 

references to multicultural contexts in the exposition of the var

ious topics suggests rather strongly that they reflect a socio

logical or psychological, rather than a theological, perspective. 

I believe that the anission of an authentic Contextual theological 

perspective is probably due to the strength of the more nonnative, 

generalised Propositional and Ke:rygmatic theologies which govern 

the formulations of the GuideJ.,ines. 
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Nevertheless, the Heilsgeschichte theology appears to be 

surordinated in the final analysis to the traditional ProfX)sitional 

theology. What the Guidelines appear to have retained fran Heils-

geschichte theology is an emphasis on salvation events in history, 

which are presented as events before which the person stands, chal

lenged, like the first witnesses of these events, to work out 

their own personal faith resfX)nse. They have also retained the 

marked Christocentricity of the Heilsgeschichte theology, which 

views the Christ-event as the pinnacle of revelation and thus tends 

to reduce the Old Testament to a proleganenon to the New Testament. 

The Guidelines, however, do not stress the concept of salvation 

history, the great plan of God's saving acts which run fran the 

beginning to the end of all history. 

Even the Heilsgesc;hichte emphases, however, often do not 

challenge either teacher or student to stand before the uninter

preted events, grappling with their own "faith" response. 

Typically, the events presented are interpreted and given their 

traditional, normative, abstract theological meaning. As such, 

the Guidelines appear to require assent fran teachers and students 

to these abstract formulations. This assent to general dogmatic 

foundations might be discerned in the language of the "Four Point" 

teaching methcrlology, which speaks in stages three anj four of the 

process as "Faith Expressed", which is follc:Med by "Insights Rein

forced''. This takes place most typically through JOC>re cognitively 

oriented activities, although the Heilsgeschichte emphasis on ex

pressing affective faith res[X)nses in prayer and worship activities 

is also present. 
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The analysis of the Guidelines reveals very litle refer

ence to Liberation theology. Theologians involved in Liberation 

theology maintain that the authentic acts of God are those acts 

which set people free fran personal and social oppression, to 

which the only adequate human response is acceptance of God's 

surrmons to participate in the historical struggle for liberation. 

Christian "faith" emphasizes orthopraxis rather than orthodoxy. 

In the Senior Primary Book, there are two topics which 

contain sane reference to Liberation principles: 

Topic 2.7 Being Just 

In my relationship with self and others I am called 

to live out the Gospel value of justice (p. 147) 

Topic 3.7 Social Justice 

In exercising our Christian responsibilities we work 

towards a just world where the value and dignity of each 

individual is paramount and also to help eradicate the 

many inequalities and injustices of the world. (p. 183) 

Even the references cited above could be interpreted 

more in tenns of traditional Christian notions of charity and 

caring for the less privileged, rather than Liberation theology, 

that is, as calls to service in the interests of others without 

necessarily calling into question social and political structures 

of oppression or SUITIOC)ning people into active engagement in strug

gles for human emancipation. There is certainly nothing in the 

materials to encourage teachers or students to see themselves as 

oppressed and to engage in struggles to.vards their own freedan. 

Struggles against class, race and gender fonns of oppression do 
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not rate specific mention or attention. Certainly, the topics do 

not examine the pronoW1ced racist attitude of many Australians, 

which is evident in the graffiti which adorns many public buildings. 

In the Bibliography there are no references for teachers concerning 

Feminist theology or guidelines for language use, for example, 

Faith and Sexism, Guidelines for Religious :ruucators, by Marianne 

Sawicki. (12) Tcday, this kind of literature is readily available. 

The Guidelines include several references to observing 

the psychological and cognitive developnent of the student. For 

example, in the 11Intrcduction" there is this statement: "The 

Guidelines adopt that prCXJess of religious education which respects 

each person's particular stage of developnent" (p. 9). Although, 

initially, such a statement, with its emphasis on "respect" for 

personal developnent, nay appear to have sane affinity with the 

Anthropological sch(X)l of theology, this is not, in fact, the case. 

It will be remembered that Anthropological theology, with its 

ethnographic orientation, is concerned with the systematic description 

of the faith and theology of "ordinary people". Fundamentally, it 

attempts to abandon the shackles of norrrative, dogmatic theology 

and assumes that theology is not the preserve of a religious elite. 

It thus fonnulates theology fran the statements and practices of 

ordinary people in the religious camrunity. In the Guidelines, 

however, the "respect" is not directed towards the residual theolo

gical beliefs of students, but is concerned only with their learning 

skills and abilities. There is little or no indication of any 

leaning towards Anthropological theology in this curriculum document. 

The discussion on "Develoµnent" (p. 12) contains the 

following statement: "According to the opportunities in people' s 
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lives, their stage of developnent, the assistance which supp:irts 

their lives and their a,m cap:icities, people will demonstrate and 

grow in this life of faith in different ways and through various 

processes''. Again, under "B3.sic Goals" (p. 15) is written the 

statement: "E.ach year the children's understanding and experience 

is deepened according to the stage of developnent reached". 

"As with Contextual theology, there are very general 

rubrics cautioning teachers. 

mental factors into account. 

Here the caution is to take develop

It should be noted, however, that 

the statements are only concerned with developnental factors, rather 

than with the possible situations of the children. There is no 

attempt on the part of the authors of the Guidelines to place 

the content into the frames of analysis of the children, as is 

suggested by Fowler and oth~s. If the developnental process 

was taken seriously, then the core content of the Guidelines 

would be according to Intuitive-Projective Faith and the Mythic

Literal Faith Stage of develoµnent. To simplify the religious 

terms does not alter the canplexity of the adult religious concepts. 

The attairunent of concepts cannot be simply equated with words and 

their use. While language ao::ruisition is clearly an i.Jn{x)rtant 

p:3.rt of concept attainment, the two involve very different intel

lectual processes. 

'Ihus, despite the caution to teachers to take develop

mental factors into account, at no point at all do the Guidelines 

themselves attempt to assist the child to find his/her own identity 

within the cannunity of believers. The doctrinal content is 

expressed in language suited to the cognitive stage of the child's 

developnent; but it is asswned that the child's conceptual develop-
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ment (within his/her a.-m "situation") is able to accanmcrlate the 

dcx:::trinal concepts, provided that they are presented in simple 

language. 

Chapter Six. 

Further discussion on this issue will be found in 

Theological concepts in the Guidelines are consistently 

presented as abstract generalizations. Examples of this are: 

God asks us to believe in what we cannot see. (Junior 

Primary Book, p. 271 ) 

Jesus died and rose to a new life. When people die 

they rise to a new life. Grandpa, aunty and others who 

have died live new lives with God our Father. (Preparatory 

Book, p. 279) 

School is another kind of family. God our Father is 

with us in our school. (Preparatory Book, p. 198) 

We share with Mary the quality of being hU!Tfill. 

Mary's response to Gerl and to the people 

around her is a rncdel for how we can live. (Senior 

Primary Book, p. 199) 

These doctrinal statements are certainly not presented 

within the frames of reference of children or their stages of 

develoµnent. This leads one to conclude that, for the major 

section of the Guidelines, children's "faith" or "theology" is not 

authenticated., or that it is a lesser fo:rm of "faith" which needs 

to be directed and guided. in the direction of the authentic, mature, 

normative understanding. 
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SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS: 

Analysis of the Guidelines reveals that the theological 

emphases in the docwnents are predcminantly those stemning fran 

the Propositional and Heilsgeschichte schools of theology. On a 

few occasions there have been sane inclusion of a Contextual theol

ogical emphasis, but, for the major part, the theological emphasis 

is drawn fran the Theocentric theologies. There is little evi

dence of Existential, Liberation or Anthropological theology. 

Given this theological emphasis, it is logical to expect 

that the appropriate teaching methodology, as reccmmended in the 

Guidelines, will be either the Magisterial (consonant with Proposi

onal theology) or Kerygmatic (consonant with Heilsgeschichte theo

logy) model of religious education. (A description of these 

models, together with other currently recaranended teaching method

ologies, will be given in Chapter Four. ) In Chapter Five, an 

examination of the teaching methodology (or methodologies) actually 

discernible within the Guidelines will reveal whether or not this 

expectation is fulfilled. 
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The analysis of the Guidelines in Chapter Three sho;,.,ed 

that the daninant theological emphases were those of the Proposi

tional and Heilsgeschichte sch(X)ls of theology, which were identi

fied as belonging to the Theocentric class of theologies in Chapter 

'!Wo. But it was also noted that the Guidelines reflected the 

influence of the Second Vatican Council in the expression of the 

theological emphases. 

The purpose of this chapter is to construct a classifi

cation of religious education mcrlels that will enable us to identify 

the links between the daninant theological mcrlel and the educational 

metha:lology used in the Guidelines. 

In Chapter Two it was seen that every school of theology 

has, implicit within its rnetha:lology, what could l:.)e called a mcx:lel 

of religious education; this is because the two share certain 

central concepts about the nature of knCMledge and human existence. 

Therefore, the classification of theologies, which was drawn up in 

01a.pter 'Iwo, will be used for this classification as a basis fran 

which the major mcrle ls of r eligious educati on will be identified. 

It is necessary to do this independently of the Guidelines in order 

to be able to discern the metha:1s and purposes of the various 

m::x:]els in their CMn terms. The different assumptions about 

persons/human nature and knc,..,rledge have contributErl to different 

attitudes towards religious Educat ion which, in turn, have given 

rise to a number of different reccmnenda.tions for practice. 
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The classification consists of: 

Theocentric rncxlels - Magisterial/Traditional 

- Kecygmatic 

Anthropocentric mc:dels - Enculturation 

- Life Centred/Experiential 

- Liberation 

- Developnental. 

THE BASIS OF THE CLASSIFICATION: 

The purpose in developing these rncxlels is analytical, 

rather than historical. Therefore, I have identified significant 

approaches which, as already stated, have been developed in relation 

to particular theological schools. There are a number of different 

classifications of religious education mcdels which have been 

developed by such writers as R. Rummery, (1) G. Rossiter, (2) and 

B. M:x:>re. (3) The religious education mcx:lels in these classifi

cations have been identified by Rurrmery, Rossiter and M:x:>re in 

tenns of different goals, content, methcds etc., and they correlate 

with the various theological mc:dels because they share the same 

presuppositions about the nature of knowledge and human existence. 

Therefore, Rurrrnery, Rossiter and Moore's classifications have 

influenced my selection of criteria for establishing a similar 

classification. Ha.-rever, I am basically looking at a curriculum 

dcx:ument which is used in Catholic schools, and Rummery, Rossiter 

and M:x:>re go beyond the Catholic system. Therefore, while their 

classifications are useful, I have had to revise and adapt them to 

my purpose. Thus, many of the labels have been used, rut not all 

the mcrlels have been relevant. I have included theological 
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orientations which are clearly relevant and central to establishing 

my thesis, but not necessarily a central concern in Rumnery, 

Rossiter and Moore 1 s classifications. This has also led me to 

include in my classification the Enculturation and Developnental 

models. 

I am aware that in the catholic schools there are also 

approaches to religious education which have a purely "studies" 

orientation, whether they are broadly-based religion studies or 

are focussed on Catholic studies. I have excluded these because 

the Guidelines are manifestly a part of the catechetical tradition (4) 

which is oriented towards faith and carmitment as major goals. 

While knowledge and intellectual interpretation are part of cate

chesis, they are not the primary goals. 

Criteria for construction of the classification: 

The procedure for constructing the classification of 

religious education models will focus on identifying and examining 

the relationship between the theological school, previously 

discussed in Chapter Two, and its implied religious education mcdel. 

The following criteria will be used to judge and interpret the 

relationship: 

1. Aims/Goals 

2. The Basic Content 

3. The concept of Human Nature and the Human Condition 

4. The concept of Learning 

5. The concepts of Knowledge and of Authority 

6. Types of Language 

7. Theological Orientations 
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Any curriculum document is understcx:d to be the medium 

through which a culture specifies those elements which it selects 

to transmit to its future generations. The secular curricultnn 

provides a learning environment and employs curriculum activities 

which prrnote the growth and developnent of the child, both intel

lectually and errotionally. The religious education curriculum is 

sanewhat more canplex, since there is an added dimension, that is, 

the spiritual dimension in which "grace" is the vehicle for Gcx:i's 

action in the soul. 

Nevertheless, the criteria chosen to construct the class

ification are important factors in any curriculum. 'I.lley have 

been chosen simply for the purpose of analysis and because they 

are significant in any curriculum document, although sane criteria 

(for example, the concept of authority) are probably more important 

for religious education than for certain secular subjects, such as 

English. Therefore, to clarify these issues I naw plan to discuss 

each of the criteria in a little more detail. 

1 • Aims/Goals: 

The curriculum will always have intentions, for implicit 

within its aims/goals are assumptions about what kind of outcx::rne 

the designers are hoping to achieve. For example, are the designers 

of the religious education curriculum aiming to instruct the students 

in truths of the Faith in order to provide a moral code? Or are 

they hoping to help the student to develop a personal relationship 

with Jesus? Again, are the curriculum designers focussing upon 

the Christian camrunity as the vehicle for transmitting the tradition 

through ritual and life, where students are nurtured and converted 
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to radical action, and where they are prepared for individual and 

corporate action in society on behalf of the Kingdon of God? 

What theological orientation informs the curriculum? Is the cur

riculwn concerned with the local situation of the students and, 

therefore, aiming to create a greater awareness amongst students 

of social conditions? Is there an emphasis upon reflection and 

critical analysis of social conditions? 

These are the sorts of questions that one needs to ask 

when analysing the Guidelines, for aims colour the curriculum and 

indicate the theological, as well as the educational orientation. 

Certain methodologies adopted by theologians and educators imply 

certain aims/goals. 

2. Basic C.Ontent: 

It is in the selection of content that the aims are spelt 

out, for underlying the selectionof content of any religious edu

cation curriculum are assumptions about what children need "to know" 

and believe, feel and experience, to becane mature human beings. 

For example, if the content is heavily Scriptural, life-situated 

and Christocentric, then its theological and educational orientation 

will be Kerygmatic. Therefore, the questions that one needs to 

ask about the basic content of the Guidelines are: 

What theological orientation is implicit/explicit within the 

content? Is it heavily propositional or is it concerned with the 

particular culture of the students, and therefore contextual , 

focussing UfX)n the Carrnunity of Believers? 

What kind of content is used to transmit the religious concept s? 

I s it secula r or is it religious content? What i s the understanding 
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of "revelation" in the content? Ix:::>es Gc:d reveal himself through 

certain truths taught by the Qmrch, through Scripture, or is the 

understanding of "revelation" that in which God acts in everyday 

events of our lives? 

What are the underlying asst.nnptions about "knCM1edge" and 

"authority", about the nature of human beings and the nature of 

learning? 

When and where are certain types of content intrcduced in the 

curriculum organization? For example, if the content is doctrinal, 

where is it situated in the learning process? If the content is 

secular, where is it presented in the learning process? 

These questions will help to identify the religious 

education ma:1el(s) being used in the Guidelines. 

3. The mncept of Human Nature and the Human COndition: 

Different views about human nature lead naturally to 

different conclusions about what the student ought "to know" and 

how the student should cane "to know". For example, if the under-

standing of human nature is a creature among creatures, le:Mer than 

the angels but higher than the animal kingdan, unchanged by environ

ment and by history, then God will be perceived as transcendent 

(that is, pertaining to that which is above and beyond the ordinary, 

the concrete, the tangible). It follows that the concept of know

ledge will be understooj as the bcdy of truths about Gerl and will 

be referred to as supernatural knowledge. These truths will be 

seen as being "handed down" by the Church through preaching and 

education and by the interior activity of the Holy Spirit in the 

soul. 
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If, on the other hand, the dignity of the human being is 

understood to reside in the person's intimate relationship with 

God, then the concepts of knowledge and learning must necessarily 

be different. Similarly, if human nature is shaped and influenced 

by society, and if society is oppressive, then.the emphasis in the 

curriculum will be on awareness of the necessity for the transfonn-

ation of the society. If human nature is perceived as fundament-

ally free and, therefore, incapable of escaping the necessity for 

individual choice, then the emphasis will be on making resp:)nsible 

choices with a full awareness of what one is doing. But if the 

perception of the human being is one in which the human person, by 

the grace of Christ, enters into a new relationship with Gcd, and 

is transformed interiorly by the Spirit of Christ, then it is 

believed the Christian is infused with knowledge, rather than 

taught specific doctrines through natural processes. 

The Catechism ma.de no allowances for the cognitive and 

eirotional developnent of the student. It was assumed that, to be 

a faithful member of the Church, the person must first of all "know" 

what the Church teaches. The stronger the emphasis is on revel-

ation (how the person canes "to know" God) as sanething "outside" 

the human being which must be placed "inside" him/her, the more 

theocentric will be the theological and educational orientation. 

The greater the emphasis on revelation as a personal or social 

happening, the more likely is the theological and educational 

emphasis to be anthro~entric. 

Therefore, one must question the perception of grace, sin, 

salvation, the individual and the carmunity in the Guidelines for 
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a clearer understanding of the conception of human nature and the 

human condition, within the document. 

4. The mncept of Learning : 

A major characteristic of every mcx:'l.el of teaching, secular 

or religious, is that it puts forward a basic pattern or plan to 

guide the teaching and learning process. The underlying assump-

tions of the concept of learning in any curriculum document are 

closely related to the view of human nature and the mnception of 

kncwledge. For example, if the understanding of the nature of 

the human being is one who is orientated to relationship with Gcx:1 

through others, and is therefore capable of attaining full potenti

ality within th~ Carmunity of Believers, then the learning process 

takes place within the worshipping camrunity. Knowledge is under

stocrl as socially constructed, that is, the participants in the 

social and collalx;)rative process of learning help and influence 

each other to shape and organize their a.-m knowing, or what they 

think or claim that they know. 

The way the learning process is organized within a curri

culum gives indication alx;)ut the understanding of hurnan nature, 

and hCM the child learns. Hence, there is a need to ask, what 

interaction takes place in the learning process of the Guidelines? 

Does learning occur as a result of a sequence of experiences? 

Or through a series of recognizable stages, that is, through intel

lectual and psycho-social developnent? How much participation 

and involvement takes place in the learning process? Is the 

environment child-central and is the child active or pa.ssive? 

What is the role of the teacher? If the learning process is 
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teacher-daninated and the process focussed on "handing on" doctrinal 

knowledge, then the model will be theocentric. If, hc:Mever, the 

learning process emphasizes "how" and "why", rather than specific 

content, then the indications are that the teaching model is rrore 

anthropocentric. 

5. The concepts of KncMledge and Authority : 

The assumptions about knowledge and the locus of authority 

against which we measure the judgements we make are very important 

criteria in religious education. In sane secular subjects the 

locus of authority does not assume great i.m[x::,rtance, but in reli

gious education the yardstick by which one measures what one knows 

has special significance. For example, in the Magisterial/Tradi

tional mcdel, Scripture and the teachings of the Church are the 

locus of authority. The concept of knowledge is understood as 

doctrinal truths "handed down" fran the Apostles and the teaching 

authority of the Church. In the Kerygmatic model, the locus of 

authority still remains in Scripture and the teachings of the 

Church, but there is a greater emphasis on the personal relation

ship with Gcd. Knowledge is understcx:x:1 as the salvific actions 

of Gerl in history. 

In contrast, the anthropocentric models underplay the 

daninance of the Magisterium and place more emphasis on making 

choices and on executing personal judgement. Consequently, many 

nore secular motifs are likely to becane praninent and the socio

logical context is likely to be seen as conditioning one 1 s "knCMing". 

For example, in the Developnental mcx:lel, emphasis will be placed 

on "faith" as a journey through various stages of the human life-
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cycle. In the Liberation M:rlel, there will be an emphasis on 

Christians being called by Gcd to be a radical carmunity for others, 

a counter-cultural ccmnunity biased tcward and acting with God on 

behalf of the oppressed, the hurt, the poor, the have-nots, the 

marginal people of the world. Scripture rercains the source and 

nonn of Christian faith. Nevertheless, neither Scripture, nor the 

dcx±rines of the Church, nor personal inner experiential convictions 

are the final authority. While each provides one aspect of auth

ority, it is Gcd's historic liberating action in Jesus Christ that 

is the final authority and foundation for the Liberation model. 

It is, therefore, important in the analysis of the Guidelines to 

identify the perception of knowledge and the locus of authority. 

6. Types of language: 

language is an important criterion in differentiating 

mcrlels of religious education because, depending on which ternis 

are used, we are able to identify key theological concepts and 

fundamental ideas. The way in which certain words are used and 

their repetition are important indicators, which point to different 

mcrlels and their theological emphases. 

For example, how is the word, "revelation", used through

out the Guidelines? How does the Christian cane 11to know" God? 

Is it through learning doctrinal ntruths"? Is it through the 

proclanation of the ''Gocd News''? Is it in the everyday events of 

life? Is it in human life that God is working his purposes? 

How is the term, "individual", used throughout the document? 

What do the words, "Faith Carrnunity", mean? How are the terms, 

11developnent" and "relationship" used? What is meant by "Tradition 
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and Church", "process", "journey", "liturgy" and "worship"? 

Is there an emphasis on "nurture", "environment", "child-centred" 

activities? What importance is given to the terms, l'salvation", 

"grace", "sin", "knowledge" and "growth in the Christian life"? 

The use of language in every Christian religious education 

mcdel is an attempt to interpret events in a Christian way and 

depends on a certain perspective or spirit of faith. 

7. Theological Orientations: 

The basis of all religious education is its theological 

orientation, for underlying the methcrlology of each rrroel are 

assumptions about theological rnethcrlology. For example, if the 

theological rnethcrlology is a process of abstraction and general

ization, then the methcrlology of religious education will be one 

of transmission of knowledge through instruction. Similarly, if 

the theological methcrlology is Christocentric, then it follows 

that the methodology of the religious education mcdel will emphasize 

the centrality of Christ and the need of personal faith in him. 

'As previously discussed, it was pointed out that the 

different theological schools and religious education mcdels share 

certain central concepts and presuppositions about the nature of 

human beings and the huwan condition, knowledge and how the child 

"learns". Therefore, by identifying the theological orientation 

in the Guidelines, one is given a clearer image of either the 

expected model of religious education or the one that is used in 

the document. This enables one to assess the congruence and 

internal consistency of the Guidelines. 
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Any curriculwn dcx::urnent has assumptions abut hCM one 

should construct curricult.nn, and this is particularly evident in 

the metho:iology. By using all the criteria mentioned, one is 

enabled to characterize and distinguish different models of reli

gious education. These models will form a classification that 

will be usoo to analyse the Guidelines and to identify which 

mcdel(s) is(are) daninant in the document. To assist in the 

inter-relating of the various schools of theology and the different 

pedagogies in the models of religious education, the follCMing 

descriptions are presented. 

1. The Magisterial/Traditional Mcrlel: 

This model is closely associated with Propositional 

theology. The assumption underlying Propositional theology is 

that the "faithful believers" cane "to knew" God through assent to 

the revealed truths of the Faith, as taught by the Church. Reve-

lation is understcx::xl as the saving act by which God furnishes 

humankind with the truths which are necessary for salvation. 

These "sacred truths" are taken fran Scripture and, through state

ments or propositions, are presented to the human mind for accept

ance or rejection. 

The metho:iology follCMoo in the Magisterial/Traditional 

model is one of explanation of the text, that is,the questions and 

answers of the catechism, which were memorizoo by the student. 

i. Aims/Goals: The theoretical motivation for both teacher 

and student is the same in that the teacher's objectives are to 

teach the truths of the faith of the Ranan Catholic d1Urch, while 
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students aim to learn those truths. It is assumed that the stu-

dent, having learnt those truths, will personalize and put into 

practice what he/she has learnt, and so develop a personal faith. 

The duty of the student is to "knal' and understand the faith 

and to shav loyalty and obedience by living a life which is faith

ful to the regular practices of Catholic life (i.e., attendance at 

Mass and the Sacraments). 

ii. The Basic Content: The content of the Magisterial/ 

Traditional method consists of the truths of the faith to be knCMn, 

which are contained in the Catechism and in the Syllabus of Creed, 

Ccmnandments and Sacraments. 

history. 

The content also contains Bible 

iii. The concept of Human Nature and the Human Condition: 

The Christian doctrine of human nature focusses primarily on the 

human being in relation to Gerl, who has created him/her to occupy 

a special position in the universe. The human being is made in 

the image of Goo., to have daninion over the rest of creation 

(Genesis 1:26). Central to the doctrine of human nature is the 

doctrine of original sin. The Council of Trent (1547) in the 

11Decree on Justification" taught: 

We have lost innocence through the sin of Adam, and 
have inherited not only death but also sin. Nevertheless, 
we are redeemed by Christ interiorly and not just by 
divine decree which leaves us unchanged within. 
Although we still suffer £ran the effects of Original 
Sin, Gcrl's justice inheres in us. (5) 

Justification, in this sense, is the event by which Gcd, 

acting in Jesus Christ, makes human beings holy (just) in the 

di vine sight. The immediat e effect of justification is sanctifi-
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cation: the ultimate effect is salvation. If Gcd has made the 

human being for union with himself, and if he/she has turned away, 

then only Gcx:1 can forgive and restore his/her relationship to Gerl. 

In the New Testament, in the life and death of Jesus, is found the 

distinctively Christian idea of salvation. Ha.vever, it remains 

for this salvation to be accepted and made effective in each person 

and to be spread throughout the world by the Church. 

In the Propositional theological mcdel, there is an emphasis 

on faith as an assent to a series of propositions through the grace 

of Gerl. The Magisterial/Traditional mcdel of religious education 

places emphasis on the student 11kna.ving1
• religious truths expressed 

as propositions. 

The underlying assumptions about human nature are that human 

beings are unable to canprehend the mysteries of Gcx:1 and therefore 

need the guidance of the Church. Revealed truths, that is, propos-

itional statements abstracted fran Scripture and Church documents 

are to be taught, learnt and believed. Little or no attention 

is given to the special character of the person or the history of 

salvation. Hunan beings do not grow and develop; they simply 

are, with an unchanging essence. 

iv. 'lbe concept of Learning : The concept of learning in this 

model is associated with the concept of instruction. Instruction 

may take place under many different fonns, rut emphasis in the 

Magisterial/Traditional med.el is on the printed word in the Cate-

chism. Instruction of the student in the rudiments of the faith 

involves the learning of the printed word. There is the assumption 

that the question and answer fonn is the main form of instruction, 
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and therefore it is assumed that all children are fundamentally 

similar in their capabilities "to learn". There would also seem 

to be the assumption that children's minds at birth are like "blank 

slates" (8) ready to be moulded by impressions received fran the 

outside. The teacher is seen as the moulder or instructor and 

the learner as the more passive receiver. 

v. The concepts of Knowledge and Authority : 'Ihe concept of 

knowledge is und.erstood as the camnunication of ideas, the trans

mission of religious facts and actions that are intended to becane 

the principles of thought and conduct. 

cognitive knowledge. 

There is an emphasis on 

The locus of authority, by which judgements are made about 

the doctrinal truths in the Catechism, resides in Scripture and 

the teachings of the Omrch. 

vi. Types of Language: The emphasis in the type of language 

used in the Catechism is precision and terseness in indicating 

what is to be learnt. For example: 

Question: What is faith? 

Answer: Faith is a supernatural gift of Gcd, which enables 

us to believe without doubting whatever Gcd has 

revealed. 

The theological terms used are abstract and doctrinal. 

vii. Theological Orientations: The methcdology used by theo-

logians belonging to the Propositional school of theology is one 

of abstraction and systematizing doctrinal truths. Statements 

concerning a particular aspect of revelation (e.g., salvation) are 
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drawn fran Scripture and the teachings of the Church. Fran these 

abstractions, generalizations evolve. These are referred back to 

the sources and so becane authoritative doctrinal statements. 

The methcrlology used in the Magisterial/Traditional mcdel 

follCMS that of an explanation of the text (i.e., the question and 

answer of the Catechism, which is the pro:i:ositional form). The 

emphasis in the lesson is academically oriented. 

The underlying assumption of this methcrlology would seem to 

be that religious knavledge (sacred truths) can be taught as a 

b:xiy of knawledge which, in sane instances, is learnt and merrorized. 

To the extent that this mcdel uses methcrlology of instruction 

and memorization of the Catechism formulae, the mcdel reproduces 

in a mcdified form in the classroan the methodology of Prop:>sitional 

theology, and is thus appropriate to this propositional perception 

of the nature of theology and of theological process. 

2. The Kerygmatic r.bdel: 

This mc:rlel is most closely associated with Heilsgeschichte 

theology and the centrality it gives to mythic (or salvation) 

history. Like its parent Heilsgeschichte theology, the Kerygmatic 

mc:rlel emphasizes the Bible and the tradition of the teaching Church 

as sources for teaching and preaching. However, the Bible (Scrip-

ture) is understood in its relationship to God's saving plan for 

humankind, brought to fullness through the Incarnation of Christ. 

In salvation history there is a peak which is the caning of Gcx:I in 

the person of Christ. All events before Christ are seen as a 

preparation for the caning of Christ, and events follo,,,ing are 
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interpretoo in the light of the Christ event. There is the 

asstnnption that syrnool, rite and myth are the oonstituent elements 

of religious knowlooge that transmits its wisdan and celebration 

and draws a response fran the human person. 

i. The Ai.ms/Goals: The aim/goal of the Kerygmatic mcxiel of 

religious education is to assist students to understand the events 

which constitute the history of salvation and to encourage the 

students to make a personal response of faith to these events. 

ii. The Basic Content: The content of this rocdel is salvation 

history, which is often presented in a chronological sequence fran 

the Scriptures. 

iii. 'Ihe concept of Human Nature and the Human Condition: 

Consonant with the Heilsgeschichte theology, the perception of 

human existence in this rncrlel views human existence as historical 

existence, life emerging fran and shaped by the concrete experiences 

of concrete happenings. But it is a limited existence, qualified 

by sin. Jesus calls the person to conversion and repentance, to 

a working-out of personal salvation through a change in the indi

vidual's relationship with others. The view of human nature and 

human existence in the Kerygmatic mcxiel api;:iears to be that the 

human being is a limited, flawed creature, but is also a person 

addressed by God in history. 

iv. The concept of Learning : In this rocdel, learning takes 

place through the proclamat ion of the "Glad Tidings", that is, the 

kerygma of salvation in Christ . The emphasi s in this rncrlel i s on 

the s tudent l earning 'that 1 
, rather than the t eacher t eaching ' that' , 
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although it is often no more than the teacher assisting the student 

to learn 'that'. However, the approach in this model encourages 

an imaginative construction of salvation events and effective and 

expressive responses. Therefore, there is a recognition of the 

psychological factors of motivation (for example, carmencement 

with the student's experience). Scripture, liturgy, doctrine and 

personal witness to the reality of what is being proclaimed are 

the four sources of the kerygma that are used. 

v. The concepts of Knc~dedge and Authority: The methcrlology 

of the Kerygmatic model invites the student to engage in interpret

ative faith responses in return for Geri's love for him/her which 

is expressed in the "Gcx:d News" of Christ. The emphasis is on 

the interpersonal and vital character of "revelation" (how the 

child c:anes "to kn.al' Gerl). Gcx:1' s faithful love invites the inch-

vidual to a return of love and trust. Therefore, the concept of 

knCMledge is understcx::x:1 as the subjective response to the proclam

ation of Christ. The fundamental beliefs of salvation point to 

the historical tradition and to the Christian camrunity that bears 

that tradition and which lives fran or within it. But the symbolic 

contents of those beliefs are creative of the student's inner life 

in that they are a personal response on the part of the "knowing 

subject". 

The locus of authority resides in Christ, to which the salva

tion events, Scripture, tradition and liturgy point. 

vi. Types of Language: Since the content is the events of 

salvation history, the tenns used are those which express gospel 

values, for example , the concepts of "salvation", "redemption", 
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the 11Good News11
, "Gcx:l's call to his people", "personal response", 

"witness", "prcx::::lamation", "initiation", "Jesus' message", etc. 

vii. Theological Orientation: The Kerygmatic mcx:1el is theo-

centric and incarnational in its theological orientations and is 

therefore most camonly associated with Heilsgeschichte theology. 

The theological methooology used in Heilsgeschichte is the applica

tion of hermeneutics detailing the salvation events fran Abraham 

to Christ. Events after Christ are interpreted in the light of 

Christ's incarnation. This methodology is reflected in the methcrl

ology used in the Kerygmatic mcx:1el in the prcx::::edures of transmission 

and construction of salvation history. 

3. The Enculturation r-b:iel of Religious Education: 

This mcx:1el is asscx::::iated with Contextual theology, which 

seeks ways of integrating the Gospel and the cultural context. 

Theologians belonging to the Contextual school of theology reflect 

upon the traditions, custans, philosophies, language, scx::ial organ

ization, art and technology of a particular culture, in order to 

understand hCM the Gospel is understood in that particular culture. 

An example of this kind of methcdology is the attempt by the 

Christian churches in the north-west of Australia to use sane of 

the Aboriginal ritual and custans in the liturgy. 

The Enculturation mcx:lel of religious education has also 

sane basis in the scx::::ial sciences of anthropology and sociology. 

Research in these sciences has shown that the character of religious 

camrunities/religious traditions is shared in a less evident way 

by every "secular" carmunity (that is, one that is not formed around 
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an explicit religious centre). In the "secular" canmunity, as in 

the religious canmunity, there is a "cultural world" which shapes 

the carmunity and its social existence and, consequently, the lives 

of its participating members. That "cultural world" (or "cultural 

vision" ) has a particular view of reality, of history, of kno,dedge, 

of human nature and human existence and of what is of value. 

This ethos finds its expression in basic symbolic fonns when the 

carmunity describes itself in history, ritual functions and its 

justification of its practices and institutions. Since this 

"cultural world" is expressed in and through the shared symbolic 

form, it is canrnunicated to its members by participation. The 

people share a canmon memory or tradition, ccmnon understandings 

and ways of life, and carrnon goals and purposes. The underlying 

assumption of this model of religious education is that religious 

education is best understood as the actions between and among 

believing persons in an environment that supports the expansion of 

faith and equips the person/child for life as a follower of Jesus 

Christ. 

Theologians belonging to the school of Contextual theo

logy accept the integrity of the Gospel, but recognize that meanings 

take specific forms only within a culture. 

In the Enculturation rnodel of religious education, the 

"Faith Carmunity" is the context of the pedagogy. 

i. Aims/Goals: The aim/goal of the Enculturation rncrlel of 

religious education is to encourage the grONth and expression of 

f a ith through par ticipation. 
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ii. The Basic Content: The content of this model contains 

the beliefs and practices of the "Camrunity of Believers", especi

ally in the local context. 

iii. The concept of Human Nature and the Human Condition: 

The perception of human nature in this moo.el appears to be that 

every human begins as a member of a carmunity and is shaped by 

language and values. The human being internalizes the cultural 

values and patterns and, slowly, becanes self-aware and then self-

directive in belief, thought and action. The camJUnity provides 

an overall horizon of understanding within which the human being 

makes sense of his/her experience. In this sense, the cxmnunity 

"nurtures" the individual until such time that the individual 

critically and reflectively appropriates the horizon of understanding 

belonging to the carmunity. It is through this process that the 

emergence of individualized self-consciousness and personal identity 

takes place. 

iv. The roncept of Learning: The underlying assumption in 

this model is that environment plays a vital part in the teaching/ 

learning process. Learning takes place through participation in 

carmunity beliefs and practices. Learning is a socializing process 

through initiation, experiences of supp:,rt and inspiration of 

others within the o:mnunity, leading to participation in the 

practices and adoption of the beliefs of the camrunity. 

v. The concepts of Knowledge and Authority : The concept of 

knowledge in this model appears .to be understcx:xi as socially con

structed. Bernard Lonergan, in Methoo. in Theology, distinguishes 
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between the world of inmediate experiences and the world mediated 

by meaning. ( 7) The world of experience is understood as the 

everyday world in which the child moves and lives. It is the 

world of sense data, of seeing, touching, hearing etc. The world 

mediated by meaning is the world of the adult, which is opened by 

questions, organize::] by intelligence, describe::1 by language and 

enriched by tradition. The participation of the human being in 

the world of meaning opens up new horizons of human understanding 

for that person. 

The locus of authority resides within the "Carmunity of 

Believers", which is fonned around an explicit religious centre. 

It enjoys a particular "cultural vision" which shapes, preserves 

and guides the "Ccrcmunity". Its members claim to share an ulti

mately valid view of reality and history and, thus, to represent 

what is of ultimate concern for all human beings. 

vi. Types of Language: The language used in the m:::rlel is 

concerned with the camrunication of the explicit views of the 

camrunity about God, worship and liturgy, religious beliefs and 

traditions. Therefore, terms such as "Faith Camrunity", "people 

of faith", Christian Camlunity", "personal and camrunal prayer" etc. 

will be frequently used. 

vii. Theological Orientations: The theological methodology 

used by theologians in Contextual theology is one of dialectical 

interaction between the Gospel, Church and culture. The metho:l

ology used in the Enculturation mo:lel of religious education involves 

every aspect of the "Tradition", (8) beliefs, rituals, custans and 

experiences provide::] within the "Corrmunity of Believers", for 
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aim is firstly, to sensitise students to ultimate questions posed 

by life arrl, secorrlly, to stimulate and assist students in the 

search for a personal sense of meaning. 

ii. Basic Content: 'Ihe "Human Experience Themes", which fonn 

the core content, encourage exploration of and reflection on human 

experience with all its variety, canplexity and mystery. These 

themes include: ''Who am I?", "Where do I cane fran?", "Is death 

the errl?" and "What is the meaning of life?". 

iii. 'Ihe concept of Human Nature arrl the Human Condition: 

The understanding of human life and the human condition, in this 

mcrlel, seems to be based on the following assumptions: 

there is a non-ontological separation fran God. 

Nothing in nature, not even the human person, is 

God. It is always a manifestation or symoolization 

of God, who undergirds life itself. There is an 

underlying core of shared essence; 

the human being finds the experience of God by 

searching the depths of his/her existential 

experiences; to get below the surface of life 

and to examine it fran a position of depth. 

Tillich writes: "For the word of 'God' denotes 

the ultimate depth of all our being, the creative 

ground and meaning to all our existence"; (11) 

human existence is responsible existence if it 

is authentically lived in response to God, 

who is the "ground of our existence". 
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individual and corporate participation. Just as the Contextual 

theology focusses on the cultural context of the canmunity to shape 

the understandings of Christian beliefs, the Enculturation rocd.el 

of religious education uses the "Faith Carmunity" as the forum in 

which the faith is experienced and lived out. 

4. Life-centred/Experiential M:rlel: 

The theological roots of this mcxlel lie in Existential 

theology. In sane expositions and practices of this approach, 

the ties with Existential theology are close and overt. (9) 

In these variations of the mcrlel, both the existential themes of 

ultimate meaning and purpose, and the methcrlology of reflecting on 

such depth themes as "Who am I?", are adapted for the classroan 

and, as such, orient the learning tCMards a _discernment of Gcd as 

the "grollID of being'' • ( 1 0 ) In other expositions and practice 

of this ai:proach, the ties with Existential theology are less 

close and have been influenced as much by changing pedagogies in 

contemporary schooling which attempt to anchor student learnings 

in their c,.,m experiences. Here, under the organizing influence 

of sane theme or issue, the students begin with a reflection on 

their own.experiences related to the theme and then move on to 

explore a much wider world of experience in which to interpret 

their personal experience. The natural outcx::me of such a pedagog

ical process is a richer self-understanding, a self-urrlerstanding 

informed by an increasingly global world of human experience. 

In ooth forms this approach remains infonned by the subjective 

quest for meaning. 

i. Aims/Goals : In the Life -centred/Experientia l rocd.el, the 
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v. The concepts of Kncwledge and Authority : The view of 

kru:Mledge is that it is subjective in principle, in that it is a 

personal construct of meanings, values and authenticity. Human 

beings are thinking and reflective, as well as existing, beings. 

With regard to authority, this religious education mcrlel, 

through its association with Existential theology, is based on the 

philosophy of Kierkegaard, who argues that truth consists, not in 

"knCMing" the trnth, but in "being" the truth. ( 12) This truth 

of "being" is inseparable fran the way that leads to it. Thus, 

the locus of authority, in this mc:tlel, resides within the individual 

as a part of humanity in general. 

vi. The Types of Language: As the content of this mcrlel is 

thematic and experience-based, and therefore "secular" oontent 

is used as a basis for developing religious concepts, most of the 

language will be related to the everyday experiences of the child. 

vii. Theological Orientation: The Life-centred/Experiential 

mc:tlel of religious education is anthropocentric in orientation and 

is associated with Existential theology. Theologians in this 

school of theology emphasize the believer as the locus for God's 

saving activity, since that theological reflection is based upon 

one's own personhocx:1 and the meaning of existence. Similarly, 

the Life-centred/Experiential model of religious education focusses 

on ccmnibnent to the search for meaning by reflection on, ane aware

ness of, "self" and "others". 

5. Liberation Model: 

'lhis mc:tle l of r el igious education is closely associated 
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with Liberation theology. Central to Liberation theology is the 

doctrine of "salvation" as liberation and"faith" as carmitted 

action in the struggle for liberation. The aim of Liberation 

theology is to abolish injustice and to construct a society that is 

more humane and which permits people to govern their own destiny. 

i. Aims/Goals: The aims of the Liberation mcxiel of religious 

education are threefold: 

to bring students to an awareness of the factors which 

keep people oppressed. The concern of the curriculum 

is for the teachers and students to engage co-operatively 

in those activities that bring alx>ut a greater awareness 

arrongst students of the injustice and oppression that 

exists in society; 

to assist students to acquire skills in reflection, 

critical thinking and decision-making, especially in 

shared or collective decision-making; 

to enable students to plan courses of action which have 

the potential for creating a more humane and liberating 

future. 

ii. Basic Content: The content emphasizes those experiences, 

situations arrl events which manifest aspects of oppression and fran 

which liberation is possible. 

iii. The concepts of Human Nature and the Human Condition: 

In this nmel, history is not sanething to be taken for granted, 

but sanething to be directed by free human persons, in which Gcd, 

the creator, is present. Those involved in "shared praxis" (the 
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methoo.ology of this mo::lel) perceive the most basic drive of the 

human spirit is towards a future which is free of all fonns of 

oppression. 

iv. The concept of Learning: Learning is understocx:l as a 

process of critical understanding, which enable effective and 

purposeful decision-making. This is equivalent to the "conscientiz

ation" advocated by Paulo Friere, who was one of the originators 

of this religious education model. Friere argued that, through 

the pranotion of consciousness, as a means of decoding reality, 

education itself became an exercise in freedan. (13) 

v. 'Ihe concepts of Knowled.ge and Authority: In this model, 

the concept of "knowledge" is based upon Jurgen Habermas' social 

theory. (14) Habermas argues that all "knowing" is organized. 

around the interest orientation of the knowing subject. It is 

this interest orientation which shapes the outcane of what is known, 

that is, it determines the use to which the "knowing" will be put. 

This interest orientation also shapes and selects what is knCMn. 

"Knowing'' is a process in which the emotion and value-laden 

"interest" brought to the "knowing" process brings together the 

"knowing" subject, the world known and the world that might be. 

In this roodel, the interest orientation, which shapes the outcane, 

is generally the hope of a liberated and valued future. 

The locus of authority is Jesus Christ, the "liberator", but 

the recognition of that locus is achieved, not by orthcrlox trans-

mission, but by "orthopraxis". In traditional theocentric theology, 

the term "orthcrloxy", which literally means "right praise", suggests 

consistency with the faith of the Church, as eml:xxlied in sacred 
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Scripture, the official teachings and the liturgy. The Liberation 

rncx:lel of religious education employs a methodology termed "praxis". 

"Praxis" is a wholeistic process which involves an actively engaged 

"interest", which reaches out simultaneously in many seemingly 

diverse directions arrl grapples with many multi-faceted issues. 

"Praxis" holds together "thinking action", "reflection" and "criti

cal dialogue" without valuing one aspect more than another. "To 

do the truth", in the Gospel sense, acquires a precise and concrete 

meaning in te:rms of the importance of action in Christian life. 

Fran this concept has developed the term "orthopraxis", which means 

"right praising" in action and reflection consistent with Gospel 

values. 

vi. The 'fypes of Language: The language used in this m::rlel 

focusses on "oppression", 11consciousness" and "liberation". 

vii. Theological Orientations: The Liberation m:rlel of reli-

gious education is anthropocentric in orientation and is associated 

with Liberation theology, since the two models share camon con

ceptions of human nature, kna.vledge and methaiology. This m::rlel 

is based mainly on the work of liberation theologians such as 

Gustavo Gutierrez (15) and Jon Sobrino. (16) 

6. The Developnental t-b::lel: 

The roots of this approa.ch to religious education lie, 

without doubt, in the social sciences, especially developnental 

psychology. At the same time, the theological j ustification for 

it resides in those approa.ches to the theological task which have 

also had their origins in the social sciences , especially .sociology 
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and anthropology. The success of ethnographic techniques in 

describing the belief patterns of various groups of people has 

yielded an understanding of the religious beliefs of many peoples; 

an understarrling which has been derived fran people themselves, 

rather than fran seminaries and theological textbooks. Encouraged 

by the increasing acceptance of the social sciences, theologians 

have also turned to the beliefs and practices of ordinary people 

as their primary sources, with a view to describing their beliefs 

in a systematic way and without an intent to evaluate them fran 

sane normative point of reference. 

Thus, through the pioneering work of researchers such as 

Goldman, ( 1 7) FCM ler, ( 1 8 ) and Moran, ( 1 9 ) a picture is beginning 

to emerge of different types of constructs of belief and practice 

which are developnentally related. Also, through their world and 

approach to religious education, a model is beginning to emerge 

where both content and goals are related to particular stages of 

developnent, that is, where "faith" (for example) is understood in 

distinctively different ways by various students in varying age 

groups. The goal of this "total" approach is to avoid the imposition 

of any supposedly normative "faith" on students. The intention 

is to teach in such a way that "assimilation" is possible as the 

basic mode of learning, while enabling the often unsettling 

"accannodation", which is part and parcel of the interaction between 

psychological developnent and increasing experience, to take place. 

In the Developnental model, there is an emphasis on the _ 

consciousness of the hurran person: ·on the person's freedan and 

responsibility, not only to develop himself/herself, but to transform 
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the world and its history under Gerl. There is also the recognition 

that people perceive Gerl and interpret experiences within their 

awn frames of reference, which are shaped by developnental factors 

of maturation. 

i. Aims/Goals: 'Ihe aim, in this rrodel, is to encourage 

students to organize and interpret the religious truths and tradi-
, 

tions within the terms of their own develoµnental capabilities. 

ii. Basic Content: The content of the Developnental rrodel is 

that which is accessible to students in tenns of criteria derived 

fran developnental psychology. 

iii. The concepts of Human Nature and the Human Condition: 

Human existence is not a "given", to be examined, but a "potential" 

in the process of realization. Therefore, the hrnnan being per-

ceives God and interprets experiences within his/her own frames of 

reference, which are shaped by develoµnental factors. 

iv. The concept of Learning: The student develops cognitive 

structures by interaction with the (social) environment. Therefore, 

the learning process is either one of assimilating experiences 

within the student's frame of reference, or of acccmnodating the 

frame of reference to admit new experience. 

v. The concepts of KnCMledge and Authority: "KnCMing" is 

developnentally corxiitioned. Sanetimes the human being can assimi-

late new infonnation easily and naturally into the personal "schema". 

At other times, the person will "accarmodate" by shifting to sane 

fresh theory to solve the problem. Hence, for this model, all 

11knowing11 is tentative and theory-dependent, that is, dependent 

on the existent frames of reference of the learner. 
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In this mcdel, there can be no static locus of authority. 

Since human beings are never able to transcend their frames of 

"meaning-making", no normative standard of authority is con

ceivable. 

vi. '!he Types of Language: The language used in the Develop-

mental mcdel expresses images of "journey", "change" and "identity". 

vii. 'Iheological Orientati ons: This mcdel is anthrqxx:entric 

in orientation and is associated with the Anthropological theologies, 

which give credence to the more ethnographic accounts of people's 

systems of belief and practice. 

CXNCLUSION 

In this chapter I have discussed. the criteria which I 

have used to construct a classification of religious education 

mcdels. For practical purposes I have also <X:lnstructed. the fol-

1<:Ming table. It will serve as a surnnary of the main aspects 

discussed. in this chapter. It will also be useful in identifying 

the religious education model(s) being used in the Guidelines. 

This analysis will be carried out in Oiapter Five. 
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BASIC 
DESCRIPTION 
OF R. E. 
MODELS 

AIMS/GOALS 

THE BASIC 
CONTENT 

MAGISTERIAL/ 
TRADITIONAL 

Based upon the 
authoritative 
position of the 
teacher 

To nurture the 
lspi ritual lives 
;of children by 
instruction in 
the Catholic 
Faith. To incul
cate high stand
ards of moral 
conduct 

The core data of 
'revelation' 
{Scripture, Creed 
Commandments, 
Sacraments) as 
interpreted by 
the tradition 

CLASSIFICATION OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION MODELS 

KERYGMATIC 

Proclaims the 
"Good News" of 
salvation in the 
person of Jesus 
Christ 

To stand before 
the events which 
constitute the 
history of sal
vation and to 
encourage a per
sonal response of 
: 'faith' to these 
!events · 

ITne events of 
1Salvation history 
las described in 
Scripture and 
experienced in 
the Liturgy. 

ENCUL TURATION EXPERIENTIAL/ 
LI FE CENTRED 

The Faith Commun- Existential 
ity is the forum Approach using 
in which the childs feelings, 
'faith' is exper- acts and exper
ienced and lived iences as a basis 
out. for developing 

religious 
concepts. 

To encourage the 
growth and ex
pression of 
'faith' through 
the parti ci pation 1

1 in the life and 
work of the be- ' 
lieving 
corrmunity 

The major be-
1 i ef s and 
practices of the 
believing commun
ity, especially 
in the 1 oca l 
context 

To discover the 
reality of God in 
the range of per
sonal and human 
experiences and 
events 

As full a range 
as possible of 
human experiences 
especially those 
of the students 
themselves 

LIBERATION 

Students and 
teachers engaged 
in activities 
which heiohten 
their awareness 
of oppression 

To enable prac
tical decision 
making in the 
light of the 
Christian tradi
tion to achieve 
a liberating 
future 

Those exper
iences, situa
tions and events 
which manifest 
aspects of 
oppression and 
from which 
liberation is 
poss ible 

1 

DEVELOPMENTAL 

An emphasis on 
what is going on 
in the person 
who happens also 
to be a 
'be 1 i ever' . 

To encourage 
students to 
organise and 
interpret the 
core data of 
revelation with
in t he terms of 
their own 
developmental 
capabiliti es. 

Content which is 
accessible to 
students in terms 
of criteria de
rived from 
developmental 
psychology 



THE NATURE OF 
HUMAN BEINGS AND 
THE HUMAN 
CONDITION 

MAGISTERIAL/ 
TRADITIONAL 

Human beings in 
darkness and 
needing guidance 

CLASSIFICATION OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION MODELS 

KERYGMATIC 

Christian as a 
limited fl awed 
creature, but as 
a person 
addressed by God 
in history 

ENCUL TURATION 

Human being is 
one oriented to 
interrelation
ship with others 
and capable of 
becoming 'whole' 
within the 
Community 

EXPERIENTIAL/ 
LI FE CENTRED 

Human beings are 
capable of find
ing meaning and 
seeking truth, 
of formulating 
beliefs and 
committi ng them
selves to 
particular be
iiefs. They can 
live within the 
limitations of 
death and sin 

LIBERATION 

The most basic 
drive of the 
human spirit is 
towards a future 
which is free 
from all forms 
of oppression 

2 

DEVELOPMENTAL 

People perceive 
God and inter
pret experiences 1 

within their own 
frames of refer
ence which are 
shaped by 
developmental 
factors 

l--------+--------+---------+-------+--------+-------1--------- -I 

THE NATURE 
OF LEARNING 

NATURE OF 
KNOWLEDGE 

Transmission 
models of teach
ing which encour
age memorization 
and processes of 
abstraction and 
generalization 
of concepts 

Knowledge is 
objective and 
independent of 
human perception 
of it 

Transmission 
models of teach
ing which also 
encourage imag
inative construc
tion of events 
and effective and 
expressive 
responses 

Knowledge is 
objective but 
demands a sub
jective response 
on the part of 
the knowing 
subject. 

Learning takes 
place through 
nurturing in 
participation in 
community 
beliefs and 
practices: 
learning and 
socialization 
process 

Knowledge is a 
social construct. 
Knowledge is 
dialectical 
between person 
and coITTTiunity 

Learning ta kes 
place primarily 
through reflect
ion on self 
leading to self 
knowledge and 
identity 

Knowledge is 
subjective; a 
personal constr
uct of meanings, 
va l ue and 
authenticity 

Learning is a 
process of 
critical under
standing which 
enables affective 
and purposeful 
decision making 

Knowledge is 
practical action 
which moves 
the past and 
present in the 
direction of an 
envisaged future 

Learn i ng is a 
process of either 
assimilating 
experiences with
in a person's 
frame of refer
ence or accommo
dating the frames 
of reference 

'Knowing' is a 
deve l opmen ta 11 y 
conditioned 
construction of 
mean ing and/ or 
interpretation 



MAGISTERIAL/ 
TRADITIONAL 

CLASSIFICATION OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION MODELS 

KERYGMATIC ENCUL TU RATION EXPERIENTIAL/ 
LI FE CENTRED 

3 

LIBERATION DEVELOPMENTAL 

--- ------r--------r-------t-------t-------+--- ---+------1 

CONCEPT OF 
AUTHORITY 

LANGUAGE 

I THEOLOGICAL 
1 ORIENTATIONS 

Locus of author
ity resides in 
teacher, teach
ings of the 
Church and 
Seri pture 

Abstract termin
ology, Theolog
ical statements 

Locus of author
ity resides in 
events of salva
tion history (The 
Gospel) to which 
Scripture, tradi
tion and Liturgy 
point 

Scripture as the 
Hord of God. 
Christ as the 
centre of God's 
plan 

Very Theocentric Theocentric and 
in orientation incarnational in 
and most commonly orientation, most 
associated with commonly associa-
traditional/ ted with 
propositional Heilsgeschichte 
theology whose theology whose 
methodological methodological 
procedures of procedure of 
transmission and transmission and 
generalization construction of 
it tends to salvation history 
reproduce it tends to re

produce 

Resides in the 
'Believing 
Community' 

Language related 
to Faith 
Community 

Anthropocentric 
in orientation, 
most commonly 
associated with 
contextual 
theology, whose 
methodology it 
tends to 
reproduce 

Resides within 
the individual. 
11Truth is 
subjectivity 11 

Material of life 
situations. 
Human experience. 
Depth Themes 

Anthropocentric 
in orientation 
and associated 
with existential 
theology and 
tends to reprod
uce its proced
ures of reflect
ion on such 
existential 
'anast I issues 
as ~Who am I? " 
"What is the 
meaninQ of l ife? 11 

etc. 

Resides in the 
human religious 
quest for a more 
human and liber
ated future 

Emphasis on 
oppression, lib
eration, freedom; 
on practical 
action and on 
dialogue between 
past, present 
and future 

An throf:X)i:en'Lri c 
in orientation, 
associated with 
Liberation 
Theology repro
ducing its 
"conscientiza
tion11 and empow
ering method-
o 1 ogy. It draws 
from the work of 
people such as 
Freire and 
Habermas. 

As it is not 
possible for any 
persons to trans
cend their frames 
of meaning-making 
no standard of 
authority is 
conceivable 

Language expresses 
images of journey, 
change, identity 

Anthropocentric 
in orientation 
and is associated 
with Anthropol
oaical 
Theologies which 
give credence to 
the more ethno
graphic accounts 
of people's 
systems of 
belief and 
practice. 
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rnAPI'ER FIVE - IDENI'IFICATION OF THE RELIGIOUS EUJCATION M)DE1.S 

IN THE GUIDELINE'S 
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In the previous chapter the following models of religious 

education were identified: 

'Ihecx:::entric mcrlels: - Magisterial/Traditional 

- Kerygmatic 

Anthropocentric med.els: - Enculturation 

- Life-Centred/Experiential 

- Liberation 

- Developnental 

The criteria used to construct the classification were: 

1 • Aims/Goals 

2. Basic c.ontent 

3. The concept of Human Nature and the Human Condition 

4. The concept of Learning 

5. The concepts of KnCMledge and of Authority 

6. Types of Language 

7. Theological Orientations. 

The focus of this chapter is to discover which education m::rlel(s) 

is(are) daninant in the Guidelines. 

prOp::)se to: 

To achieve this objective I 

1. analyse the Guidelines by using the above criteria; 

2. make a canpa.rative evaluation of the substantive features 

identified in the Guidelines with the typological features 

identified in the preceding chapter, and 

3. draw a conclusion, if appropriate, as to the dcmina.nt 

mcrlel of religious education undei:pinning the Guidelines. 

The analysis of the Guidelines ccmnences with: 

1. Aims/Goals (p. 14): 

In the description of the basic goals at primary level, 

the introductory paragraphs imply that there are stages of develop-
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rnent in faith. Until recently the concept of "faith" has been 

understocrl primarily as a religious category. But recent studies 

have argued that faith is, in fact, an element that belongs intrin

sically and universally to the human condition. For example, 

James Fowler, who has been working on the question of faith 

develoµnent by using the foundational frameworks of Piaget (on 

cognitive developnent), Kohl.berg (on rroral developnent) and 

Erik.son (on ego developnent), claims that "faith is a human uni

versal, a feature of living, acting and self-understanding, of all 

human beings whether or not they would claim to be 'religious' in 

any traditional way" • ( 1 ) 

For Fowler, faith is a "structuring activity" which is 

brought to bear on our rrany experiences, activities and rnxles of 

experience. Faith is urrlerstocd as an attitude of: trust, confid

ence and acceptance that is brought to bear on the value and worth-

whileness of human experience. This attitude shapes the way one 

filters one's experiences of persons, events and ccmnunity, and 

will vary fran individual to individual. It is a view that be-

longs to the Anthropocentric classification of religious education 

mcxiels. James Fowler has mapped out different stages of faith 

that correspond more or less with the stages of human develoµnent. (2) 

Is this the view or understanding of faith that is 

expressed in the intrcxluctory paragraphs? For example: "'Ihus, 

the goals of religious education are concerned with the developnent 

of faith" (p. 14, para. 1). 

At first glance, it might seem that the Guidelines are 

concerned with the religious developnent of the student in terms of 
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James FCMler's theory, but a further analysis of the secorrl p:rra

graph suggests further questioning: "These Guidelines adopt that 

process of religious education which respects the person arxi the 

appropriate readiness for and stage of develoµnent in faith" 

(p. 14, para. 1 ). 

'!he concept of "readiness" containoo ;in the above state

ment implies matching the content and learning activities to the 

child's stage of developnent to ensure that the student extends 

his or her wrlerstanding. "Readiness" does not imply presenting 

theological concepts within the frames of reference of children or 

of stages of developnent. Rather, it appears to refer to matching 

the nonnative theology of the thecx::entric rocdels to the child's 

p:rrticular stage of developnent. 

On page twenty-five is written: 11The content is set out 

wrler the traditional headings of Creed, Sacraments and Catmand

rnents and is expressed in language suited to the level of the 

child". 

It seems evident that the underlying assumption of the 

intrcrluctory statements is that there are certain religious truths 

which the students must wait for until they have reached a certain 

maturity before gaining a full understanding of them. In the 

meantime, the religious truths are intrcrluced in a simplified fonn 

according to the student's stage of developnent. The emphasis is 

theocentric in actuality, although the use of such tenns as "devel

opnent", "awareness", "understanding as individuals" and "relation

ship to Gcx:1" gives the appearance of an anthropocentric theological 

approach. 
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The Guidelines also state that the aim of the document 

is: "To help the child develop a conscious, loving relationship 

with Gcx:l our Father• in Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit" (p. 25). 

This aim is to be achieved through fostering in the child 

an awareness of "self", "others", "the world" and the "Faith Con

munity". The question that arises is: "Are the Guidelines ma.king 

assertions aoout how the child learns, or are these statements 

really an extension of traditional catechetical teaching?". 

If the statements describe features of the anthropocentric 

rood.els of religious education, then the emphasis will be centred 

on the "subject" and the i.mp:>rtanoo of the "subject" attaining an 

"authentic" relationship with Gcd. To sane extent, there is an 

emphasis on the person, but the emphasis is on the person developing 

"a conscious living relationship with Gcd" and developing "an 

awareness, understanding, response and celebration in the relation

ship with Gcd and creation". The implication is that the Guidelines 

aim to foster in the students a personal response of "faith", "love'' 

and gratitude for God's 11actions11 in their lives. 

The aims are expressed in detail on page ten, as follONs: 

"to realise the Fatherhood of Gcd in their own lives and in the 

lives of others"; "understanding themselves as sons and daughters 

of the Father, as brothers and sisters to Jesus"; "understanding 

of and openness to the Spirit of Gcd in their lives"; "to celebrate 

their Christian identity"; "an awareness of the needs of other 

people and a resp::,nse of Christian servioo and love· ••• ". 

These ,2,ims exemplify certain features of Heilsgeschichte theology 
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and the Kerygmatic rrooel of religious education. The ooncept of 

the Fatherhood of God ernl:xrlies truths about God, that is, God is 

loving, caring, forgiving etc. Furthermore, Jesus' reference to 

his o..m relationship in heaven emphasizes the intimacy of Jesus 

with God. Heilsgeschichte theology emphasizes that the life, 

death and resurrection of Jesus Christ enables humankind to share 

in the inner life of God and becane brothers and sisters of Jesus. 

As part of the salvific actions of God and as the self-crnrnunication 

of God, the Holy Spirit is God given in love and with the recon

ciling and renewing power of that love. Heilsgeschichte theology 

and the methodology of the Kerygmatic mcrlel of religious education 

invites the student to engage in interpretative faith responses 

which require a personal relationship between God arrl the person, 

that is expressed in acts of worship in the 11Comn.mity of Believers" 

(Clmrch). Hence, the child's awareness of creation is expressed 

in thanksgiving to God for all his gifts. The methodology does 

not preclude the study of doctrinal content, but it is clearly not 

orientated to this. The emphasis is on the interpersonal and 

vital character of "revelation". God's faithful love invites 

the individual to a return of love and trust. 

The aim of the document is to bring about or to develop 

this interpersonal relationship between God and the student. 

But is this aim realized in the content and methodology of the 

Guidelines: Are the content and methodology consistent with the 

aim? 

In Olapter Three, tlie analysis of the theological bases 

of the Guidelines showed that while there is an inclusion of 
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Scriptural content, it is generally used as application to doctrinal 

statements. An example of this process can be found on page 231 

of the Senior Primary section: "In prayer we express and graw in 

relationship with Gerl who is Father, Son and Spirit". '!he sug

gested methoo of teaching this belief is: "Refer to the Gospels 

to help the children to discover how Jesus prayed". The theological 

oosis is daninantly Propositional theology. H<Mever, further 

analysis is needed totest the internal consistency of the dca.nnent. 

The basic goals state: "There is an attempt to foster 

within the children that natural 'openness' to life which will 

lead to an understanding of and openness to the Spirit of Gerl in 

their lives" (p. 14). 

Are the Guidelines making a statement about how the 

child shapes his/her faith? Or are they asserting that, by 

encouraging the child to interpret all things in the light of Jesus, 

the child will be open to the Spirit of Gerl in his/her life? 

The basic goals are based upon the "Four Awarenesses", 

which were discussed in Chapter Three. These four areas provide 

the structure of the Guidelines and link with the understanding of 

the concept of "revelation", understocxi as becaning apparent through 

everyday events. Therefore, "revelation" is an on-going prcx:::ess 

that enables the person "to grow to that perfect human corrlition 

where we will share his [Gcrl 1 s] life fully" (p. 10). 

This understanding of "revelation" is consonant with 

Heilsgeschichte theology and the Kerygmatic mcdel of religious 

education. Religious truths are seen as dependent on 11heart 
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acceptance", that is, a living of these truths so that one's moral 

conduct is under the influence of religious conviction. Humanity's 

"new being in Christ" (Cor. 1:30) is due to Gcd's initiative and, 

in consequence, the action of the Spirit. "Revelation" is not 

direct as it is rrmiated by human agents chosen by Gcd. 

Reflection on the basic goal (p. 14 and previously stated) 

would seem to indicate that the statement is IIX)re concerned with 

the formation of the child's spiritual develoµnent rather than 

observation of the child shaping his/her c,.,m spirituality. The 

fonnation aspect is contained in the concepts of fostering, devel

oping, understanding, awakening, discovering and celebrating. 

It is a characteristic of Propositional theology to place emphasis 

on nurturing the children's spiritual lives by instruction in the 

Catholic Faith, rather than encouraging the student to stand before 

events which constitute the history of salvation and to make a 

personal response to these events. The description of the basic 

goals of the program places emphasis on concepts of relationship, 

openness to the Spirit, Christian identity, creation as revealing 

God and response in Christian service. All of these concepts 

exemplify the understandings of Propositional and Heilsgeschichte 

theologies. 

The assumptions underlying the basic goals and the aims 

seem to be: 

i. religious education is an ecclesiastical activity (i.e., 

a ministry of the Church) whose goal is that Christians 

and the camn.mities live out the truths of their faith 

so that their moral conduct is under the influence of 

religious conviction. In the language of the Guidelines 
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"openness to the Spirit of Gcd ••• to form Christian 

attitudes and develop Christian consciences" (p. 14); 

ii. as the child's faith develops he/she becanes more 

deliberately active in Christian service. This expres-

sion of faith is deroc>nstrated in personal relationship 

with God, which is expressed in 'WOrship and in relation

ship with others (for example, the aim on p. 25). 

Each Unit has general objectives, for example: 

- to develop a sense of self worth; 

- to develop an enthusiasm for life; 

- to develop their talents and strengths; 

- to accept the responsibility that belcnging to such 

groups entails; 

- to respond in the faith canmunity to their call of Baptism. 

(Senior Primary Book - Unit: "Awareness of Self", p. 91.) 

If one applies the principles of the anthropocentric 

theology and religious education med.els, then the first three object

ives may be understood in the light of life experiences contributing 

to and shaping the students' responses to Gcd. 'Ihe anthropocentric 

mcrlels of religious education emphasize that students bring the sub

jective detenninants and/or influences in their lives of Christian 

faith. These subjective determinants and/or influences are thought 

to have an impact on the way the student perceives faith, foD11Ulates 

its issues and finally appropriates it. Yet there are not real 

indications within the document that the first three objectives do 

allow the child's attention to be focussed at certain points on 

situations and experiences which are valuable in pranoting a 
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"disclosure of self" and thus contributing to the child's develop

ment of a realistic self-image and a reasonable ego ideal. In the 

first topic following these general objectives, the specific ob-

j ecti ves are: 

- That the children will reflect on the many facets which 

make up their unique personality and so grow in 

appreciation of their o.,m. worth and dignity. 

- That the children will gr<YN in the realization that they 

are personally kno.,m. and loved by Gerl who gives life. 

Yet the methodology used to achieve these objectives 

does not provide the student with the opportunity to reflect in 

depth on his/her experiences so as to deepen his/her CMn experi-

ences. It is this exi,:erience that leads to questions that are 

central to religious thinking, such as "Who am I?" 

In the Guidelines (in "Experience Shared", p. 94, Senior 

Primary) the students are invited to share by participation in a 

mnnber of activities that focus on their identity. For example, 

the children draw up a profile of themselves, listing eye colour, 

height and abilities. This exercise is followed by reflection 

on "what it means to be me". Foll<YNing the reflection the children 

then carry out an activity that is designed to provide them with 

kn.c:Mledge of a traditional Christian doctrine. Sane of the 

suggestions are: 

- In Jesus we see what being fully human, fully alive means. 

- God calls us individually to be his chosen friends. 

He also calls us carmunally as a Church to be the people 

of Gerl. 
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- Explore the following Scripture passages: 

Jesus calling his Apostles - Mt. 4:18-22, Mk. 1:16-20. 

This section of the teaching methcdology is then follc:Med 

by "Insights Reinforced", in which there are a number of suggested 

activities which emphasize the child's identity (e.g., making bcdy 

shapes - these may be silhouettes which the children cut out and 

display in the roan). There is no indication of any reference 

to what insights the children and teacher may have arrived at fran 

reflection, or hCM these insights IlBY lead to religious thinking. 

The emphasis within the teaching methcrlology seems to be 

oriented tc:Mards relating the natural to the supernatural, that is, 

the emphasis is placed upon the student's uniqueness because he/she 

is loved by Gerl. And this emphasis is consonant with the Magis

terial/Traditional rncx:1el of religious education, which is based 

upon Propositional theology. Theologically, human existence is 

11other" than Gerl, and Gcd' s relationship to the world is understood , 

in tenns of his creativity. Gcd is understood as the fullness of 

being and the efficient cause of everything that happens. (3) 

This leads one to think that the teaching process in the Guidelines 

is a mcrlified version of the Magisterial/Traditional mcrlel of 

religious education. 

In the general objectives of Unit Four (p. 187, Senior 

Primary) there are characteristics of the Kerygmatic mcrlel of 

religious education. The objectives are stated as: 

to develop a personal response in faith to our Gcd 

who is Father, Son and Spirit; 

- to graw in their knowledge and understanding of the 
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person and message of Jesus as presented in the gospels; 

- to identify the Christian carmunity as that group of 

believers who grCM in relationship with the Father, 

Son and Holy Spirit; 

- to resporrl to the call to be active members of the 

Catholic Church; 

- to resporrl to the Word of Gcx:l revealed through 

Scripture, Liturgy, Tradition and life; 

- to urrlerstand prayer as an expression of our relationship 

to Gerl both as individuals and as a faith camrunity. 

This same Kerygrratic emphasis is present in the four books 

which constitute the Guidelines. In the Preparatory I3cx:)k (p. 91), 

for example: 

to grCM to an appreciation that they are receiving the 

gift of life fran Gcx:l, and that they are called to 

resporrl to this gift of love; 

and again, on p. 219: 

- to grO,N in an awareness that Gcx:l our Father is 

Creator of our world. 

This same pattern is evident in the specific objectives 

("Possible Outcanes") of the various topics. Examples of 

Kerygmatic emphases are to be fourrl in: 

Preparatory - Unit 1. Topic 1 - "I am Alive" (p. 93): 

- That the children will appreciate their names as 

making them s:pecial and unique; 
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- God my Father knows my name and loves me. 

Middle Primary - Unit 2.1. "Our Families": 

- That the children will becane aware of the various carmuni

ties in which they live, especially their own family. 

- That the children will understand that it is through our 

family we gain a knowledge of our place in God's family. 

However, although the general objectives and specific 

objectives bear characteristics of the Kerygmatic rncx:'lel of reli

gious education, the teaching methcrlology of the program is more 

doctrinally centred. Within the process of the four stages, there 

is no attempt to make the Heilsgeschichte Christocentric henneneutic 

connections between the secular content and the doctrinal content. 

The objectives appear to be specifically aimed at using the secular 

content to lead to explanation of doctrine. This emphasis is 

characteristic of the Magisterial/Traditional mcxiel of religious 

education. There are certain religious truths to be accepted 

and believed if the student is to lead a Christian life. 

The emphasis of the Kerygmatic mcxiel, which would be con

sistent with the aim of the Guidelines, is Christocentric in keeping 

with the Heilsgeschichte Christocentric henneneutical methodology: 

"Everything has been created in Christ, through Christ and for 

Christ". ( 3) The child develops his/her awareness of him/her self 

as a believer within the Canmunity of Believers, whose centre is 

Jesus Christ, who reveals the Father and gives life in his Spirit 

to those who believe in him. This, however, does not appear to 

be the emphasis of the teaching methcrlology. 
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In the content in the Prep:3.ratory Book (p. 95), under 

the heading "Faith Expressed", the main emphasis seems to be the 

Magisterial/Traditional model. Here, the topic begins with the 

child's experience which leads on to religious conclusions that: 

- Gerl my Father is giving me life 

- Gerl gives me my boo.y with which I can do many things 

- Activity - sing and pray - 11Thank you Gerl for giving 

us life". 

Fran this analysis of the aims and objectives, it seems 

that, while the aims and objectives of the Guidelines are consonant 

with the Kerygmatic rncxiel of religious education, the teaching 

methcrlology is more dcx:::trinally orientated and, therefore, more 

consistent with the Magisterial/Traditional mo:'lel of religious 

education. 

2. B3.sic Content: 

The dcx:::trinal content "stands as the core content irres

pective of the materials and texts used or the program designed11 

(p. 25). This material is set out under the traditional headings 

of "Creed", "Sacraments" and "Catrnandrnents". The organization 

of the content in this way is a characteristic of the Magisterial/ 

Traditional roodel of religious education. 

The secular content (the children's experience) is used 

in the first two stages of the teaching prcx::ess and would appear 

to be used as a basis for developing religious concepts. 

One of the characteristics of the Kerygrnatic mcdel of 

religious education is emphasis on Christ as the source of and the 
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transfonnation of secular experience. Perhaps the Guidelines 

are carrying the theocentric religious concepts through by using 

the principles of the teaching methcdology of the Kerygmatic model. 

How is the secular content being used in the Guidelines? 

Does the secular content have an anthropx:entric basis? If this 

is so, can it be expected that the doctrinal content will be shaped 

and expressed through an analysis of the human condition or through 

cultural influence? Or does the inclusion of doctrinal truths 

imply that there are particular doctrinal truths which must be 

accepted and relieved? 

Examination of the teaching methcxlology used in the 

various topics in the Guidelines shows that the teaching process 

always begins with the children's experience. 'Ihis procedure 

is not unexpected, as cx:mnencing with the 11kr10Nn11 is a basic 

e:1ucational principle of all contemporary teaching methcdologies. 

This step is followed by reflection on the children's experiences. 

In the topic 2.4, "Friendship" (p. 154 in the Junior 

Primary Book), in "Reflection Deepened" the children are invited 

to discuss: 

- I need friends 

- My friends need me 

- What makes a gocd friend? 

- 'Ihe loss of a frierrl. 

One would think that such a discussion would show a wide 

range of different understandings and attitudes amongst the 

children. Individual students would have the opportunity to gain 

sane understanding of how others in the group felt and acted in 
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different situations. The new understanding would then fa.rm a 

basis of disclosure of what constitutes a distinctly human relation

ship between "self" and "others". 

'Ihis knowledge of "self" and "others" would then be 

linked with the religious concepts of acceptance, service to 

others, forgiveness, reconciliation, discipleship, God's uncon

ditional love for all i:,eople and our relationship to God. In 

this way, the doctrinal content is shaped by the insights into 

self and others. 

But in the Guidelines this section of the methcd.ology 

is followed imnediately with doctrinal content under the heading 

of "Faith Expressed": "God our Father is our friend. He sent 

his Son to be our friend. He loves each of us". 

There does not appear to be a conceptual developnent 

arising out of,the secular content and integrated with the 

religious concepts. There is no attempt to place the secular 

content in the context of Christ as in the Kerygrratic mcdel. 

Rather, the content, while expressed in Kerygmatic tenns, is 

more doctrinally centred and therefore characteristic of the 

Ma.gisterial/Traditional ITICXlel. 

But~ since the basic content of the Guidelines is 

essentially the core doctrine, its ma.jor emphasis is consistent 

with the Magisterial/Traditional model. 

3. The Concept of Human Nature and the Human Condition: 

The content of the Guidelines has been divided into 

four units, and the topics contai ned in these units have been 
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sub-divided into: 

A. an awareness of "self" as loved by Gcd. and gifted 

by him; 

B. an awareness of others in relationship to "self" and. 

to Gcd.; 

C. an awareness of the world where Gcd. shows his love; 

D. an awareness of the Faith Ccmnunity - how it lives and 

what its message is (p. 24). 

Underlying this organization of topics (content) in 

these four sub-divisions are certain assumptions about the nature 

of human beings and the nature of the human condition. These 

appear to be: 

i. Gerl helps me to shape my world; 

ii. hurran life is lived in interdependence with other 

hurran beings; 

iii. Gerl is revealed to humankind through creation; 

iv. the life of the Faith Ccmnunity is the means by which 

the Christian learns the Christian message. 

These assumptions underpin the Kerygrnatic under-

standing of human existence. For example: 

a. Gcrl's plan of salvation is progressively revealed 

through human history. 

b. Jesus calls all people to conversion and repentance .• 

Salvation is attained by changed relationships 

wi th others. 
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c. Since revelation is mediated through salvation history, 

there must be an acknawledgement of the carmunity which 

experiences and helps to make this cornron history. 

The "Four Awarenesses", as stated in the Guidelines, 

a~ to be caning fran the theological basis of the Kerygrnatic 

religious education m:xlel. Yet other religious concepts des-

cribed in the Guidelines have a different theological emphasis. 

One key indicator of the understanding of the human 

condition is the theological concept of "sin". In the Guidelines 

(p.12) are the following statements about "sin": 

i. God has a plan for each of us. 

ii. The human being has been given by Gcx:1 the capacity to 

respond to Gcx:1 or reject his call to salvation. 

iii. The rejection of Gcx:1's call restricts the developnent 

of the person's spiritual life, which is ~'s plan 

for every human being. 

iv. Gcx:1 holds great respect for human beings and therefore 

gives everyone the freedan to reject his call. 

v. The restriction of Gcx:1's life in the human being is sin. 

vi. An understanding of the reality of sin can bring about 

conversion, that is, a returning to God. 

The underlying assumption of these statements about 

sin are: 

i. Human existence is understood as containing freedan to 

reject or chcose a r elationship with Gerl. 
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ii. Therefore, the human person is a responsible arrl 

conscious being. 

iii. Hwnan existence is understcx::d. as sinful existence, but 

the human being in freedan can decide to live a life 

in relationship with God which negates sin. 

iv. Sin is the rejection of God's life within the person. 

These assumptions are consonant with the Magisterial 

rocdel, with its focus on human existence as sinful existence and 

sin as the rejection of God's plan for each human being. 

is no consideration of the social dimension of sin. 

There 

Another key indicator to the view and understarrling of 

human nature and the human condition is the concept of "salvation". 

There are a number of statements al:out salvation throughout the 

Guidelines. For example: 

The New Testament announces the Gocxi Newsof salvation in 

Jesus Christ. (P. 18 in all l::xx)ks.) 

Haw is Jesus' resurrection the source of joy and hope 

for me. (Junior Primary Book, p. 261.) 

At the beginning of the Church's year, we reflect on our 

need for the saving presence of God in the world and we 

prepare ourselves to celebrate fully the mystery of Jesus' 

Incarnation. (Senior Primary Book, p. 207) 

At Chrisbnaswecelebrate the fulfilment of God's pranise to 

send a saviour to the world. (Senior Primary Book, p. 211.) 

Christ's resurrection is not solely concerned with an event 

of past history or an event to which we look forward. 
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It also has an effect in our lives and \'le are called to live 

the resurrection in our daily lives. 

Bcx:>k, p. 221 • ) 

(Senior Primary 

God who revealed himself in Jesus as the salvation for 

all people. (Junior Primary Bcx:>k, p. 249.) 

All of these statements focus specifically on the kerygma 

of salvation in Jesus Christ and this is a characteristic of the 

Kerygmatic rncrlel of religious education. 'Ihere is an emphasis 

on what God has done for hurriankind in Jesus Christ. This is 

reinforced in the topics, under "Insights Reinforced", by special 

liturgical functions, that is, paraliturgies, readings, hymns and 

special prayers. God our loving Father has redeemed us through 

Jesus Christ and we respond in prayer and worship. 

Human existence is at once responsible, sinful and 

hopeful. Hope canes £ran the pranise of the resurrection of the 

bcdy, through the saving events of the life, death and resurrection 

of Jesus Christ. 'Ihe salvation events of Jesus' life, death and 

resurrection do not apply only to the past but affect the 

Christian's life in the here and nCM situation. The human person 

has the freedan and the responsibility to transform her/his 

existence, for there is new life in Christ. 

These characteristics of the Kerygmatic model are 

canpatible with the Magisterial/Traditional emphasis seen in the 

description of the concept of "sin". There is also the implicit 

assumption, throughout the Guidelines, that the ht.nnan being is 

"other11
: 
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Gerl calls us inchvidually to be his chosen friends. 

( Senior Primary Book, p. 9 5 • ) 

Gerl ccmnunicates to us through life, Scripture, liturgy 

and the tradition of our church. (Senior Primary Book, p. 139.) 

'Ihrough Baptism we bea:me members of Gcrl's Family. 

(Junior Primary Bcx>k, p. 275.) 

Gerl my Father loves me and is happy I am in his family. 

(Preparatory Book, p. 291.) 

The understanding of the concept of "sin" and the human 

being as "other" in the Guidelines makes their religious education 

emphasis more consistent with the Magisterial/Traditional rncrlel. 

Nevertheless, there is sane influence of the Kerygmatic rocrlel. 

4. The Concept of Learning : 

On page sixty-six, the learning process is described as 

a catechetical process. It is pointed out that the process con

stitutes four elements, namely: 

- Experience shared 

- Reflection deepened 

- Faith expressed 

- Insights reinforced. 

The catechetical process is described as an interactive 

process which has the function of integrating the child's human 

experience and the dcx±rinal expressions of the Catholic religion. 

The aim of the catechetical process is to bring about 
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changes in the child's thinking and religious understarrling, in 

such a way as to help 11the child to develop a conscious, loving 

relationship with God" (p. 25). 

The first element of this process uses human experience 

in a very broad sense. That is, "it includes experience of 

students, of the local ccmnunity, of the extended human carmunity, 

and of the Church carmunity past and present" (p. 37). In the 

second element, the teacher is expected to provide activities (e.g., 

questions, listening, music etc. ) , which extend and deepen the 

students' experience to assist them to reflect on the religious 

dinensions within their experience. In the third element, the 

teacher provides knowledge in the fonn of doctrinal expressions, 

biblical stories or liturgical fonnulae. The Guidelines state: 

"This revelation of God's presence and activity is named by the 

children and/or the teacher, responded to and celebrated by them 

through a range of learning activities appropriate to the group" 

(p. 86). Finally, the teacher provides an activity which is used 

to reinforce religious insights gained during the lesson. 

The term, catechesis, has always been located within 

the Christian Church's proclamation of its message. Originally, 

catechesis was understocx:1 as instruction in the beliefs of the 

Catholic Omrch. The term, catechetical, as used in the Guide

lines, appears to have been adopted with a different emphasis. 

"catechetical" still implies instruction, but is acccmnodated to 

the capacity of the hearer. Thus, the principles of contemporary 

educational theory have been added to the learning process of 

catechesis. For example, it is assumed that cognitive develoµnent 
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depends on matching new knowledge to the child's stage of develop

ment to ensure that the child extends her/his understanding. 

In the description of the learning process used in the 

Guidelines (p. 66), there is a key statement which identifies an 

imi;:ortant characteristic of the Kerygmatic rncdel: 

It is always through reflection on life that the diS(X)very 
of Gcd's action will occur. So the process demands a 
movement through life to explicit faith and into everyday 
human life again, thus making i;:ossible the proclama.tion of 
the Gcxrl News alx>ut Gcd and his love for us in Jesus Olrist. 

However, the catechetical process in the Guidelines 

focusses upon certain religious truths revealed to humankind 

through the Scriptures and the teachings of the church (p. 24). 

The learning process is specifically structured towards instruction 

in the doctrinal expressions. Therefore, the daninant med.el of 

religious education is the Magisterial/Traditional, using mcdern 

learning theory to shape the instructional process. This rncdern

ization, however, should not obscure the .Ma.gisterial intent of 

the process, nor should the Kerygmatic language used in the state

ments of aims. 

4. The concepts of Knowledge and of Authority : 

The core content of the Guidelines is doctrinal. Thus, 

it can be assumed that the view of kno,,,ledge is objective, that is, 

knowledge is seen as normative certainties by which we make moral 

judgements. This view is expressed in the Guidelines on p. 23: 

"In educating children in faith, an essential element of our 

catechesis is the handingon to them the teachings and beliefs 

of the Catholic Church". 

The concept of knowledge in this example is objectively 

existent and external to the knower, for the "essential element" 

is the "handing on of the teachings and beliefs of the Catholic 

Church". The underlying assumption is that the religious truths 

may be t aught as a bcdy of knowledge to be absorbed by pupils as 

other facts or information are learnt. 
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The description of revelation as "ho,,; we care to kno.., 

God" (p. 10) is ambiguous because revelation is seen "as the 

activity of God which the Scriptures and the Church articulate": 

within the same paragraph, however, "revelation speaks of the 

life of God working deeply within the fabric of human life". 

Once again, there appears to be sane tension in the theocentric 

orientation of the Guidelines and the anthropocentric contexts 

of the contemporary faith believer. 

cussed in more detail in Chapter six. 

This aspect will be dis-

Analysis of the Guidelines brings to light a ntunber 

of statements which exemplify the notion of "authority", as 

expressed in the Magisterial/Traditional mcrlel of religious 

education. For example: 

The Scriptures, tradition, liturgy and witness of the 
people of God, lived and exercised in a privileged way 
in the Catholic Church, assist us in discerning and 
responding to the living revelation of God amidst the 
ambiguity of history and experience. (P. 11.) 

The Holy Spirit works through the authentic fonnal 
teaching office and leadership of the Pope and Bishops, 
through the handing on of Scriptures and the Creed, 
through the celebration of the Liturgy, through the 
developnent of Tradition and through the witness of 
faithful people in every age. (P. 11.) 

In Catechesis this proclamation of Scripture is by 
people of faith who, as representatives of the Faith 
Carmunity, are nurturing in other members of this 
camrunity a developing faith. (P. 18.) 

Sane reference is made to the importance of the "Faith 

Camrunity", but on the whole there is no indication throughout 

the Guidelines that the concept of "authority" is a dialectical 

proce-$S · between the carrnuni ty and the indi victual. The daninant 

theme within the document is that the locus of authority resides 
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in Scripture and the teachings of the Church. This under-

standing of authority is characteristic of the Magisterial/ 

Traditional model of religious education. 

6. Types of Language: 

In the Guidelines, the doctrinal terms are expressed 

in language applicable to the develoµnental ages of the children. 

Therefore, there are no statements expressed in theological tenns 

as in the Traditional catechism, but there are phrases expressed 

in language that is typical of the Kerygmatic nroel of religious 

education. The follc:Ming examples are representative of Keryg-

ma.tic type of language: 

Within the family group each person can experience 
love, care, concern and trust. These experiences 
are a special sign of God's love for us. (Senior 
Primary Book, p. 123.) 

Who is Jesus? Jesus is the Son of God. 
Primary Book, p. 239.) 

(Junior 

The cross is a sign that shc:Ms hCM much Jesus loves us. 
(Junior Primary Book, p. 255.) 

In the Gospels and the writings of the New Testament 
we learn of Jesus Christ and the early Christian 
Oiurch. This proclamation invites us to live our 
lives according to the message of Jesus. (Senior 
Primary Book, p. 275.) 

There are also examples of language that typify the 

Catholic Catmunity, that is: "Faith Ccmnunity", "Carmunity of 

Believers", Christian Carmunity", "People of God", etc. 

These tenns are used in describing Catholic parish life and are 

really not representative of the language used in the Encultur

ation nroel of religious education. 

The language used in the Guidelines seems generally to 
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be typical of the language used to express the content and 

principles of the Kerygmatic model of religious education. 

7. 'Iheol.29.ical Orientations: 

'Ihe religious content in the Guidelines is in the form 

of doctrinal expressions, biblical stories and liturgical fonnulae 

and is therefore most carmonly associated with the Magisterial/ 

Traditional model of religious education. 

Hence, the theological orientation of the Guidelines 

would seem to be Propositional theology, which is most closely 

associated with the Magisterial/Traditional mcrlel of religious 

education. 

SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE GUIDELINES: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Aims/Goals: 

Basic Content: 

'Ihe C.Once.e_t of Human Nature 

Magisterial/Traditional mcrlel 

Magisterial/Traditional model 

and the Human Conditiq~: Magisterial/Traditional mcdel 

'Ihe C.Oncept of Learning : Magisterial/Traditional m::del 

'Ihe concepts of Kna,,,ledge 

and of Authority : Magisterial/Traditional m::rlel 

Types of Language: Kerygmatic model 

'Iheological Orientations: Magisterial/Traditional 

Fran the aoove analysis it seems evident that the 

daninant model of religious education being used in the 

Guidelines is the Magisterial/Traditional model with a minor 
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influence of the Kerygmatic model. 

In Chapter three, the theological orientations of the 

Guidelines were shCMn to be Propositional in character, but 

tempered by influences derived fran Heilsgeschichte theology. 

Hence, the emphasis of the Magisterial/Traditional model is 

consistent with the theological emphasis in the Guidelines. 

In Chapter six, the conclusions of the analysis will 

be discussed further in relation to the hypothesis of the study. 
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In this final chapter of the study, my intention is to 

discuss the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the Guidelines 

which was canpleted in the previous chapters. 

will focus on: 

The discussion 

1. the assessment of the internal consistency/inconsistency 

of the Guidelines to test the stated hypothesis and 

identify the tensions within the document; 

2. the possibility of further research and study in sane 

dimensions of the Guidelines. 

In Chapter one, the hyp:,thesis was stated as: 

There is an underlying tension between the stated theology 
of the Guidelines (and the teaching methodology most logic
cally in terms of assumptions, and traditionally associated 
with it) and the stated pedagogy of the Guidelines (and the 
theology more logically and implicitly associated with it). 

The analysis of the Guidelines in Chapter three clearly 

showed that the theological emphases in the documents are pre

dcminantly those stenming fran the Propositional and Heilsges-

chichte schools of theology. All the ba.sic assumptions and the 

content are ba.sed upon propositional doctrine with some influence 

from the Heilsgeshichte theology. 

Further analysis in Chapter five has shown that the 

dominant model of religious education in the Guidelines is the 

Magisterial/Traditional model. Fran the third step of the four-

point plan ("Faith Expressed") the methodology is unmistakably 

in the Magiste rial/Traditional mcde. 
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There is, therefore, no inconsistency here, nor are the 

criticisms about excluding traditional doctrine and moral teachings 

valid. They are simpJ_y not oorne out by the evidence. 

So, what is the problem? · 

The analysis of the Guidelines in previous chapters 

seems to reveal two sorts of problems: 

1 • Internal problems which are related to the methcdology 

and structure. The canplexity of this problem requires 

examination fran three different angles, namely: 

1.1 the structure and theological implications; 

1.2 the concept developnent; 

1.3 the secular and religious conceptual integration. 

2. Extenial problems which·are concerned with: 

2.1 adjustment of the students' belief and practice of 

the Catholic religion; 

2. 1 the historical background of the Guidelines. 

The areas related to the second problem require further 

research and will, therefore, be discussed only very briefly in 

this chapter. 

1 • Internal Problems 

1.1 Structure and theological implications of the Methodology 

(the Four Point Plan ) : 

Examination of the teaching methcdology used in the 

various topics of the Guidelines shows that the teaching process 

always begins with the children's experience. This procedure is 
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not unexpected as carmencing with the "knowr."is a basic educational 

principle of all contemporary teaching methodologies. 'Ihis step 

is followed by a discussion and reflection on the children's 

experiences. 

In topic 2.4, 11Friendship11 (p. 154 in the Junior Primary 

Book), in "Reflection Deepened" (Step 2) the children are invited 

to discuss: 

- I need friends 

- My friends need me 

- What makes a gcx:x:1 friend 

- 'Ihe loss of a friend. 

It will be recalled that, in the previous discussion in 

Chapter five, there was no indication that the content of the 

discussion of the children's experiences would provide a basis for 

the doctrinal concepts to be taught in the lesson. 

one would have expected that the anthropocentric emphasis 

in steps one and two of the methodology would have been followed 

by further anthropocentric theological principles. A program 

based on the principles of the anthropocentric teaching method

ologies would then form links J:Etween the secular content and the 

doctrinal content. In this particular instance, this might have 

been done by exploring the Christian concepts of forgiveness, 

discipleship, service to others, camnunicating with others, mis-

understandings, etc. The "insights" attained by the children's 

social interaction not only shapes the doctrinal content but also 

provides a basis for forming religious and moral concepts. 
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Thus, traditional fonnulations are typically modified in signi

ficant ways by the insights gained fran the children's experience. 

In the Guidelines,this reconceptualization of doctrine 

fran the basis of hwnan experience does not take place. Rather, 

"Reflection Deepened" is followed by "Faith Expressed", in which 

religious doctrine is presented. This is consistent with the 

theological emphasis (that is, Propositional theology), and with 

the .Magisterial/Traditional religious education model. Yet, it 

creates an Lnt:ernal tension because there is a different under

standing of "revelation" in theocentric theologies from that found 

in anthropocentric theologies. Propositional theology relies on 

reason and logic and therefore has a philosophical basis. Anthro-

pocentric theologies focus on two apparently opposed orientations: 

the one existentialist, which focuses on the subject and the 

importance of achieving self-understanding, while the other 

(liberationist) focuses on the subject•s responsibility to change 

an unjust soci al order. 

Anthropocentric theologies emphasize that the human is 

Gerl' s first word, and God. ' s disclosure of himself to eve:ryone 

occurs first in the experience we have of our humanity. Eventu-

ally, we cane to know the hwnan person as a thirst for the 

infinite. In eve:ry act of knowing, freedan and love, the human 

person is motivated beyond what already "is" towards what "might 

be". We ourselves are God.'s first word to ourselves. Karl 

Rahner claims : 

As soon as it i s understood that the hwnan per son stands 
alone in t he whole of creation as the one being who i s 
absolutely oriented toward God and whose ve:ry es sence 
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is determined by this orientation, then it becaues 
clear that a thorough study of the human person neces
sarily involves the study of God, and vice versa. 
Whatever we might say about the ultimate meaning 
of human existence is something said at the same 
time aoout Gcx:l, who is the author, support, and 
destiny of human existence. (1) 

The Liberation theologians reject both the traditional 

catholic and Protestant approaches to theology, the one emphas

izing doctrine and intellectual assent, and the other emphasizing 

the Bible and trusting faith. Theology is faith seeking under-

standing, the liberation theologians admit, but faith is "the 

historical praxis of liberation". (2) Liberation theologians 

insist that the Wo:rd of God is mediated through the cries of the 

poor and the oppressed. This requires that our interpretation 

of the Bible must take into·account the continual changes in our 

present-day reality, both individµal and social. Thus, a 

methodology that incorporates elements of the anthropocentric and 

the theocentric theologies, but does not have an integrative theo

logy, that is, a theological 'shift 1 from an apparently JTithropo

centric methodology to an overtly theocentric theology imnediately 

creates tension. 

In practical terms, it is as though, metaphorically, the 

methodology "changes gear mid-stream". This eclectic approach 

creates a tension between opposing principles of theocentric and 

anthropocentric theological methodologies and in turn this causes 

internal inconsistency. 

1. 2 Structure and Conceptual Developnent: 

The methodology of the Guidelines seems to try to integrate 
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the secular and religious content by a number of particular 

themes which are chosen as topics for the various units,such as 

"I am alive", "My Family","Patterns of i.ife", etc. 

The assumption underlying this approach appears to be 

that religious concepts, even those which are traditionally 

regarded as "revealed", can only be understood when the "truth" 

to which they point is sanehow disclosed. in and through the human 

being's everyday experiences. If this is true, then the human 

being1 s ~e0standing and learning of religious concepts is deter

mined by his/her ability to relate them to his/her present situ

ation and experience. 

Then it would be expected. that both the secular and the 

religiousconceptswould be developed and integrated in the learn

ing process employed in the Guidelines, so that conceptual bridges 

will be fonned between the child's experience and the religious 

concepts. 

But analysis of the Guidelines shows that the only dimen

sion that is used to develop the religious concepts is language, 

which has been simplified. in accordance with the student's cog

nitive and psychological development. 

The traditional credal statement (pp. 26-27), "I believe 

in God the Father", takes the form of "He is my loving Father"; 

"He is Jesus' Father"; "God is my Father"; "He is life-giver"; 

"He has revealed and continues to reveal himself to us through 

history, the prophets, fully in the Son through t he Church". 

To understand how these central religious concepts are 
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taught, the following typical examples are presented (Preparatory 

B<x>k, p. 286, on the topic of "Fa.ster"): 

Experience Shared.-

Gather autumn leaves. Draw autumn leaves. Go for a 

walk to observe the trees losing their leaves. 

Reflection Deepened -

Are the trees really dead in winter? What will happen 

to the trees? 

lb eggs l<X>k alive? lb seeds look alive? They are 

not dead. They grCM to new life. 

Faith Expressed -

Tell very simply the story of the death and 

resurrection of Jesus. 

- Jesus died and rose to new life. 

- When people die they rise to new life. 

- Grandpa, aunty, and others who have died live new 

lives with God our Father. 

Insights Reinforced -

Decorate Easter eggs. 

Make an Fa.ster chick with dyed cotton balls. 

The secular concepts are extraneous to the religious 

concepts. There appears to be an absence of reflective questions 

and activities which identify, distinguish and integrate the 

characteristics of toth the secular and religious concepts. 

It seems as though symbolism, which is a product of total concep

tual attainment, is used to construct the links between the 

secular and religious, that is, Jesus' personal resurrection 
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is symbolized in the tree and the egg. It should be remembered 

that children may have the experience of eggs hatching into new 

life and trees renewing their foliage each year, but they can 

never experience the death and resurrection of Jesus as a concrete 

fact and as part of their personal experience. 

The concept of the resurrection is not arrived at 

through the understanding of the concept of life in everyday 

experience (e.g., of plants, pets, people, etc.) but is symbolic-

ally implied • The absence of the conceptual bridges between 
. , 

· ·'tlie secular and religious concepts gives the impression of two 

separate contents, that is, secular and religious, with no inter-

dependent dimensions. This is also present in the Senior Primary 

Book (pp. 162-163, "Creation Theology"), as follows: 

Experience Shared -

(There are a number of suggestions given in this section; 

the following is the first on the list.) 

Investigate the exploration of space, the discoveries 

in medicine and the growth in industry. 

Reflection Deepened -

The advances in technology may have positive or negative 

effects. What are some of the effects which affect you 

and others? 

Faith Expressed -

In our use of technology we need to consider the value 

of the human person. We look to the person of Jesus 

who is our guide. 

Insights Reinforced -

Read the parable of the talents (Mt .14- 30). In what 
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ways can we use our talents to contribute to the 

developnent of the world? 

The underlying assumption about the nature of learning, 

as expressed in the Guidelines, seem$ to be that the child's 

experience as an intrcduction to the doctrinal concepts is suf

ficient in itself without integration by the teacher. It assumes 

further that the children are capable of, and interested in, the 

exploration of the religious concepts. 

Children are expected to form their own conceptual 

bridges across the chasm between the secular and religious dimen

sions: this they have to do while living in a world in which the 

sacred and the profane are kept finnly apart. 

In the teaching methodology of the Guidelines, contern

J:X)rary teaching methods have been adopted and therefore the 

lesson canmences with the "known" (the child's experience) before 

progressing to the "unknown". The content is no longer presented 

in a proJ:X)sitional form, and the child is not required to memorize 

religious content. However, as previously J:X)inted out, there 

is the assumption that the content expressed in language suited 

to the child's level will enable the child to understand the reli-

gious concepts. Consequently, the student at Preparatory level 

is expected to have the ability to grasp the relationship of the 

concept of life within the deciduous tree, the seed and the egg, 

and then to link this concept with the resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

Similarly, the student in the Senior Primary is expected to identify, 

classify and generalize the characteristics of modern technology 
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and to discern these in relation to the value of the human person 

and to Jesus Orrist. Even if such a connection was possible, it 

should be remembered that not only is a system of classification, 

based on the logical relations existing between objects or sets 

of objects, very difficult for a young child, but it is a fact 

(supported by Piaget and Bruner) that the ability to employ logical 

thought processes is rarely attained before the stage of fonnal 

operational thinking, which would not nonnally be expected at 

Primary School level. 

Perhaps the most dangerous and misleading assumption 

of all is that when an abstract concept, such as "resurrection", 

is expresse::i in simple language ( such as "new life") , the child 

will autanatically grasp the underlying symbolism. While language 

aCXJUisition is clearly an important part of concept attainroont, 

the two involve very different intellectual processes. language 

acquisition depends chiefly on memory and on the association of a 

particular sound with a particular phenanenon. Concept attain

ment depends on categorising, that is, discovering the underlying 

principles or characteristics of a concept which enable it to be 

applied to a class of phenanena. 

Thus, concept develoµnent within the methodology of the 

Guidelines is clearly an area that need further study and research. 

But the problem of the conceptual linking of the secular and reli

gious content further highlights the tensions between the appar

ently anthropocentric theological methcrlology and the overtly theo-

centric theology in the Guidelines. 
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r:ouglas Holly, in his book, Beyond Curriculum, discusses 

the work of Vygotsky in speech and in the develoµnent of mental 

processes. Vygotsky argues that the process 0f concept fonnation 

"is guided by the use of words as the means of actively centering 

attention, of abstracting certain traits, synthesizing them by 

sign". (3) 

Vygotsky points out that young children fonn concepts 

naturally through the presence of the environment. These he calls 

"spontaneous concepts". HCJ.\1ever, he stresse~ that acquisition 

of sophisticated, non-spontaneous concepts in the fonnal learning 

situation requires the student to take an active part in the pro-

cess of their acquisition. He also believes that various levels 

of concept fonnation are interdependent and to demonstrate this 

interdeperrlence he gives an example: 

A child's everyday concept, such as brother, is saturated 
with experience. Yet, when asked to solve an abstract 
problem about a brother's brother, as in Piaget's experi
ment, he becanes confused. On the other hand, though 
he can correctly answer questions about 'slavery', 'exploit
ation', or 'civil war', these concepts are schematic and 
lack the rich context derived fran personal experience. (4) 

Vygotsky points out that the non-spontaneous concepts 

are gradually developed by further reading and school work. What 

is important is that there must be a certain develoµnent of the 

spontaneous concept for the child to be able to absorb the non-

spontaneous concept. Vygotsky pointed out that "the develoµnent 

of the child's spontaneous concepts proceeds upt.ard and the develop

ment of his scientific concepts (non-spontaneous) downwards to a 

more elementary and concrete level 11 
• ( 5 ) 

It would seem that as the sp:)Iltaneous concept becanes 
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more developed 11it clears a path for the scientific concept and 

its dONnward developnent". ( 6) This allows for the clarification 

and developnent of the scientific concept. 

In the example of the topic: "Faster11 in the Preparatory 

Book ( p. 286) there needed to be a grea.ter developnent of the spon-

taneous concepts in steps one and two. In steps three and four, 

the student needs to be actively engaged in establishing links 

between the spontaneous and non-spontaneous religious concepts. 

An example of this kind of .conceptual developnent can be 

found in the work of Jerane Bruner. He used the principles of 

Vygotsky's theory in his curriculum project for ten-year-olds, 

called Man: a Course of Study. ( 7) In the conceptual developnent, 

the first step in the learning experience is the use of contrast. 

The ability to form any concept, spontaneous or non-5µ>ntaneous, 

involves the ability to abstract sane aspect so that the relation

ship assumes a distinct reality independentof the original objects. 

For the child to have sane und.erstanding of "new life", there 

needed to be a much greater developnent of the concept of "life". 

Examples of things that are alive, things that are not alive, the 

difference between an inanimate object and a living thing, can be 

used as aids in the student's fonnation of the concept of "life". 

All of this takes more than one lesson and requires enactive and 

iconic forms of representation to assist the child to identify the 

ma.jar characteristics of the concept as he or she perceives them. 

The second aspect of concept developnent is associated 

with the traditional religious concept to be taught. This process 

requires employment in all learning situations of methcrls requiring 
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what Vygotsky called "the strenuous mental activity of the learner".(8) 

For this activity to take place, carefully structured learning 

situations are necessary. The concretization of learning implies 

a linkage between spontaneous concepts and those which the teacher 

is errleavouring to teach. For this to happen, the child nrust be 

given numerous examples which will enable him/her to make distinc

tions and clarify relationships between one (X)Ilcept and another. 

Vygotsky points out that "even for a child to fonn a spontaneous 

(X)Ilcept of 'brother' it is necessary for him to make salient dis

tinctions between members of his CMn family group and relate them 

to similar distinctions noticed in other groups". (9) 

In the example taken fran the Senior Primary topic: 

"Creation-Technology" (pp. 162-163), there appears to be very 

little participation on the student's part in the acquisition of 

the religious <X>ncept. Consequently, it is difficult to see how 

the student will actually form links between the sp:::>ntaneous and the 

non-spontaneous concepts and o::::me to an understanding of the reli

gious (X)ncepts. There do not appear to be any links in the 

teaching process between stages one and two and stages three and 

four. The secular content introouces the topic and motivates the 

children, but it is not integrated into the religious content, nor 

is it referred to in the final step ("Insights Reinforced"). 

Thus, there appears to be two kinds of content in the Guidelines, 

which are mostly independent of each other. 

To develop the child's understanding of any non-spontaneous 

concept, according to Vygotsky and Bruner, one mus t develop the 

spontaneous concepts in the child's experience before i ntegrating 

them with the non-spontaneous , or learned , concepts . In religious 
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education, the non-spontaneous concepts will be the religious cx:m

cepts. Thus, there must be carefully structured learning situ-

ations with maximum participation by the student. It requires 

the student to make generalizations and the teacher to use iconic 

representation of relationships. r-t:>st importantly, it requires 

the kind of active participation which involves the student in 

making the connections or relationships between the spontaneous 

concepts and the non-spontaneous concepts. 'lb observe the trees 

shedding leaves and to discuss the significance of this change, 

and then to tell the story of Jesus' resurrection, may be a pleasant 

and enjoyable experience for both teacher and child, but it is 

hardly sufficient for religious developnent and an understanding 

of the meaning of the resurrection. 

Religious education aims to develop the child's religious 

understanding by developing a systematic language of consciousness. 

Coomencing with spontaneous meanings developed in the ordinary way 

of grow-ing up in a given hurran society is part of developing reli-

gious understanding. The other dimension is the organized, 

systematic encouragement of religious self-conscious meanings, 

which enable the child to cane to an understanding of the signifi

cance of God in his or her own life. As Douglas Holly points out, 

the link between the developnent of language and the developnent of 

"ability to mean" is a relationship and not an identity. (10) 

Therefore, the non-integration of spontaneous and non-spontaneous 

concepts in the Guidelines is a serious problem in the developnent 

of religious meaning. It cannot be asswned that translating 

abstract religious concepts into s imple language will give the 

student conceptual under s tanding. 
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1.3 Structure and Secular and Religious conceptual 

integration: 

Conternp::>rary educational theorists stress: 

a. the child as an individual, that is, the uniqueness 

of every child; 

b. the rate of change in a student's perception varies; 

c. educational approach in any specific stage of the 

child's developnent has to be varied according to 

educational psychological theories, to maximise the 

developnent of the child's personality and to increase 

the effectiveness of the teaching/learning experience. 

The student needs to attain a thorough understanding 

of particular secular concepts before any attempt is made to give 

the concepts a religious dimension. Until full conceptualization 

is achieved, no child is capable of relating imparted facts about 

religion either to individual experience, or as applicable to the 

wider range of individual experience, or as applicable to the 

wider range of concepts which unfolded at each stage of the child's 

developnent. 

An important consequence of contemporary education 

theories has been the emphasis placed on understanding how and 

why children learn, develop, acquire distinctive personalities. 

While these aspects are important when planning a curriculum, 

education theorists (e.g., Bruner and Fowler) have also emphasized 

the crucial part that the fonnation of concepts plays in the 

develoµnent of the child's capacity to think, understand and learn. 
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While simple infonnation or facts are relatively easy 

to understand and learn, the task of discovering the underlying 

principles which give ex>herence to the facts is very difficult. 

Even more difficult is the perception of the relationship of one 

concept to another or to a set of concepts. Yet it is fran this 

conceptualization that the capacity to fonnulate principles 

develops. 

It is, therefore, with sane concern that one observes 

that, while in the units of the Guidelines there appears to be a 

thematic relationship between secular topics covered, a similar 

unity in the religious topics is not apparent. A typical example 

is found in Unit One. 

Topic 

Here I am Lord 

Mocrls and Emotions 

Hopes and Dreams 

Recreation 

Decision Making 

Change and Growth 

Religious 

Gcd our Father knows each one of us. 

Response as a Christian 

Jesus, source of hope 

Use of Gocl1 s gifts 

Love Gcd, love neighbour 

Response in love. 

While there does appear to be a sequential develoµnent 

of the concept of "self", no similar develoµnent is discernible 

in the religious concepts. The implication is that religious 

knowledge is being added on as statements of fact which bear 

little or no relation to secular concepts or the understanding 

of self. 

The relational leap between secular and religious 

concepts, if at all possible, is only attainable over a life time. 
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The child is invited to explore her/his own experience, but has no 

possible means of relating it to the abstract without assistance. 

The arrangement of the tn--iit shows an attempt to integrate life 

experience and religion, but the absence of a clear theological 

basis fran which the religious concepts are developed has resulted 

in a unity that is based on a thematic integration instead of theo-

logical principles. The key religious concepts, when related to 

each other, form the religious principles of religious education. 

It is this canplex arrangement of concepts and princi-- • ... ~ . '. 

ples which constitutes the structure of any discrete area of study. 

Therefore, both the secular and the religious concepts have to be 

taught gradually and sequentially, and integrated to fonn the 

basis of understanding. 

If the developuent of religious concepts is taken 

seriously, then it will be realized that the religious concepts 

contained in the Creed and sacraments need to begradually intro-

duced over a period of years. Concepts which require an under-

standing of certain relationships cannot be introduced in the 

Preparatory stage of developuent. We do not introduce difficult 

notions of logical relationships in secular subjects in Prepara-

tory grade. It seems illogical to present such notions in reli-

gious education. 

2. External Problems 

2.1 criticisms - Catholic Educators' concern about the 

dichotc:my between students' belief and practice: 

The dc:minance of Propositional theology does not mean 
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that the secular content and, possibly, the implied Anthropo

centric theology in steps one and two of the methodology, have 

"watered down the doctrine". There is no evidence of that. 

But there does seem to be an ineffective and inefficient concep

tual integration of the two types of content, that is, secular 

and religious. This lack of integration, coupled with the fate 

of My Way to God, may well be a basis for the external criticisms. 

But, here again, it is an area that requires empirical study and 

research, and is therefore outside the parameters of this study. 

2.2 Possible links to Historical Background: 

The methoo.ology, linked with the history and fate of 

My Way to God, could have produced the public alam and outcry, 

despite the presence of doctrine in steps three and four, which 

was notably absent frcm My Way to God. The Guidelines, as we 

saw in the history in Chapter one, emerged fran a critique of 

My Way to God as a "renewed" program of religious education. 

The Guidelines have continued to work fran the experiential base 

of My Way to God, but have added a greater emphasis on doctrine 

which has not been recognized by the critics. 

Further exploration into historical trends, contemporary 

sociological findings as to the religiosity (expressed as faith 

ccmnitment) in children who have had various types of religious 

education and training, could possibly form the basis for further 

research. Such explorations, however, clearly fall outside the 

scope of this thesis. 

Given the concern of parents, t eachers and author ities 
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as to the state of religious education, it would be good if others 

find themselves interested in undertaking such research. It is 

hoped that this thesis may, to sane. extent, have defined sane of 

the problems more clearly. 

SUMMARY 

The following conclusions appear to emerge from this 

thesis: 

1. There is .c1,c?nsistency between the stated theology and 

the stated pedagogy of the Guidelines. Therefore, the 

hypothesis postulated cannot, in that respect, be sub

stantiated. Certain criticisms of the doctrinal 

content of the Guidelines are not valid. 

2. However, the methodology used in the Guidelines incor

µ:,rates principles of the Anthropocentric and Theo

centric theologies without an integrative theology. 

This causes internal tension and inconsistency. 

Therefore, in that aspect, the hypothesis is validated. 

3. Thus, criticisms of an external kind could well be valid 

and are deserving of further research. Two critical 

concerns here that could be tentatively noted are: 

3.1 that the µ:,ssible implementation of the Guidelines may 

suffer fran contradictions in practice; 

3.2 that the traditional orientations of the Guidelines, in 

ooth theology and approach to religious education, are 

irrelevant to the needs and cultural contexts of the 

contemporary fa ith-believer. 
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ANALYSIS GOALS/ AIMS SENIOR PRIMARY 

I ·-··· - - · --,·---··-·····-.. -··· ··· · .. - . ... _______ ,. ·-- ---~ ,-----···---·-·----·--·-·--------- - --- , 

QUOTES 

Awareness of Self - Senior Primary Unit 1 

General Objectives: 

* 
* 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

to develop a sense of self worth 
to develop a critical appreciation of the many situations of life which 
they experience. 
to believe that at all times. and in all situations they are loved by 
God our Father. 
to continue to develop an enthusiasm for life 
to recognise and own their emotions 
to develop an appreciation of their imagination and spontaneity 
to appreciate and develop their talents and strengths 
to v~lue a positive sense of humour 
to see themselves in relationship with God 
to see themsel ves as being created in t he image of God. 
to appreciate and develop their.creativity 
to develop a sense of belonging 'to many groups 
to accept the responsibility that belonging to such groups entails 
to res pond in the faith corrmuni ty to their ca 11 of Bari sm 
to be aware of the empowering Spirit of God in theirife and in the 
life of others 

REFERENCE 

P 91 

IDENTIFICATION 
OF MO DEL 

Experi ential 

Mag is t eri al 

Maa i sterial 

Encu l t uration 

Mag i sterial 

...., 
OJ 
.i,,. 



* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

ANALYSIS AIMS/ GOALS 

QUOTES 

That they will realise that we strive to obey God, our Father, in the way 
Jesus did. 
to develop the sense of wonder 
to find ways ~o use their own creative ability 

to develop a_ sense of curiosity, awe and gratitude to God our Father, as they 
encounter the·world 

to share in the Faith Community when faced with mystery of suffering in the 
world 

to be open to. the gift of the Spirit as they experience "life" in the worl d 
That the children will become more aware and appreciative of the beauty and 
wonder of natur~. 
That the children will respond in wonder and awe to the signs of God's presence 
in the world_ around them. 
That the chilc;lre.n will celebrate God's presence in their lives and thank him 
for his love revealed through his gifts 

That the children will be led to discover new beauty and meaning in the season 
of winter 

That the children will become more aware of God's love and care for them and 
their world through reflecting on the quiet, slow times of their lives. 

That the children will learn more about the world of space 

That the children will come to recognise the greatness and wonder of man, of 
the universe and God 

That the children will learn to open their eyes and to look for the wonders of 
their local world 

MIDDLE PRIMARY 

REFERENCE 

P 185 

General 
Objectives 
P 191 

P 193 

P 205 

P 209 

P 213 

P 217 

IDENTI FI CATI ON 
OF R.E. MODELS 

Kerygmatic 

Kerygmatic 
Experiential 
Magisterial 

Enculturation 

Kerygmatic 
Exper ien t ia l 

Kerygmatic 

Kerygmatic 

Experiential 

Experien tia l 

Experiential/ 
Life Centred 

Magisterial 
Experienti al/ 
Life Centred 

OJ 
lJl 



ANAL YS·I S LANGUAGE 

.. QUOTES REFERENCE IDENTIFICATION OF R.E, MODEL 
-----------------,-- --- -------------------+--------------------+--------------------------a 

Stages of development 

11 Process of religiou_s education which respects 
each person's _particular stage of development 11 

11 Throughout our life we respond to God's call. 
His call comes at all stages of our lives, inviting 
a response at all times of our 1 ives 11 

11According to the opportunities in people's lives, 
their stage of development ..... 11 

" .... as people grow i!l Awareness of the Faith 
Community ........ 11 

"Thus the goals of religious education are concerned 
with the development of faith 11 

"The children are helped to discover and celebrate 
their Christian identity within the livtng 
experience of the family of God, the Chu~,:.ch 11 

Rationale - All four books 

p 9 

P 12 

P 12 

p 13 

P 14 

P 14 

Devel opmenta 1 

Kerygmatic 

Developmental 

Encultu ration 

Developmental 

Encul turation 

co 
O'\ 
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ANALYSlS LANGUAGE 

QUOTES 

0
Such a process js -ssentially constituted by what I P 16 
we know of the natur~ of God, i.e. his being constant-
ly the God of. revelation through Jesus Christ, who 
forms the Church and empowers people by the Holy 
Spirit to move into his 1 ife ; " 

* by what we know of human life, i.e. I P 16 
that God is part of it, that we learn, 
respond,,·.grow and believe in varying 
capacities ............ ,'' 

'' Prayer and Liturgical celebrations are an integral I P 20 
part of Education in Faith ,,/ 

t; An essential element in education in faith is the I P 22 
continuing growth of people in the Christian 
Community'., · 

REFERENCE COMMENTS 

Kerygmatic/Magisterial 

Developmental 

Kerygmatic 

Encul turati on 

CX) 

-.J 



ANALYSIS LANGUAGE 

QUOTES 
. . 

,, 
In God's wonderful world we see continual 
renewal of life 11 

,, 
The seasons reveal God's creative power and his 
con ti nui ng care for us." 

REFERENCE 

Jun. Prim. P 195 

P 199 

I DENTIFICATION OF R. E. 

Experiential 

Has doctrinal context 

MODEL 

co 
Q:) 



ANALYSlS - . LANGUAGE ~ODEL OF RELIGIOUS ED 

QUOTES I REFERENCES 

"Our Faith Community has a story, an old and ever new I Middle Primary P 295 
stori'. 

"At Baptism, Confirmation and Eucharist we celebrate the I Middle Primary P 283 
life we experience in the Faith Community". 

11 In our Faith Community we gather around special signs I Middle Primary P 279 
that realise our relationship with one another in 
Christ 11

• 

"Our parish is part of God's family in our nei9hbourhood 11
• I Preparatory P 295 

LANGUAGE 

IDENTIFICATION OF R.E. MODEL 

Encul t uratio n 

Kerygmatic 

Enculturation 

Enculturation 

~ 

0) 
ID 



DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL OF R.E. 

QUOTES 

,. Religious Education objectives are concerned with the 
development of each chflds talents or potential '' 

Terms used in this Model 

1 faith 1 development 
1 growth 1 

'faith I journey 

:- The Word can nouri.sh and heal us on our journey 
of life. " 

ANALYS I S - LANGUAGE 

REFERENCES COMMENTS 

Rationale - all f our books 
P 69 

P 18 - all four books 

-> 
I.O 
0 
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RATIONALE ALL FOUR BOOKS 

r 
EXJ.\MPLES 

"Jesus Christ; Son .or. G.od, fully human and fully divine, 
unites in himself humah life and the life of God. All 
men and women of ail times ~nd places share in this 
historical event 11 

•. 

11 The Christian understanding 0-f God proclarms that he 
has acted definitijelj.towards his plan of 'uniting his 
people with himself" through Jesus Christ, his Son 11

• 

11 God has given and continues to give the fullness of 
revelation in Jesus Christ". 
11 It is in the Body of Christ, the new People of God, 
the Church, that God -emphatically continues his action 
through Jesus Christ .'.-... II. 

11 The Church is the ·particular locus of the work of God, 
as he continues to.enliven the world through his Son, 
and the Holy Spirit. Our Catholic tradition has a clear 
grasp on this truth thro.ugh its life of community sacra
ment, worships, procl~~ation mission, witness 11

• 

11 The Scriptures, tradition, liturgy and witness of the 
people of God, .. ·.-.~ ."_ .. : ................ , .. 11

• 

11 Through this richnes$ and the work of the Holy Spirit, 
the Church becomes.more and more the life of Jesus 
Christ 11

• 

11 Throughout our lives we respond to God's call'1
• 

11 We are people of faith in various modes, according to 
the ways in which we notice, attend to and respond to 
God 1 s enlivening cal) 11

• 

KERYGMATIC THE OLOGY 

REFERENCES 

P 10 

p 11 

p 11 

p 11 

p 11 

p 11 

p 11 

P 12 

COMMENTS 

God is known through the events 
of history 

Understanding of 'revelation' 
as the Word of t he living and 
personal God addressing Himself to 
Human-kind in a sequen ce of 
meaningful events. 

God is known through t he events 
of history which call forth a 
personal response of 'faith'. 

li _________ ______________ __J_ ___________ _J ___________ __ ~ -

~ 



RATIONALE OF ALL 4 BOOKS 

EXAMPLES 

11 Having become aware·of God's plan for us and our 
capacities to live Llp to his call, we are able to 
restrict the development of life which is his plan. 
This restriction of the life of God is sin 11

• 

(A Catechetical Process attempts to facilitate 
the integration of the various aspects .. :) 

* "by what we know of the nature of God, i.e. 
his being constantly the God of revelation 
through Jesus Christ .. , ................ " 

* "Scripture: .the Church's book wherein the 
continuing story of God's dealing with his 
people is r~told and made new each time it 
is proclaimed and reflected upon" 

* "Liturgy: .. ·those actio~s of the Church 
wherein the ·wor:-k of God 

KERYGMATIC THEOLOGY 

REFERENCES 

P 12 (Sin) 

P 16 

COMMENTS 

The Christian knows hi m/herself 
to be limited and flawed but 
redeemed by Christ. This implicit 
assumption is within the Kerygmatic 
Theological perception of human 
existence. 

Primary source of Kerygma tic 
Theology is the "Good News". 

Liturgy understood as expressing 
the personal response to God's 
'saving actions'. 

'° N 



RATIONALE - ALL FOUR BOOKS KERYGMATIC 

r--------------- ------------.------------ ----r------------- --··-

EXAMPLES 

"Scripture is employed in Catechesis ........... may 
be enabled to recogn1se and respond to the presence and 
action of God in life and may grow in the Church's 
respect for the use· of Scripture" 

"Prayer and Liturgy in Catechesis 

* opportunitiei for personal and communal 
expressions of relationship with God and 
with the Faith Community" 

"The Sacraments stand as unique experiences in the 
children's growth in faith and in their celebrations 
of the Mystery of God" 

REFERENCES 

P 19 (Catechesis) 

P 20 

Sacraments and Catechesis 
P 22 

COMMENTS 

Liturgy as expression of personal 
response to God's saving actions 

Sacraments and Liturgi cal 
celebrations are seen as means of 
expressing that form of response 
which shows an understand ing and 
appreciation of what it is to be 
involved in God's saving plan 

_, 
\.D 
w 



PREPARATORY 

.EXAMPLES 

11 God 1 s call to Christians is a call to life 

11 It is within the wo)'.'ld we meet God 11 

11 Everything about Jesus and his 1 if e, points to 
this reality11 

, 

The Story of Jesus 

11 That the children will understand that Jesus is 
God's Son, and that be shows us how much God our 
Father loves ustl 

Mary 

11 In Scripture is told the story of Yahweh's 
faithfulness and there is expressed the people's 
belief that he would send a Messiah11 

Easter : 

11 Prayer involves out.-listening to God as he speaks 
to us through Scripture, L iturgy 11 

KERYGMATIC THEOLOGY 

II 

REFERENCES 

(Teacher's Reflections) 
P 245 

Tch's Reflection P 261 

Pos·s i bl e Outcomes P 261 
Faith Expressed P 263 

Tch's Reflection P 265 

Tch's Reflection P 269 
Faith Expressed P 271 & 275 

Tch's Reflection P 277 
Faith Expressed P 279 

Tch's Reflection P 281 

COMMENTS 

..... 
\.D 
.i::,. 



JUNIOR PRIMARY KERYGMATIC THEOLOGY 

r------------------------- ---.----------------,-----------
EXAMPLES REFERENCES COMMENTS 

-----------;---------------+------------+-------------- -\ 
11 When we learn the· story of Jesus we also learn about 

p ' 

our story 

Mary 

Advent 

11 The nativity scene recounted in the Gospels 
emphasises the love of God who revealed himself in 
Jesus as the salvation for all people". 

Scripture Application~ Ash Wednesday and 
Lent 

Holy Week 

Easter 

"Our Friendship with God grows through prayer 11 

Sacramental Units 

Faith Expressed P 239 

Tch's Reflection and 
Faith Expressed PP 241 - 243 

Tch's Reflecti on and 
Faith Expressed PP 245 - 247 

(Tch's Reflect) PP 249 -
(Faith Expressed) 250 

PP 253 and 255 

Tch's Reflect P 257 
Faith Expressed P 259 

pp 261 - 263 

pp 265 - 267 

pp 273 - 283 

Jesus calls us to love our Father 
and to love one another 

-' 
¼) 
lJ1 



SENIOR PRIMARY PROPOSITIONAL THEOLOGY 

EXAMPLES 

11 God our Father gifts each person with life and 
knows each of us personal ly 11

• 

Application of Scr~ptural texts -
Luke 19 : 1 ~ 20 John 19: 1 - 11 
Matthew 4: 1 ~ 11 

Luke 6 : 6 - 11, 

Luke 14 : 1 - 16 
Matthew 14: 13 - 21 

11 God communicates to us through life, Scripture, 
liturgy and the tradition of our Church" 
11 The Holy Spirit whom we have received in Baptism 
enables us to know and love God our Father ....... 11 

"That the children wi-1 l become more aware of the 
power of God'' 

"Nature is one .qf the expressions of God's creative 
power'' 

''The discoveries and deve 1 opments in science and 
technology are part of God's creative plan" 

REFERENCES I COMME NTS 

(Faith Expressed) P 95 

(Faith Expressed) P 111 

(Faith Expressed) P 139 

(Faith Expressed) P 151 Doctrinal statement 

(Possible Outcomes) P 157 

(Faith Expressed) P 159 

{Faith Expressed) P 163 

1.£) 

O"I 
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MIDDLE PRIMARY PROPOSITIONAL THEO LOGY 

...---------- ---"------------------- -------,---------------------,,------------------ -------•1 

. EXAMPLES 

"Prayer is an expression of God's relationship with 
me and my response,'.to the relationship" 

"That the chi 1 dren · wi 11 · grow in their awareness of 
God speaking to th~m and their ability to respond 
in prayer". 

Matthew 11 25 Luke 22 43 Matthew 6 9 - 13 

"Because of Jesus' death and resurrection, we 
believe that lifejs stronger than death". 

"For the Christian, death is not an end. Death is 
an entrance into a new way of living". 

"The Sacraments are the most significant signs of 
our Church" 

"Sacraments of Welcome Baptism, Confirmation, 
Eucharist" 

Sacramental doctrine 

REFERE NC ES 

Tch's Reflection P 269 

Possible Outcomes P 269 

Faith Expressed 

Ten's Reflection 

Faith Expressed 

Tch's Reflection 

Tch's Reflection 

Faith Expressed 

P 271 

P 273 

P 275 

P 277 

P 281 

P 283 

Doctri ne 

~ 

COMMENTS 

\.0 
--..I 



* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

ANALYSIS AIMS L GOALS 

QUOTES 

That they will realise that we strive to obey God, our Father, in the way 
Jesus did. 
to de've 1 op the sense of wonder 
to find ways to use their own creative ability 
to develop a sense of curiosity, awe and gratitude to God our Father, as they 
encounter the world 
to share in the Faith Conmunity when faced with mystery of suffering in the 
world 
to be open to the gift of the Spirit as they experience "life" in the world 
That the children will become more aware and appreciative of the beauty and 
wonder of nature. 
That the children will respond in wonder and awe to the signs of God's presence 
in the world around them. 
That the children will celebrate God's presence in their lives and thank him 
for his love revealed through his gifts 
That the children will be led to discover new beauty and meaning in the season 
of winter 
That the children will become more aware of God's love and care for them and 
their world through reflecting on the quiet, slow times of their lives. 
That the children will learn more about the world of space 

That the children will come to recognise the greatness and wonder of man, of 
the universe and God 
That the children will learn to open their eyes and to look for the wonders of 
their local world 
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MIDDLE PRIMARY 

-EXAMPLES 

Doctrine of the Eucharist 

11 In the Eucharist we say "Yes" with Jesus to God 
our Fa ther 11 

"In the Sacrament of Penance God forgives our sins" 

Scripture - Luke 19 1 - 10 Luke 23 33 - 34 

Old Testament Scripture and New Testament 

Doctrine of the Communion of Saints 

Stories of the-Saints 
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